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THE most astonishing characteristic of the Unknownable is its plenitude ; unless, perhaps, it be the ease
with which one may convert it to the Knownable.
One needs but to wish, then to act (literally, to bestir
one’s self), and there it is, in one’s hand—a trifle more
added to what we call one’s education,
As an absolutely sure way of becoming a capitalist lies in not
spending all one gets, so a similarly sure way of becoming learned lies in not wasting experiences, They are

wasted when they are allowed to fade from the memory

unquestioned,
But in saving to become an owner of money one
knows that with every penny set aside the goal is one
penny nearer ; the sum total is one penny nearer completion. It is otherwise with saving to become the
owner of Things worth Knowing.
I think it was Herbert Spencer who hit upon the following illustration :Let us suppose that to-day what
one knows is represented by a marble ; on every point
of its surface the Unknown impinges, surrounding the
Knownas the atmosphere surrounds the earth. Inayear
hence let us suppose that the Known has increased, and
is relatively as large asa peach. ‘he surface touched by
the Unknown is greater. When, in the imagination, we
proceed from a peach to a toy balloon, from a toy

balloon

to a real balloon, and by degrees to a small

planet, it is easy to understand that one’s temperament
and digestion must be of a good order to stand the surprise.
FROM some queer crook in the human intellect, there
is a large class of people, especially those of moderate
means, who object to paying for any but the very
cheapest lessons, but who, when it comes to buying an
instrument, will not be satisfied with anything but the

very best.

the piano-making

art.

The

instrument must show the

highest workmanship and the most beautiful finish.
Now, is not this a strange anomaly? These people
want their pianos made by the finest and most skilful
men in the trade, but when it comes to having work
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the finest ivory, the most celebrated maker’s name on
the front panel, and the latest improvements known to
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If they have a possible $500 to buy a piano

and educate a child, many of this class will pay $400 for
the piano and $100 for the education, instead of paying

$100 or $200 for the piano and $300 or $400 for the edu-

'
:
cation.
Many, again, will buya piano, give achild a “ term,’
—probably consisting of twelve lessons,—and that is
the last of it.
Such people want an instrument with the most mas,
sive cage, the finest strings, the most elegant carvings

done on the brains of their children, a matter infinitely
more important, they seem to think that anybody will
do for that, and employ the first bungling amateur or
cheap teacher that comes along. The average piano is
an out-of-date mass of rusty strings, moth-eaten felt,
and warped woodwork in twenty years ;but the impress
which a true teacher leaves on the plastic brain of a
child is imperishable—it lasts forever.
Not that we do not believe in buying first-rate instruments!
Far from it; no piano can be too good for the
growing student if it can be afforded in addition to a
first-class musical education.
The point we wish to
make is that education comes first. If you can not
aftord both, pay the skilful shaper of brains instead of

the clever carver of piano panels ; hire the man who has
genius in attuning the musical hearing of pupils, instead
of the first-class varnisher and finisher; spend the
greater portion of your money in teaching a child how

to use a tool, and not on the tool itself.
The homes of our country are full of these beautiful,
expensive pianos, with no one to play them.
Ask the
people who buy them which they would prefer to hear,
a first-class player and a medium-priced piano, or a firstclass piano and a bungling player, and they will choose
the first without the least hesitation. When it comes
to the point of buying a piano and educating a child,
however, they fail utterly to see the point, and, after
spending almost all their money on a piano, hand their
child over without hesitation to the first neighborhood
teacher who can play a jingling ‘‘coon song” or ‘‘ rag-

NO. 1
advance should have no close relation to chronology, but
should be governed strictly by questions of technical
facility and spiritual affinity. In other words, we no
longer take a dreary, plodding journey through a thousand pages of Czerny and over the pretty but monotonous
fields of Haydn before venturing to speak out our own
hearts upon the piano; neither do we wander in the
Pacific Ocean of the key of Cmajor for three years before
venturing to land in the sunny clime of B- or F-sharp
major.

THE physicians who study the nature and treatment
of the human body say, at least the majority of them,
that the best diet is that which consists of a mixture of
animal and vegetable foods.
This is a metaphor of the musical nature.
We can
not become good and proficient musicians by a bigoted
and one-sided adherence to any class of compositions,
not even the best and highest.
The true lover of

English poetry does not tether himself to the pages of
Shakespeare alone, inimitable as those inspired pages
are. He reads also Lowell, Byron, Keats, Longfellow,
Milton, Shelley, Browning, Tennyson, and a hundred
others, not forgetting nor omitting many a minor bard
who had a true voice and a warm heart.
Exactly analogous to this should be the mode of
developing our musical taste and learning. It is an
excellent plan to follow the usage of certain piano
teachers of eminence and long experience,

who make it

a rule to keep students at work all the while upon con-

trasted pieces. Thus, if the eighth Invention of J. S.
Bach isin hand, —the pretty one in F major,—along with
it will be taken some

“Song Without

easy piece by Heller, such as the

Words’

in D major, op. 46, No. 8;

with a rondo by Haydn will go the ‘‘ Love-song,”? by
Henselt; with ‘‘The Harmonious Blacksmith,” by

teaching is the well-nigh universal abandonment of the

Handel, ‘‘ Kammenoi Ostrow,” No. 22, by Rubinstein ;
with Mendelssohn’s ‘‘ Hunting-song’? or ‘‘ Barcarole in
A minor,’’ Schumann’s ‘‘ Nocturne,’’ op. 23, No. 4 ; with
Chopin’s ‘“‘ Polonaise’? in A major, the ‘‘ Adagio”? of
Beethoven’s ‘‘ Moonlight”? Sonata ; with Weber’s rondo,
“Perpetual Motion,” the ‘Funeral March,’ by
Schytté, and so on and so on, in a thousand interesting

pedantic methods

in vogue a third of a century back.

contrasts, which may be carried up from grade I to the

The American is practical if he is anything, and the day
when the long-haired foreigner with limited vocabulary

very highest—to ten, or even beyond, if there were any
such altitude.

time’ two-step, simply because the lessons are cheap,
and they can not afford to pay much, as they are paying
for a magnificent carved piano on the instalment plan.

One of the most hopeful features of our American

was the oracle of the city in matters musical is happily
past.

We have now learned that there is dire fallacy

in the idea that the pupil must go through piano music
in the rotation of its evolution. Haydn, Mozart, Kuhlan, Dussek, Clementi, are valuable ;more, they must be
included in a well-balanced piano culture.

But we now

see that very often the antique and simple composition
isa task for the advanced musician ; even, it may be, for
the great virtuoso, and not for the tyro; while in many
eases the very best thing for feeding the young and immature learner is the latest production of the teeming
press of to-day. There is a great disposition on the part
of composers to resuscitate the types of the olden days,
especially the gavotte and the minuet, and such imitations preserve sufficiently the form and spirit of the old
days, yet bathe the whole picture in a lambent rosy
light of our own modern feeling. The wise teacher of

to-day goes step by step up the ladder of technical
acquirement, culling widely at each degree from the
musical output of the last two centuries, and alternate
lessons may deal with Bach, with Tschaikowsky, with
Scarlatti, and

with

MacDowell.

This is well, and the

We have, at various times, called to the attention of our
readers, that one way to strengthen and increase the

interest of the public in musical affairs is to keep music
before them.
One means that was specially recommended was to :
get the editor of the strongest local newspaper to open
the columns of his journal to matters connected not only
with the musical events of the city, but with music in
general and as an art,
This has been done in several cases, as we have
learned from correspondents.
Enterprising teachers
have taken up the work in several localities, and are
doing yeoman work for the art and the profession by col-

lecting items of interest about persons and things musical,
helpfal hints, readable articles, everything that will
tend to draw public support to music, because the public
becomes

convinced

that music

is eminently worthy of

hearty and continual support,
At the beginning of the ‘‘ New Year’ isa good time
to make an effort in this direction, and we trust that the

THE

As
coming months will bring us word from many different
places that this means for the good of our profession is
being vigorously and successfully exploited.

Ir is said that when children are being trained to
walk the tight-rope, the latter is raised but a very
little from the ground or floor. The little athletes know
thata fall can not hurt, and thus gain the confidence
necessary in the perilous feats they accomplish later
with such seeming ease. Falls are hound to occur, but
the fear of dread consequence is taken away at first, and
the muscles develop the necessary strength and the
nerves the requisite steadiness by means of each separate
trial and failure.
So with all of us who are trying to build up the character that alone makes for success. We work because
no man nor woman who has even a moderate degree of
health and strength, body and mind, and, most of all, a
stout heart, can stand idle.
Since we must work, let us work without fear of consequences. Let us consider what we do as an experiment that can not kill, but through which we shall gain
the experience to make us stronger and wiser. Let us

do our work, not without reflection, but, having done
what we could in the
steadily, believing that
future good.
Stop and think back
not recall many a time

preliminary, let us go ahead
even out of failure can come a
over your past years. Can you
when the end of your labor in

some particular direction brought about a result very
different, perhaps diametrically opposite, to that you
expected?
No one can foresee what he is} building.

Success or failure is often but relative and for the
moment, and we have a lifetime of work and endeavor
before we can lay down our burden and be at rest.
In this month, the first in the year, right on the
threshold of a new century, we should make and keep
the resolution that the rest of our lives is to be a round
of steady, courageous, thoughtful endeavor, patient for
results, yet fearing not. Mistakes may be made, but
only a few mistakes, if any, can permanently destroy
character and life.
Work, and learn to love work,

because work is life.

WE call the attention of our readers to the announeement of the Prize Essay Contest, which will be found in
another column of this issue. These annual contests
have excited considerable interest and have brought to
the notice of our readers new writers of promise and
power. The prizes are liberal, and we trust all of our
readers who have cultivated the habit of putting down
on paper the thoughts and lessons they have learned and
have proved to be of value will take part in this competition.
Even though an essay may not win a prize, it
may be found useful to Taz ETUDE and be available for
publication in some later issue.

ETUDE

shopman or woman, seeks relaxation, what
so grateful to
him as music?
Hence we claim for the music teacher a worthy
place
in this sfruggle for national and individual
prosperity.
We are factors in the progress of our commu
nity, and
as such, upon us is laid the responsibility of
laboring
stoutly and unceasingly with all our powers
, physical
and mental, to do our own share, no matter
how small it
may seem, in making the history of the day and
the hour,
in carrying out, each one, his little share in
the great
scheme for human development.
Get into the current of business activity, take
the
pushing and jostling like a man, and you will find
that
your work goes better ;that you are stronger in
your
dealings with your fellows j and that you are doing more
because you are in the stream of things to be done.
How frequently it happens thata parent will ask
a
teacher, after the latter has heard the child play, ‘‘Do
you think my child will make a great player?” or
some similar question,
Few teachers are able to answer such a question, and
the earnest, conscientious teacher feels but little inclined
to doso, While the playing may fairly reveal what the

child can do at that time, it can by no means show what
possibilities are present.
Progressive development depends upon many things
that become apparent only as instruction is carried on,

and the teacher who expresses a judgment upon insnfiicient premises goes far beyond his province.
Steady
and well-directed training, extended over a fair amount
of time, will make good players and useful
musicians
of almost

all children, provided it be added

to a fair

degree of special talent.
The wise teacher will meet such a question
tactfully .
not boastingly, as is the manner of some, who ‘‘can
tell
in a moment if a child has the making of
a musician” .
not cynically, like another class, who rail at
the life of a
musician, and say, ‘‘ Never let your child take up
music

as a profession”?
siastically speak
career, the most
No!. Express

; not gushingly, like those who enthuof music as the highest art, the nobles
t
dignified profession,
your honest opinion as to the
child’s
present abilities, what they fairly promise,
and impress
upon both parent and child that work
intelligently
direc

ted and conscientiously done will
surely bring a
reasonable meed of success in music
as in any other

vocation. There is glamour enou
gh about music in the
eyes of some, The true musician lends
no hand to casting more over the art.

QUESTIONS

a new century ; with this, the beginning of the year, we
can not but feel ourselves in the midst of an unparalleled
prosperity in our commercial life, and sharing in a broadening of national and political spirit. The lean years
are behind us,—let us hope, for long,—and the fat years
are now with us, to remain, let us hope, for a long, long
time. As a nation, as individuals, we have much
reason to rejoice.
It is most pleasant to record that the members of the
music¢ profession, day by day, more and more, are coming to view themselves as part of our prosperity, as factors

in business progress, since their work is, just as any
other, a part of the increasing tide of human activity,
While the music teacher may not be a productive factor directly in material affairs, he is very much so indirectly, because his teachings and the art he practises

make brighter the lives of the busy men and women
who are the workers in material products, who keep
the

current of commercial

activity in constant

flow.

When the man of affairs, the mechanic, the laborer, the

the Latin confer, meaning “ compare
,””
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until perfect fluency is obtained, and then together in rapid
tempo.

The mathematical divisions will be of little practic
al aid. However,

the analysis should be understood.
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Suppose each group is to
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would come on the following
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it is the intention to reproduce Bayreuth conditions as
nearly as possible.

THE famous Hellmesberger Quartet has celebrated its
fifty years’ jubilee.

GABLONZ,
Schubert.

Beruioz’

Bohemia,

is about

‘Damnation

to erect a statue

of Faust’? was

played

to

in

Stuttgart for the first time last month.
BeERuioz’ ‘‘ Prise de Troie’’ has lately been given
(November 16th) as a novelty in Paris,

Humperpincr’s ‘‘ Hansel und Gretel’? has reached
its hundredth representation in Vienna,
EpvaAkpo Soup!, composer and pianist, has recently
died in Florence, in his eighty-first year.
Ir is announced that the Indianapolis May Festival
Association will not give a festival next spring.
WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE is to give a short series of
lectures and song recitals in America beginning in New
York.
HernricH ZoELLNER’s music drama, ‘‘ Die Versunkene Glocke,’? was successfully given in Liibeck in
November.
In Aix la Chapelle Bach’s ‘‘ B-minor Mass’’ has just
been given for the first time, under the leadership of
Schwickerath.
E. TINEL’s music drama, ‘‘ Godoleva,’’ has been performed for the first time in Germany by the Museum
Society in Crefeld.
RecENT discussion claims to have decided that Chopin’s birthday was February 22d. That day is already
famous in this country.
MADAME MELBA is singing in Berlin, She opened
the season December 4th at the Royal Opera House in
“Lucia,” with great success.
Srr ARTHUR SULLIVAN has set Kipling’s poem, ‘‘The
Absent-minded Beggar,’’ to music.
More than 50,000
copies were sold in three days.
Sorre

Menrer

has lately given a piano recital in

Munich in which she eclipsed all previous success.
The public is described as ‘‘ positively electrified.”

WALTER DaAmroscH and Emil Paur are to have
charge of a big concert, February 6th, in New York, to
raise funds for making the Dewey Arch permanent.
A FOREIGN correspondent says that Mme. Patti has
yielded to the ‘‘coon song’’ craze and entertains her
guests in that way, even insisting on their joining in the
chorus.
‘‘Tig Warsaw Echo”? published in its Chopin number
a polonaise which that composer had written when

eleven years old under the direction of his teacher,
A, Zwiny.
‘“EINDYMION,’’

a new vocal scena by Madame Liza
Lehmann, was sung on November 2d in Queen’s Hall,
London, by Miss Esther Palliser, and created a great
impression.
Tue National Conservatory Orchestra, composed of
fifty pupils accepted on account of their merit and instructed free of expense, announces its second season of
concerts under the direction of Mr. Emil Paur.

ARTHUR SULLIVAN’S new comic opera, ‘‘ The Persian
Rose,’’ text by Captain Basil Hood, has had an overwhelming success at the Savoy Theater in Dresden.
It
will be given soon in the Central Theater in Dresden.

TxHE musical world celebrated on December 17th the
one hundred and fiftieth anniversary of the birth of
Domenico Cimarosa, the composer of ‘‘I] Matrimonio
Segreto.””
He was born in Aversa, in the province of
Gaserta.
PABLO SARASATE will undertake a long concert tour

through Germany, Belgium, and Austria, beginning
with the new year, and playing in more than thirty
cities. He will be supported by Mme. Bertha MarxGoldschmidt,
Crncrnwatt people are considering a project for the
performance of Wagner’s ‘‘ Nibelungen’”’ operason a large
tor, and
geale. Mr. Van der Stucken is to be the conduc

It was

organized

November

4,

1849, at Vienna, by Josef Hellmesberger, Sr., who, in
1887, handed over the leadership to his son, Josef
Hellmesberger, Jr.
THE authorities of the British Museum, London, have
in preparation an interesting series of musical treatises,
the first on Beethoven and Wagner, and including everything on the subject to be found in the Museum library.
Other composers will be taken up later.

Srvce Mascagni has heen in Leipzig with his orchestra,
Leoncavallo has also been there on a similar errand :
viz., to direct his ‘‘ Bajazzo”’ and his own orchestral
pieces and songs with orchestra,
Leipzig did not welcome either composer, or appreciate his music.
ALFRED REISENAUER, the pianist, gave a concert in
Leipzig on November 23d. His critics found everything
“good enough” in his playing; and when they considered the force of his octave playing, it was even ‘‘ too
much of good.’? How could a gentle critic go further?
THE grand festival of Worcester, Hereford, and Gloucester, lately held at Worcester, found its chief musical
success in the ‘‘ Hora Novissima”’ of Horatio Parker, of
Yale University, which was received with wild applause.
Mr. Parker directed his work in person. He is a pupil
of Rheinberger.
Ferruccio Busoni, whose personality seems exactly
satisfactory to his German audiences, has been winning
fresh approval by his Bach, Liszt, and Chopin playing
But of late it has been hinted
in southern Germany.
that if he lacked anything in any particular, it might
perhaps be feeling.

EvGEN D’ALBERT’S concerto for the violoncello has
been played for the first time in Vienna, by Hugo
Becker, with overwhelming success.
The great ’cellist
D’Albert's song scena, ‘‘ Die
was recalled five times.
Seejungfrau,” sung by the composer’s wife in the same
concert, was also received with great enthusiasm.
Tue Kansas Musical Jubilee Association has issued a
circular giving information concerning the contests at
the next meeting in May, at Hutchinson.
Mr. B. 8.
Hoagland is the secretary.
About $1500 has been
offered

as prizes in the various

contests.

Mr.

E.

R.

Kroeger, of St. Louis, will be one of the adjudicators.
Orro HeGNER, the well-known pianist, who left such

an excellent reputation in America, which he visited as
a child pianist, and his young sister Anna, who has
already begun her career ag a violinist, have been playing
with the Winderstein Orchestra. They have already
made the classic field of Beethoven and Brahms their
own.
A NUMBER of musical copyrights were sold in London
last month.
Cantor’s ‘‘O fair, O sweet and holy,”
sold for $200 ; Faning’s ‘‘Song of the Vikings,”’ $3390 ;
‘* Album of Songs,”? by Kjerulf, $3050 ;Mande Valerie
White's ‘‘ Absent yet Present,’ $2370, An ‘‘ Album of
Russian Songs,’? with guitar accompaniment, sold for

$1750.
Mr. Ernst DoNNANYI, a pupil of D'Albert and composer of the concerto which took the first prize at the
recent competition at Vienna, has arrived in this country
for a concert trip. He is a young Hungarian of great
promise, whose future is watched with expectation
in Europe, where he has obtained the most cordial
recognition.
A COMMITTEE has been formed in Cracow to procure
the removal of Chopin's remains to Poland.
It is proposed to give the composer his last earthly resting-place
in the old royal castle, Wawal, in Cracow.
As the
transportation will be costly, a subscription list has
been opened which is already well filled.
Paderewski
alone gave 5000 francs.
ALEXANDER SrLort, having returned to St. Petersburg, has begun his piano recitals there with great éclat.
It is an open secret that Mr. Siloti has gone to the Russien capital under the direct inspiration of royal approval, He was summoned to play before the Czar some

months since, and his presence in St. Petersburg is the
result of the delight he caused on that occasion.

ACCORDING to a New York contemporary, several
famous musicians are decidedly bucolic in their recreations: Paderewski is proud of the wine made on his
Swiss estate; Salignac has an estate near Marseilles
which yields a fine quality of wine ; Scalchi is also interested in a vineyard ; Saleza was photographed on his
estate, wearing wooden shoes, blouse, and straw hat.

Mr. Mark Hameoura’s début at the New York
Philharmonic concert was a popular success. He imme-

diately attracted his public and kept their sympathy.
He is a pianist of decidedly fiery and tempestuous organization ; in the ‘‘ Sturm und Drang” period of his musical
career.
His execution is great and his tone incisive.
His interpretation is frank and sincere, and, as such, well
worth hearing.
A VERY admirable season of symphony concerts for
young people is announced for the coming season in
New York, under the direction of Mr, Frank Damrosch ;
and an additional series of orchestral concerts for young
Miss Laura Post is chairman of the Executive
children.
Committee of the latter. These concerts will be given
Saturday mornings; the young people’s series in the

afternoon of the same day.

BELIEVERS in Max Nordau’s degeneracy will do well to
reflect on the theme of what his admirers call his genial
tone-poem, ‘‘ Till Eulenspiegel’s Merry Pranks,’”’ Eulenspiegel was the work of the German imagination when
at its lowest ebb—a country bumpkin whose low canning
found congenial vent in bringing his employer’s orders
to miscarriage by an affectation of stupidity ; a Handy
Andy with malignity instead of wit as the basis of his
character.
Mr. Louris BREITNER arrived in New York on the
21st inst., from Paris, where he leaves an extremely
large and choice teaching connection to make a new
Mr. Breitner has children, whose
home in America.

fortunes are best insured

in America

under

American

‘institutions ; and the family removes to New York on
He is regarded as Anton Rubinstein's
their account.
possesses many pupils and friends on
and
best pupil,

this side of the Atlantic. He will play in a limited
number of concerts in New York.
LAMOUREUX, the famous French orchestral conductor,
Thus is taken away another
died in Paris last month.
He was born at
of the strong men of French music.
Bordeanx, in 1834, and was trained asa violinist. He
filled various engagements as director, and in 1878 was
In 1881 he
made chief conductor at the Grand Opera.
established the popular ‘‘ Lamoureux Concerts,” the
most important in Paris. He resigned this position in
1897. It is a matter of note that this fall he conducted
a concert in Berlin, the first time he ever appeared
there.
A suBscRIPTION has been raised in England for a
memorial to Mr. Foli, to be placed in the Catholic
church of his native town, Cahir, Tipperary, Ireland.
It would be more to the purpose to place it in the Park

Congregational Church, Asylum Street, Hartford, Conn.,
where, having been discovered and trained by Mr. Chas.

choirHuntington, an excellent singing-teacher and
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Practical Points by Practical Teachers
BEING THANKFUL
THOMAS

TO NATURE.

So she exclaims

frequently, ‘‘I should

be happy if he were interested in his work !””
There was once upon a time a cripple, and though a
cripple, yet a philosopher ; and he said to those of the

Romans who had the time to stop and listen: ‘‘If thou
wouldst have aught, have it from thyself.’’ Naturally,
one

smiles

to think

what

a good thing the Romans

missed by jeering at his folly as they ambled to the
baths, or to the hippodrome to have a lazy, good-fornothing time.
The connection is this: if the teacher wants the pupil
to be interested, she herself must take interest
; and
those who try it seem to believe that even with obstinate
cases a failure may be averted by plenty of trouble taken
on the teacher’s part.
She has two kinds of knowledge at her disposal:
Specialty-knowledge and child-knowledge.
Specialtyknowledge has to do with her business ; we expect her
to have that, and plenty of it ; she learns it in conservatories, in going abroad, in the active exercise of her
business. There is only one school in the world, however, for the learning of child-knowledge—that is the
school of childhood. It is in this school that the teacher
discovers that as a class children have just as much
interest in a teacher and her doings as she has in them.
If the lesson of to-day seems not to attract attention, she
must seek to connect it by tangible lines with a center
of interest in the child’s life.

Always to move to new

things from interest-centers, should be her golden rule.
To make a healthy boy as miserable as a boy can be,
set him at a task that makes no evident connection with

him.

READING,

MUSICAL

JUDIGIOUS

LOUIS

CG. ELSON.

BuLweErR-Lyrton, in ‘‘My Novel,’”? shows that the
old saying that ‘‘ Knowledge is power ” is not an altogether just one, for the power could be misapplied and
knowledge itself become a hindrance instead of a help.
Without going so far as this, one can certainly assert
that, in the field of music, mere diligence in reading is
not sufficient to advance a musician, and may sometimes even retard his progress.

There certainly ought

to be a musical guide published some day on ‘‘ What to
Read and How to Read It,’’ forthe literature teems with
books which are prejudiced, sometimes misleading, and
often unsafe.

We can imagine, for example, an earnest teacher studying an unrevised edition of Berlioz’ great work on ‘ Ipstrumentation,’”’

only

to find, after having taught its

precepts to many pupils, that parts of it were only
applicable to orchestration in France, and parts of it
had been superseded altogether by changes in the modern

orchestra.
We can

imagine

another

searcher after knowledge

FROM

THE MODERN

TO THE

all these conflicting sounds in his ears, detect
ing and
correcting the most hair’s-breadth deviations from the
true intonation in his pupils’ playing, and
noting the

slightest mistakes in rhythm as well.

His ear and

brain were, of course, cognizant of the conflicting tones
;
but so intense was his power of concentration that his
mind calmly ignored everything but the work in hand.

GLASSIG.
DEVELOPMENT

HELENA M. MAGUIRE.
FOoLLowinG out the scientific plan of bringing a pupil
from the simple into the complex, necessitates in musical
training a working backward, rather than beginning
with Scarlatti and Bach and working forward toward
to-day. The end-of-the-century musicis of so free a caste,
with its open harmony, wide extensions, and long, swinging phrases, that it gives the pupil a feeling of great
freedom and a sort of exultant idea that she is ready for
and capable of anything.
Something of the same feel-

ing that one experiences in the open fields, under the
wide skies, possesses the pupil under the influence of
modern music.
So that when the pupil of to-day enters into the classics,
with their closer harmony, many complexities, and finely
worked-out detail, it seems to her as though she were
trying to enter into a place too small for her, and vague
and confused memories of ‘‘ Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland’’ come to mix intrusively with her attempts to
accommodate her fingers to the new conditions.
At

almost every measure the teacher finds it necessary to
interrupt and to call attention to some neglected voice,

to the beginning or finishing of a phrase, or to some nice

reinforcement of the pedal, to so many things, in fact,

that with the hasty judgment of youth, classic music
is
put down as ‘‘ petty ’’; and when you finda pupil dropping her hands quickly into her lap and sitting
rigidly
listening every time you offer a suggestion, you may
know that she has had sufficient classic
instruction for
the present.
She has received as much as she can digest
and it is best to defer offering more, lest your function
of nourishing with fine and healthful food
degenerate
into inordinate gorging.

OF

OCTAVE

PLAYING,

PERLEE V. JERVIS.
OcTAVES

are played by nearly all
artists by an impulse from the arm, followed
by a loo: se vibration of the

hand on the wrist-joint. The
best pre paration for octave
playing is an exercise that
devielops this action of the
hand.

note to each count.

Start with

as far as possible on the wrist-jo
‘int, the first and fift
h
fingers firmly

set in octave positi ion and
the remaining
fingers straightened out a little,
At each count let the
hand drop loosely on the octave Cc.
—C, and immediate
ly
cause it to spring back to the x:‘aised
position, with ag
quick an up-action as possible. Follo
w this by playin

the same measure in eighth notes,
then in sixteenths, e
When the exercise can be played in sixtee
nths, raise

the speed from 60 to 120. As the speed is raised,
the
arm impulse will almost come of itself, as it is impos-

sible to play the sixteenths at a rapid tempo
without

giving an impulse from the arm.
; When this hand vibration is well established, the scale
in octaves can be started at 60, and a
careful study

should be made of the lateral arm
movement, which is
fully as important as the
hand action.
When the scale can be played
through four octaves in
sixt
pe
eent
rhs at 60, ; the spe
speeded should be gra
x dually rais
i ed to
Playing through the arp
and diminished seventh
chor

INTENSE TEACHING,
ROBERT

BRAINE,

Some teachers can not endure the
sli ightest noise or
sound of any kind in the
same or an adjacent room
while they are teaching, but
instructors in musical col.

leges and conservatories are
obliged to get used t oe
great deal of this sort of thing,
=
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tance of establish; Teiterated Suggestions is the impor
:

becoming quite partizan through reading that excellent

book, ‘‘ A Conversation in Music,” by Rubinstein, not
knowing how the author was prejudiced in the matter
of operatic writing because of the continued failure of
his own operas.
In the Wagnerian field the books of the general
reader will still be partizan, and either attack or praige
strongly.

will exalt that

ture is a pressing one.

This experiment will prove that in the throne-

room of education it is not the teacher who sits in the
coronation robe; it is the boy. He is the one who
wears the crown, and it is the teacher’s head that lies
uneasy.

on Mendelssohn

composer to the skies, while the works of the Wagnerian
school will decry him.
It is therefore self-evident that the young musician
must seek
a guide in his reading if he would have it help
him. The need for a good dictionary of musical litera-

TAPPER.

THE teacher is a being of troubles, She learns, in her
relation with the child, that many of her cares would
disappear if he would bestir himself and find attraction
in his lessons.
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Conducted by ~
GEORGE LEHMANN.

[Beginning with this issue of Tux ErupE we have
arranged to devote one page to a department for teachers
and students of the violin.
The department will be in
the hands of Mr. George Lehmann, of New York city,
violinist and author of several works on the violin and
violin-playing.
The educational policy of TaE EruDE
will be followed in this department, and it is the intention of the Editor to make it a help and stimulus to all
who are interested in this noble instrument.—EDITOR
or THE ETUDE.]
WERE it sometimes consisCRITICISM.
tent with the critic’s duties
merely to chronicle the sapless facts of our numerous musical happenings, he might
often escape a very delicate and ungrateful task. In
undertaking his more or less unsympathetic work, however, he should endeavor to prove himself something
better than a vitriolic decrier of men’s shortcomings, or
an ignoble medium for clothing what is false and worthless in the garb of virtue and merit.
At best, criticism is a very serious business. Itshould
not be approached lightly, even by a man of great musical skill and broad general culture. For, though he be
sincere and conscientious ;though he be intimately acquainted with the minutest technical details of the art
he is criticizing ; though his powers of analysis be keen
or extraordinary ; and though the milk of human kindness course freely through his veins—yet, despite all
this, he may err in estimating the true worth of things
artistic
Ideal criticism seems far removed from human possibility. It is surrounded by a thousand snares and pitfalls. Its requisites are all the good qualities that result
from sound training, a liberal education, and a varied
experience, together with a powerful mind, an esthetic
nature, and the firmest principles of integrity. The true
critic approaches his work with a keen appreciation of
its serious import, and his written thought is the quintessence of long and arduous toil and purity of purpose.
A few simple principles may be said to underlie all
good criticism :
First among these is the principle of carefully selecting and weighing what is good.
Second, of separating the bad from the good, and dealing with it in accordance with the conditions by which
it is governed.

ETUDE

x

might work wonders in a better cause.
And not onlyis
the purpose of the vibrato, as well as its sane and artistic
use, little understood by young violinists, but the very
method of performing it so as to achieve the results for
which it is utilized is usually a very hazy question, on
which the youthful experimentalist rarely bestows more
than superficial thought.
With him, in fact, the vibrato
long remains a mere experiment, and a dangerous one
at that. Comprehending not its very first principles,
nor the mechanical means of its performance, his ineffectual endeavors to beautify have the result of destroying
the good qualities of tone resultant from digital precision
and excellent bowing. And more particularly does the
left hand suffer for such ignorance, since the attempt to
perform the vibrato is usually nothing more nor less
than a straining of the whole hand—a consequent rigidity, from whose evil effects the fingers and the muscles
can not very well escape.
This

interesting

subject

will

in due

time

receive

detailed treatment in these columns.
In the mean time
we would suggest that pupils, as a rule, should endeavor
to resist the allurements of the vibrato, leaving such an

accomplishment for that period of their studies when
little risk attaches to itsacquirement. For the young
and incapable pupil it is always a luxury easily converted into a musical vice.

EmsBRYO
CHANGING OF
TEACHERS.

violinists have

thoroughly learned the art of

prolonging the teacher’s summer vacation.
During the
six or seven months which now constitute the violin
student's season of pious musical endeavor he is not

inapt to bestow his affections on several different
teachers, ladening his conscience with the guilt of as

many base desertions.

The restless spirit of the May-movers has spread contagion to our student world. With this difference,

Third, of utilizing the results thus obtained in such
wise as to make them helpful or inspiring to the person
criticized.
Fourth, of formulating the reader’s taste in a sound

however : that our teachers have anumber of Mays to
brood over during every season, while the possessor of
real estate generally concentrates his woes in one grand
yearly lamentation.
This flitting about from one studio to another is
quite as profitless to the student as it is to the teacher.
Nothing good can come of these wanderings.
They
only serve to increase the difficulty of choosing able
pedagogic guidance.
Knowing too well the caprice
and inconstancy of students of the present day, our
teachers can hardly escape from viewing all newcomers
with a certain degree of suspicion. It is but a natural
consequence of the student’s vain apostasies, and makes
reciprocal affection between teacher and pupil-a bond
exceedingly difficult to establish.
American students are too easily influenced in their
decisions respecting a teacher’s abilities, They imagine
that Professor A—— must surely be a genius, because,
among his pupils of the past year, two have won favor
with the press and the public.
Equally illogical is their
contempt for Mr. B——, who in many years has not had

and healthy direction.
Lastly may be added a principle very simple and

the good fortune to train even one exceptionally gifted
pupil.

humane—that is, of remembering always that the artist
ig not a marvelous mechanical contrivance ; that he is

How easily it is forgotten that the most able and painstaking instructor is unable to achieve artistic results with
worthless material. Students seem to have difficulty
in grasping the simple fact that their development is
chiefly dependent upon the character of their own
efforts and the degree of tenacity with which they cling
to their work.
They say to the hapless teacher: ‘I
love music ; my talent is unquestionable.
Develop and

subject to the same physical ills and woes as his critic ;
and that, presumably, he invites judgment only after

years of self-sacrifice and anxious preparation.
ef

OnE of the least appreTHE
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hended

VIOLIN=PLAYING.

VIBRATO

hand
hardly

adjuncts

to left-

can
technic—it
be considered as

being an actual part of technic—is the vibrato.
process of beautifying tone, or, still better,

A mere
a mere

aid in intensifying tone that is produced in its purity
and clarity by the bow-arm and

the fingers, it is, never-

theless, regarded very generally as
tone production and indispensable
ginner, to whom the third position
Indeed, it is this very beginner

@ vital necessity in
even to the very beis as yet a mystery.
who, easily charmed

tone resulting
and beguiled by the increased warmth of

its tonal imfrom a good vibrato, unfailingly exaggerates
ardor which
and
zeal
portance, and misapplies it with a

mature my dormant musical gifts.

My artistic strength

and future happiness rest with you.”
And they wash their hands of further responsibility
in the matter.

erroneous view is chiefly or wholly the outcome of apparently preponderating difficulties of the left hand, is
a question which does not enter our present consideration of this subject. The fact that interests and causes
regret is the pupil’s concentrated energy in all work
appertaining to left-hand technic and his lack of interest in, if not utter disregard of, the peculiar subtleties
of right-hand development.
Prone to believe that the charm and success of violinplaying are dependent upon the perfection of digital

skill, the misguided student lavishes all his time and
energy on the left hand, seeking always by such a
process to master the technical problems of his art.
True, the time arrives when formidable difficulties of
right-hand technic make him pause and command from
him serious attention and arduouslabor.
But even this
inevitable experience usually fails to broaden bis conception of technic in a sufficient degree to lead him into
the higher realms of violin-playing.
More often it
simply suggests temporary application in a new direction (so that an unsuspected but not vital principle
may receive the attention which it compels), without
exciting deep inquiry or enlarging the student’s horizon
of art.

On this subject we shall have much to say in the
future.
For the present we must rest content with
hinting at future intentions, touching here and there
upon subjects whose broader treatment should prove of
interest to all earnest students of the violin.

THE question of phrasing,
too, is a sealed book to more

PHRASING.
our violin students.

that this all-important subject continues to be disre-

spectfully thrust aside to make room for numerous matters of minor value.
Indeed, so indifferent are most
pupils to the subject of phrasing that, were it said that

even the gifted and intelligent ones are ignorant of its
simplest principles, such a statement would be no
exaggeration of the present state of affairs. And—still
without distortion of fact—it may even be said that the
average pupil

results of such misconception,

or whether the pupil’s

has

only the

feeblest conception

of the

term phrasing, and would be at a loss for an intelligent
definition of the word were he called upon to briefly
state its meaning in connection with music.
The
teacher frequently has occasion toemploy the term, and

the pupil thus learns of its existence in much the same
manner as he appreciates innumerable daily occurrences
from which

his attention

can not wholly escape,

yet

which neither leave an impression nor excite inquiry.
Phrasing, therefore, is a fit subject for these columns.
It will be taken up seriously, and in a manner that
seems best suited
interest.

to engage

and reward

our readers’

Dy

THE
first American
appearance of Miss Leonora
Jackson is awaited with much
interest.
That our young
countrywoman may delight us with her playing, even
as she has delighted many European audiences, is the

MISS LEONORA
JACKSON.

hope of every American who wishes to see American
artists forge ahead and take an honorable

place in the

musical world.
Miss Jackson has had an enviable share of what is
commonly termed good luck, Fortune has smiled upon

her from the very beginning of her student days, and
has never deserted her, never frowned upon her, for a
single day. Before leaving Chicago, Miss Jackson succeeded in winning the interest and affection of the very
people who were in a position to manifest friendship in
a most substantial way.
Not one care of a waterial
nature did she take with her to Berlin.
Her Chicago
friends made ample provision for all her needs ; and, we

understood, in addition to relieving her of all monetary
cares, provided

In the mind of the aver* age violin student the term
RIGHT-HAND
‘technic’? is solely and disTECHNIC.
tinctly associated with all
work performed by the left hand.
Whether this misapprehension of the scope of technie may be traced to the
thoughtless teacher who fails to appreciate the serious

than seventy-five per cent. of
It seems little short of incredible

her with

a Stradivarius

A child of fortune, indeed !

of great value,

Our good wishes for Miss Jackson’s success are, however,

not wholly

mere

fact that she has received her training solely at

free from

certain

misgivings.

The

Berlin, and that the corner-stone of her artistic triumphs
was laid in the Prussian capital, can not fail to remind
one of the many loudly but unwisely heralded artists
who have come to us from Berlin and convincingly demonstrated that the standards of German criticism are

astonishingly low.

THE

‘‘Please inform me concerning page 9, No. 16,
Mathews’ ‘Graded Studies’; would you begin each
new phrase with the hand touch? I do not quite understand how to separate a phrase and how to begin a new

phrase.—C. M. 0.”

In the example mentioned there should be no division
of the phrases. Play straight through legato. The
change of rhythmic pattern will mark the phrases
enough.
Properly speaking, there are no phrases here.
The same is true in the next two pieces. A division is
not necessary even in the fourth measure of No. 22, but
it can be made.
Here you raise the hand just before beginning the eighth note.
In No. 24 the use of the hand
touch for the half-notes gives you your phrasing.
The

effect will be more musical if the pedal is used in each
measure, so that the half-notes are practically not separated from each other.
In No. 37 the hand touch

begins each little phrase of three tones,

So also in No.

45, a hand touch begins each little phrase, as indicated
by the slurs ;but the separation is very small—practically as little as possible.
So also in No. 46. Begin
each phrase with hand touch ;shorten the last tone of
the phrase only enough to permit taking the next one
with hand touch.
This will mark the structure
sufficiently. The essential thing in phrasing is to connect all the tones indicated by the notes under a slur,
and to properly express the idea by a suitable crescendo
or diminuendo according to the sense of the melody.
Whether this phrase should be separated perceptibly
from the next is wholly dependent upon the nature of
the passage,
Sometimes the connection is very close.
At other times, the idea being complete at the end of
the slur, a slight punctuation takes place, as in a reading stop. Good phrasing is a matter of musical feeling
(backed up by proper training in tone production). It
is a question of feeling melody and understanding the
art of singing.
‘* A

pupil came to me from another teacher, about a

year aaicaattnalle musical and clever.

She desires to

do her work correctly, hut is so quick that before I can
correct a mistake she is on to the next notes. To compel her to work very slowly and carefully is almost
i
‘ible.
ees is with great difficulty that I can prevent her
continually

making

mistakes

in

fingering,

portamento, and legato touch, rests, etc.
corrected all the mistakes it would get her
uneven habit of playing: she would he
breaking.
It seems to be a very nervous

staccato,

Indeed, if I
into a very
continually
mannerism,

which I have faithfully tried to correct.
é
‘She learns very rapidly ; before she has finished a

piece (the finishing touches) she has spoiled it in some
way that mars the beauty ; to endeavor to have her correct the mistakes is impossible, for she will only make
them worse

and

add others.

How

can I prevent her

committing these errors? The scales are a great difficulty to finger them correctly. I have spent sometimes
fifteen minutes on one scale, practising with her, one
hand ata time, and at home having her practise with
her seale book ; the next lesson the scales would be
fingered no better.—M. B.’’

ETUDE

the accent notes, in their proper time,—i,
¢., touch the
tones or chords which ought to sound
at the count
“one”; then play the beat-notes,—i,
e., the notes
which occur upon the beats,—omitting
the intervening
tones. Then have her play the entire passa
ge—whether
of two, three, four measures, or a full period
.
By this time you will begin to know somet
hing about
the real nature of her mental operations
in learning a
piece, and the chances are that she will
knowa great
deal more about that particular passage than
about anything she has previously recited to you.
The material
for this work ought to be good music—whic
h really
means something when it is learned, becaus
e a meaningless piece does not retain the attention.
You then
go on with the next part of the piece in
the very same
way. This will take a great deal of time
at first 3 but
whatever she goes over in this way will proba
bly stick
toher. If it does not, rub it in again from the founda
tion up.
You can not correct a great number of mistakes
aftera
piece is studied.
The place to save money is to study
right at the start. Dr. Mason once said, in
the old days
at Binghampton, that he really could not tell which class

of pupils fell short of playing most fatally, “those who
made mistakes and never corrected them or those
who
made mistakes and corrected them.”
When the class
had taken a moment to realize the fact that under
this
indictment every one of us were either sheep or goats,

as the Scripture has it, some one asked Who then should
be saved? Whereupon the master answered, ‘‘ Only
those who do not make mistakes,’? and he went
on to
say that ‘‘ mistakes come from carelessness,”?
Should it prove upon examination that your
pupil is

one of those born under a careless star, withou
t sharpness of mental focus, the treatment will
be the same,
but the material chosen will necessarily
be simpler in
character. Something that a feeble mind
might be

expected to realize and understand.
As to the scale business, first ca use
her to learn the
rules for fingering the scales, as
given in Dr. Mason’s
books. Then have her play slowly
, each hand by itself,
all the scales of the group, accord
ing to the fingering.
Then apply the canon treatment,
and insist upon having
the fingering right.

To go back again to the im: possibility
of correcting all
the mistakes without spoilin, g the
pupil’s playing, you
must not correct mistakes while
the piece is going on,
Let it go on straight throug! ‘h to
the very end of what
is
supposed to be learned,
Then have it Tepeated,
and
correct everything which needs
correcting.
If you
teach with any kind of care,
your pupils ought to
show a progressive reduction
of percentage of mis
takes
as they advance, owing to the
formation of habits
of
care. These habits have to he
fo: rmed. You can
apply
emulation :giving several the
8 ame piece, selecting
the
best player to play it at the
monthly musicale
of the
class ;or you can get at
it in any way you
like, But
any girl capable of standing
Properly for her
age in
the public schools has mind
enough to Pla
y successfully, if she uses it } you are
there to make sure
that she
does use it.

the best exercises for developing
How can one best develop strength the
in

the finger without contracting the muscl
es of the foreB,”

arm?—A,

The best exercises for developing stren
gth and fluency

in the fingers are the Mason
two-finger exercises.

The
combination of four forms which
I have several times
described in these columns,—(1)
clinging, without sliding the finger; (2) arm touch
es 3 (3) hand touch and
finger elastic ; and (4) light
and fast,—applied to the diatonic scale, chromatic scale,
diminished chord arpeggio,
and in double sixths form,
I believe a complete school
of elementary tone-production
.
The combination does
the strengthening of the
fourth finger as well as
the
others, and the light and
fast develop agility. No
other
exercises known to me
are anywhere near so effect
ive.
You can not do this, how
ever, without contracti
ng the
muscles in the forearm,
for the teason that you
can not
do work with the hands
or any other part of the
muscular system without con
tracting the muscles.
Work is
alternately contracting
and relaxing the musc
les, appropriately, according to
what work you want
to ae, To
be stiff is not aquesti
on of contraction, but
of premat ure
or delayed contraction.
All playing acts are
done y. ery
quickly ; the problem i8 to do
them at the mome
nt
without stiffenin

g in advance or retaining
them stifr

after the instant of work

moment you want it, yet have it vanish like
smoke the

“Are the exercises by Liszt universall
y considered
augers 2 Liszt possessed wonderful
power of coordinaeae Did

the best for securin

of

he partly owe this to the trai
ning the nerves
the hand received from
such exercises? It seem
s to

much ont of place
straight-jacket and m
anacles are in mod
ern p
medicine.
But per
entitles them to a haps th.
plate fispi u
Presse point it out,
if so,
and also th elt mo
dus operandi,—
J

Although

Liszt in his ear
ar]ly life did
amount of Practi
a: n immense
sing and or ‘igina
l experimentin
his letters, wher
g (read
e he mentBH
i ons working
after he had heard
at his Studies
Pp:aganini), his
playing was pr
due to his having
imanly
a phenomenally
quick min
vivid intuitions,
a nd any amou
4
nt of nerve,
rapidly and in
no end of
the same becaus
e he w,
Was very vital
and n
is
“trang,
times Tewritten

His famous
‘ ye although
thiee

one or two are

plano Playing.

whether

she can

y,

i

lower than Cho
pi

‘

ich in his ti
me Were new.
an traveled
Toad up the

is

very showy cabaret

‘AQ pause a litt
le
Yr.t

at

Practise an

mind, treat her ag
a
by applying whatev
e
is capable of taking
i
as mind increases
};
Kindness,
words,
One thing, howeve
r
time as another
:j

i

he never
times, and ¢he
all but a very few
main one
sure—wag
or only on,
the light
€, Tam not quite
and fast fo
&xXercise,
rm

4

good

later on

sense ;

All exere:

gj

of

the two-finger

ises Which hola
one Part of
ng to dey,
the hand rigid
elop Other
Parts

fa Vorable

are

dangerous.

contractions,

3 at other times they

All the old five-finger

play the melody

alone ;then the melody and the bass voice ; then the
bass voice and the accompaniment.
Let her play only

failures after all
, Only

z

ag much a part of memorizing to learn the expression
and feeling of a phrase as it is to get a vague iden of the
See

Grea

very instant the work is
done.

Made any ex,
€rcises,
heard Liszt

of those inaccurate, half-seeing minds which never get

proper tones.

has passed.

t strength
means great contraction—at the
moment, The problem
is to command this intensely vitalize
d contraction at the

zt

The first thing to find out in such a case as this is
whether the pupil has really a good mind, or merely one
a thing straight. If her mind is really quick, a circumstance which you can easily ascertain from her
standing in school and the kind of studies she is best
in, what you have to do is to oversee her study in beginning a piece of music.
Let her learn a half page or a
few measures under yourowneye.
Observe whether she
gets precisely the right tones ; second, whether she understands the time—i. ¢., the relative value of the tones and
the proper tempo. ‘Train her right then and there upon
the proper expression of the very first phrase, for it is

‘“What are
fourth finger?

The fingering,
the expression

IW in firs

‘ing ‘the effec

8re paid to te
:

and

:
the...

"yore fingers while others are
have neve
Se things.

r heard that Lisat
His fingers were

asily made individual, and

if
< of them »
he could have played
To thick h
ands they would bemuch
‘ink you
are under a misapprehen-

es
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THE
WHAT

IS CLASSICAL

MUSIC?

posed in a previous century or in the early years of the
present one.

“Home, Sweet Home,” ‘The Last Rose of Summer,”’

BY

JAMES

D.

TRACY.

e of
I po not take up this question for the purpos
my
give
to
but
starting a long, drawn-out controversy,

others I
individual opinion, in connection with that of
musihave often heard expressed by other well-known

cians, here and abroad, concerning classical music. It
is a subject which is little understood by both musicians
and amateurs ; for the reason, we presume, that there is
no work treating of the subject in anything like an intelligent, comprehensive manner.
Twenty years ago this would have been an easy question to answer, but at the present time, when many
musicians and writers differ so widely, it becomes a
seriously hard matter to decide. Various solutions, no
doubt satisfactory to those giving them, are yet found
very unsatisfactory by the vast number who are willing
to let the question remain unanswered. Indeed, I know
some good musicians who have absolutely no opinions
onthe matter. It was formerly thought, and so stated
by the highest authority, that everything written by
Bach, Hiindel, Haydn, Mozart, Beethoven, Schubert,

Mendelssohn, and Schumann is classic, and that almost
everything modern composers write is good-for-nothing
trash, This is certainly absurd. These early opinions
have undergonea change, or at least have been materially modified. Just as correct and grammatically wellcomposed waltzes, jigs, and variations are written by
some of our modern composers as were ever written by
It may be stated,
Bach, Hiindel, or other old masters.

as a matter of fact, that some of the old masters really
especially in
perpetrated many unclassical compositions,
by
measured
if
jigs, waltzes, and variations, which,
works,
classical
judging
critically
present standards in
as many pieces
would be considered as light and trashy
It is generally
writers.
that are composed by modern
that every
circles
educated
y
musicall
in
od
well understo
cal
grammati
all
to
piece of music which strictly adheres

be accepted and conrules of musical composition must

In these modern days it is further
sidered as classical.
of music which continues to
piece
every
conceded that
One
classical.
be popular for a series of years is also
It is
young.
or
old
be
composer
the
if
does not ask

cally
enough to know that the music is grammati
of a
name
the
Really,
lasting.
and
written, is popular,
a piece heing
composer has nothing whatever to do with
good
classical or otherwise. A modern name is just as
shown.
is
merit
real
if
one,
ancient
as an
music
It must appear plain, then, that any piece of
r is,
gramma
l
musica
of
rules
the
y
strictl
which follows
ers, like
of necessity, classical. Many modern compos
Bendel, Mason,
Sidney Smith, Ascher, Blumenthal,
as good classical
Bartlett, and McDowell, have written
My
masters.
older
the
by
written
pieces as ever were
have
they
that
is
reason for expressing this opinion
ition, and therefore
followed the strict rules of compos
classical as Haydn or
called
pe
to
d
entitle
much
as
are

have
Liszt, Chopin, Wagner, and others
Beethoven.
though
rs,
compose
l
classica
being
for
made reputations
things. A decad
each has done some very unclassical
r, only for
compose
al
pack Chopin was called a classic
his comNow,
music.
t
difficul
the reason that he wrote
For what
classic.
ically
romant
called
are
positions
no one has given
reason, no one seems to know ; at least,
For the same reason, Liszt’s
us an intelligent answer.
many as classical because
by
ered
consid
are
dies
rhapso
most

“On the Suanee River,” ‘Tramp, Tramp, Tramp, the

Boys are Marching,” and many other patriotic songs,
are as classical as anything ever written. Simple, easy,
modern music can be just as classical as old or difficult
Why, then, do so
music, if it is properly composed.
many shrink from it, as though it were forbidden
ground, to be walked on only by the musically educated? I can not understand the timid apathy many
have, except on the ground of its being inherited from
the old tradition :that whatever is old is essentially
classical and sacred, and can only be used or appreciated
by those who are educated religiously to believe they are

9
When, later, by chance he got a pupil, he showed him
lesthe wise sayings, as was his custom during the first
one.
son ; but he stood the longest before the new
“but all
“You must work hard to learn,” he said,
iasm.
enthus
not
have
you
if
g
nothin
as
be
the work will
and work up
You must be enthusiastic! Have high ideas,
takes care of
to them. Be easy as to results :the score
itself if you aim high.”
ist’s wonderful
Well, the fame of the quondam pessim
so quickly that he
d
abroa
d
sprea
pupil
that
with
s
succes
want of time to atwas soon turning students away for
is a jewel in a
siasm
enthu
,
Verily
them.
to
tend

the saints to inherit all that is good.
What, then, is classical music ?
The musician’s answer to this question is: Any piece
of music grammatically constructed, which contains
genius or lasting qualities, whether difficult or easy, may
with confidence be considered classical.
The bugbear, “‘ classical,” oughttobe done away with.
It is the thought and name of “‘ classical’? we shrink
on us.
from, more than any effect the music produces
r
whateve
to
fully
thought
and
vely
attenti
listen
Learn to
wanto
mind
the
is played or sung, without permitting

paraphernalia comteacher ; but it is crown, throne, and
nce must be exvigila
and
pupil,
a
in
bined when found
want
ation die out for
ercised lest the sacred fires of inspir
of encouragement.

my word
der or to be distracted by other things, and,
to our
barrier
a
be
longer
no
will
music
l
classica
for it,
.
beauties
d
manifol
fall enjoyment of all its

A PARABLE.
BY

THALEON

BLAKE.

,
In a certain city there once lived a pessimistic teacher
framed
and
printed
many
hung
walls
studio
whose
upon
too
mottoes; on one of them ran this legend : ‘‘ Be not
at
these
shown
was
student
every
Now,
’
astic.’
enthusi
sm
aphori
one
this
the time of the first lesson, and before
the pessimistic teacher would stand and say : “To succeed you must work steadily and ploddingly. Do not
ideals
give way to enthusiasm nor entertain visionary
enabout art. All that is silly. I will furnish what

to labor
thusiasm may be necessary—you, the patience
l at all
and to learn, You must be calm and rationa

times.”
pessimistic
But prosperity did not stay long with that

his pupils ; and
teacher, for things did not go well with
the cause of
seek
to
fain
was
he
when
time
there came a
the loss of
over
ing
failure. Much troubled from brood
and
chair,
his
in
day
one
asleep
fell
his pupils, he

appeared
dreamed a dream; and in his dream there
who said
Bach,
ble
venera
the
of
before him the shade
unto him: ‘‘ My son, how goes it with thee?”
“(Tt is very ill with me, maestro,” he replied ; ‘‘I have
quite lost my constituency, and am without business.”’

“ Maybe you did not work hard enough?”
“Oh, yes, I worked hard. I gave the best of my
abilities.”’
“Did you work for art’s sake or for vain applause or
notoriety ?””
It could not have been
‘“T reverence art, maestro,
that.”
Then the shade of the venerable Bach beheld the
motto; ‘‘ Be not too enthusiastic.”
“© ho,” quoth he, ‘‘ what may these be?’? looking
from it to the others.
“These are mottoes for the advice and guidance of

This is ‘labor omnia vincit,’ that, ‘The
young students.
world is his who has patience and industry’; the other
learned
over there, ‘Let things that have to be done be
py doing them,’ and—’
‘Yes, yes,’? said the Shade, impatiently, ‘they are
is
all good enough, no doubt, but this—why, man, what
your
stic,
enthusia
not
If
asm?
enthusi
without
art
:they
pupils must soon fall into the opposite condition
ence.”
indiffer
of
slough
the
in
ves
mire themsel
And with that the Shade vanished.
be
would
they
ds,
standar
former
not
Jadged on the pasis of
then the pessimistic teacher awoke, and
Just
ate
enumer
So I might
the
seized
he
vision,
the
considered decidedly unclassical.
of
icity
authent
the
ng
doubti
that difficult music,
seen
further
be
:
will
It
read
it
that
so
it
d
indefinitely.
ng motto, and quickly change
not make it classical ; offendi
rent.”
indiffe
become
pecause it is difficult, does
you
lest
“ Be enthusiastic,
the reason that it was com-

they also are difficult.

‘They are founded, for the

Hungary, which
part, on the wild gipsy melodies of
They are woven
l.
classica
but
are certainly anything
and grammaticously
ingeni
,
itions
compos
te
into elahora
will not bear
they
though
ally, and are called classical,
as they are
g,
tandin
unders
critical
former
the test of our
melotrashy,
light,
of
ssence
quinte
made up from the
in a meastaken,
are
too,
,
itions
dies. Chopin’s compos
of the Polish people.
ure, from the songs and dances

neither is music classical for

PARENTAL
BY

CARL

INDULGENCE.
W.

GRIMM.

parents should do
Tr is but natural and proper that
ren, and give them
all they possibly can for their child
that their circumthe best opportunities of learning
ts do their best
paren
ally,
Gener
stances will permit.
they are often
hand,
other
the
on
but,
tion,
direc
in this

not rigidly adhere to a
too indulgent, in that they do

is always the music
wise plan of regular study. It
red to be neglected
suffe
thing
practice which is the first
ially

or treated indifferently.

If an étude appears espec

child does not hapdifficult, or piece be given which the
are quick to allow
ts
paren
t
lgen
indu
then
pen to like,
give out, instead
to
the child’s energy and will-power
and aim of the
end
the
is
use
appla
of spurring it on ; for
? Only a
culty
diffi
is
What
.
mind
g
weak and youn
site for
requi
gth
stren
of
word indicating the degree
e of the
notic
mere
a
;
cts
obje
cular
accomplishing parti
have
they
think
ts
necessity for exertion. Some paren
good
a
ged
enga
have
they
done their duty when
rument; they do
inst
good
a
ured
proc
and
er
teach
whether

sary to watch
not seem to think it neces
ns properly, forgetful
lesso
their
re
prepa
ren
child
their
ng after it. How
looki
out
with
s
that no great good come

to school of their
many children would continue to go
themselves over
exert
d
own accord, or how many woul
on? Practisulsi
comp
no
were
there
if
ns,
difficult lesso
ing of a leslearn
ing the piano does not mean the mere
training of
the
s
mean
it
:
that
than
son, it is really more
It is
verance.
perse
in
th
grow
the
,
and
power
willthe
aim that they do
because so many do not stick to their
ng drop at last
falli
a
that
know
all
we
but
;
not succeed
Always do your best, and results will
willcave astone.
take care of themselves.
children acquire
Parents ought to see to it that their
Yet these intence.
persis
and
the habit of regularity

to complain
dulgent parents are usually the first ones
with their
h
enoug
strict
not
is
r
that their music teache

progress them fast
children, and that the same does not

missed lessons !
enough in spite of neglected tasks and
especially the
s,
parent
if
be
would
How much better it
the home,—would
of
queens
the
are
ho
mothers,—w

ing and enjoy
assist in the education of their offspr
d of

opment, instea
watching the youth’s mental devel
mere card-playing and
in
time
us
precio
their
beguiling
busy, though the least
tea parties ! Tdlers are the most
re never have time
pleasu
of
people
put
active, of people,
en,
If mothers truly love their childr
for anything.
is
labor
that
labor,
is
there
if
there is no labor; and

care of that they
loved. Children should be so taken
most intimate
their
as
s
may look upon their parent

I do
and guides.
friends and patrons, their treasure
fear
by
music
their
to
kept
be
not mean that children
honor and by kindof
sense
a
by
put
,
hment
punis
and

ness.
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THE
many
organs
touch

the hand, is, in
organ of touch, 2s embodied in
senses, The
the
of
l
erfu
respects, the most wond
organ of
the
;
ive
pass
are
s
sense
of the other
alone is active.—Dr. Wilson.
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¢ Schumann’s Early boves.
4
w
BY
RICHARD
ALDRICH.
@
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and companion in art, there was now
no danger of its
continuance.
In August, 1834, Wieck answers the

2
0
e
2
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inquiries of Captain von Fricken as to the relations be-

tween Schumann and Friiulein von Fricken with
undisguised satisfaction, disclosing the true state of affairs

é@

with a somewhat clumsy archness.
two young people became engaged.

they met at the house of Schumann’s moth
erin Zwickau

@

ScHuMANN’s love for Clara Wieck, his long struggle
for her hand, and the nobility of their married life have
justly laid tribute upon the eloquence of his biographers.
These facts occupied a large space in his life, and
exerted a potent influence on his musical activity. But
Clara Wieck was not the first comer in Schumann’s
affections. That high-strung, sensitive young artist had

we have seen his tendency to be enamored more of love
than of a mistress,—and the betrothed lover seems to have

passed through a number of experiences with affairs of

observes that it occupied him ‘‘a considerable time.”

the heart before he entered upon the great passion of
his life. At least one of them was of a serious nature,
and went so far as to result in an engagement of marriage. It is not without its value in the study of Schumann’s natural disposition and character and the various forces that made them what they were, to consider
these earlier and transitory love affairs.
It would be unfair to inquire minutely into the inevitable boyish passions of the young Schumann, were
it not that his uncommon candor in describing them to
his friends, the fullness of his confidences, and the rapid
shifting of the objects of his devotion give amusing
glimpses into the cloud-land of romance in which his
youth was spent. His earliest disclosures reveal him in
the most acute stage of his Jean Paul period, as students
of his career know it, when all that he thought, wrote,
spoke, and felt was steeped in the romance of that
writer. Thus in July, 1827,—he was then seventeen
years old, —Schumann writes to his schoolmate Flechsig :
“‘ Now only do I feel that purest, highest love, which
is not forever sipping the intoxicating cup of enjoyment, but finds happiness only in tender contemplation
and reverence.
Oh, friend! were I but a smile, how
would I flit about her eyes; were I but a joy, how
gently would I throb in all her pulses! Yea, might I be
but a tear, I would weep with her, and then, if she
smiled again, how gladly would I die on her eyelash,
and gladly be no more !’’
We are not informed as to the object of this impas-

sioned romance; but we do gain a good deal of information as to the mental posture of the adolescent
Schumann.
In fact, this letter leaves a racking doubt
as to whether it is not the love of love, rather than of

any particular object, that raises all this ecstasy ;for
twice in it he observes that he ‘‘has no sweetheart
now,’’ and two flames are spoken of in the past tense,
Liddy is a narrow-minded soul, albeit the perfection
of female beauty ; and Nanni was—note the ‘‘ was?
truly a most glorious girl, although the fire of an absorbing passion for her has gradually subsided, and
Schumann’s ‘‘ whole life now revels in the sweet flower
garden of Memory.’”
Nevertheless, a month later he reports the bitter disappointment of not seeing her on a visit he made to
Dresden ; for he ‘‘ went over and over again all the hours
that he dreamed away so joyfully in her embraces and

in her love.” Later on the same journey he met Liddy,
the other, and could only be polite to her—though the
contemplation of certain

mountain

scenery in her com-

pany came near finding bim his ideal again ; but ‘‘ the
lofty image of the ideal vanishes when I think of the
speeches she made about Jean Paul!”
Allin all, he
concludes, a few pages

later, Nanni

was

his guardian

angel, whom he could drop down and worship like a
Madonna.
This ideal vanished without leaving a trace, however, and by another year, in 1828, we find another
its place—the pretty daughter, Clara, of Dr,
Kurrer, in Augsburg.
There Schumann had tarrie@ on
his way to Manich with a fellow-student, Gisbert Rosen,
presenting letters of introduction that were honored

occupying

with a hearty hospitality.
mann

fell promptly

With Clara Karrer, Schu-

in love, notwithstanding the fact

that she was already practically engaged to be married ;

his passion was of the sort that looks for no outcome,—

been cognizant of the affair without disquietude. Even
after his return to Leipzig, where he was then a univer-

sity student, Schumann dwells on the picture of the
lovely Clara that “sweeps before his eyes in his waking

and

sleeping moments’’;

and

one

of his biographers

By the next year, however, it had

been so far effaced

that after his journey to Italy, in the autumn of 1829,
he expatiated in a letter to Rosen as to the oppression
of his heart by the memory of a certain unnamed English girl whom he met inVenice—she gave him a branch

of cypress as a parting memento—cursed memories they

are!

Even a month later the cypress memories would

not down.
The letters and biographers are silent as to the subject
of the present inquiry for the next five years. Then
comes an episode in Schumann’s life that was of much
more serious import than any similar affair he had
hith-

erto passed through—his engagement to Ernestine
von
Fricken.
In April, 1834, this young girl took up her
abode, as
Schumann himself had done three years and
a half be-

fore, in the house of Friedrich Wieck,
in Leipzig, to
study the pianoforte with that distinguishe
d and original teacher, Schumann had left his
quarters there in
1832, for a long stay with his family
in Zwickau, and
on hig return in 1833 had gone to
other lodgings ; but
he still kept up his intimacy with
the Wieck family and
with the stimulating musical circle
of friends that surrounde

d it. Of course, he speedily
made the acquaintance of the new member of his
teacher’s household.
Friulein von!Fricken was the
adopted daughter of Captain von Fricken, a nobleman,
and a man of large
wealth, living in the little town
of Asch, on the border
line between Saxony and
Bohemia.
He was a musical
amateur of high cultivation,
with ambitions both for
himself and his daughter
in the way of music. He
wrote a series of variations
on a theme of his own—the
theme upon which Schum
ann based his immort
al
“ Ktudes Symphoniques”?’
; and Captain von Fricken’s
work Schumann took the trouble
to criticize in det ail in
a long letter. The daughter
was at that time si
xteen
years old, and was already
highly skilled as a :
pianist,
Schumann himself was twenty
-four years old
The two
young people speedily discove
red ‘ a liking for ch other,
They were thrown frequen
t] y into each
oth
pany, and their romantic
inte
lated by the fact that
they st
for one of Wieck’s childre
n,
Schumann, in a lett
er
1834, candidly expres
seg

von Frieken.

She is one of th

of the fair sex who have
writes,
He celebrates : hy
. delightfully

mind, her delicacy, and

attached to him, an
d to
commonly musical.
—1n
night wish to have
for a
with a hint to
pre:pare
coming, and avows
that

¢] Oughtfulness
,

for the formal betrothal, after the
German fashion 3
but this ceremony apparently did not
take place until
later, for not until November does it
seem that Captain
von Fricken’s consent was
obtained.
Ernestine had

finished her studies with Wieck
, and had returned to
Asch, keeping Up a corresponden
ce with her lover.
On
November 7th

Schumann writes rapturously
to his intimate friend and confidante,
Frau Henriette Voigt:
Ernestine has written to
me in great happiness.
Through her mother she
has sounded hen father,
and he
gives her to me. Henriett
e, he gives her to me! 2
The engagement

was of short duration
.
‘Tt was
broken early in the year
1836 by Schumann ana
l under
unpleasant

circumstances that have
not. been disclosed. Wasielewski says
that their relations
grew
gradually cooler ; a circumst
ance brought shantesie
n
by Ernestine’s absence after
her return home to pee

but by a certain reason “ that can
not he stated,” andi
that made Schumann’s withdrawal
desirable. And go.
according

to Schumann’s biographer, the engagement

was broken in January, 1836,

tine.

A curious

ent aspect on the case from that presented by

Wasielewski.
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Truly an amazing

exhibition

of a woman’s injured

pride, and of feminine logic. The letters, on the whole,
do not speak well for Friiulein von Fricken’s strength of
character ;and, indeed, it seems clear, from such few
glimpses of that young lady’s nature and personality as
it is possible now to obtain, that she was far from being
a suitable woman for Robert Schumann’s wife. Fortunately, the world was spared the spectacle of such a
mésalliance as that of Wagner and Minna Planer.
Like many other circumstances in Schumann’s life,
his love for Ernestine yon Fricken found an enduring
record in his music. As the great passion of his life lies
revealed to us in pages of the most eloquent outpourings
of his creative activity, so this transient attachment
found its expression in terms that are cherished as
among the precious outgivings of his genius. Schumann’s ‘‘Carnaval,”” opus 9, was the outcome of his
love for Ernestine von Fricken. As every student of
Schumann’s works knows, this series of musical pictures
is based on the notes representing, according to their
German names, the word Asch,—her home,—that is, As
(A-flat) C, H(B); or A, S (Es—that is, E-flat) C, H ; or
S (Es) C, H, A. He writes to his inamorata :
“T have just found that Asch is a very musical
name; that my name contains the same letters, and
that they are the only musical ones in it.’’
And he adds a measure of music, giving one of the
melodic phrases he derived from these musical letters,
and says ‘‘that sounds very sad.’”? The ‘‘ Estrella” of
the piece, he afterward observed, is Ernestine.
To her
also he dedicated the ‘‘ Allegro,” opus 8, published in
March, 1835, though composed four years before, and
by no means one of the characteristic products of Schu-

mann’s genius; he himself said of it that there was
little in it but good intentions. Later, after it was all
over, when Schumann was already betrothed to Clara
Wieck, and in the midst of his long struggle for her
hand, and after Ernestine von Fricken had married,
he inscribed to her the set of three ballads, opus 31,
to verses by Chamisso, at least one of which, ‘ Die
Léwenbraut,” belongs to his most vigorous and vital
productions in the song form.
Friiulein von Fricken married a Count von Zedwitz,
and lived only a few years thereafter.
That she kept
up in some way her acquaintance with Schumann is
evidenced by the later dedication to her, six years after
her engagement was broken.
It was probably by no means merely a coincidence

that Schumann’s short-lived passion for Ernestine von
Fricken had its origin soon after Clara Wieck had left
Leipzig for aperiod of study in Dresden, and that its
end came soon after her return to her father’s house,
and the renewal of her intercourse with Schumann.
Just when the composer’s regard for the young artist
began to be tinctured with a warmer feeling than friendMany of his
ship can not be definitely pointed out.
letters of the period under discussion seem to show such

afeeling.

Yet there is no reason to doubt the sincerity

of Schumann’s intentions toward Friiulein von Fricken,
while it lasted, though he appears to have had sometimes a certain searching of heart. What else could
have prompted that curious remark in a letter to his
mother, dated September 5, 1834, otherwise brimming
over with the excitement of his intended betrothal on
that very day, ‘this midsummer romance is probably
the most extraordinary episode of my life’? ? And what-

ever may have been the nominal reason for his severance
of his relations with his fiancée, we may be sure that
he saw his real and inevitable destiny ahead of him

with the return of Clara Wieck to Leipzig.
It took a very short time for Schumann to be off with
the old love and on with the new.
In January his
engagement was broken.
In March Clara Wieck started
with her father on a long concert tour, and on the first
of that month, or within six weeks after his parting
from Ernestine, we find him writing to a friend in
Breslau to act as dispatching agent and intermediary for
his love-letters to Clara, that her father refused to per
mit her to receive from him.
Then begins the story of
Scbhumann’s long and grievous struggle to bring his des-

tiny to pass, to effect his union with Clara Wieck.

That

ig another story, and likewise one that has never been
fully told,—for all the biographers’ eloquence.

ETUDE

ORIGINALITY
BY

JEAN

IN TEACHING.

PARKMAN

BROWN.

In the Boston Directory are registered over six hundred music teachers, and this list does not include all
that are in the city.

‘‘ Paychology,’’ says Professor W.

James, “‘is a science, and teaching is an art, and
sciences never generate arts directly out of themselves.
An intermediary inventive mind must make the applica-

tion by using its originality.’

What a fine opportunity,

then, for these six hundred men and women to be inventive and original, to learn patience and self-mastery !
Their pupils are at once their cross and their crown.
We are not thinking of the amateur teachers who try
to help out a scanty income by giving a few piano lessons ; they hardly can he expected to feel the misery of
failure or the pleasure of success.
It is to be hoped that
soon these amateur teachers will vanish, and that a
thorough musical education will be deemed essential for
all who give lessons, however elementary.
To obtain
in a schoola position of any importance a college degree

is required ;but almost any one is considered capable
of giving music lessons to children. An immense
amount of mischief is done in this way, and if the
pupil does finally go to a thorough teacher, how tedious
the undoing that must inevitably follow !
The amateur teacher may be contented to teach her

pupil to stumble through a few pieces to an admiring

indulgent mother, but other teachers, who number
among their pupils those who are in their turn to be-

come teachers, should have a high ideal of what they
are to impart.

Schumann says, ‘‘The most important thing is to
cultivate the sense of hearing.” A child shows usually
at an early age if he has the greatest qualification for
music,—a good ear,—by singing melodies and picking
them out on the piano. Asa child, Chopin’s ear was
so delicate that he cried with pain at the first sound of
the pianoforte ; and the child Mozart fainted under the
intolerable blare of the trumpet ; Weber was taught to
sing almost before he was able to speak ; Liszt one day,
when he was six years old, sang correctly a theme from
aconcerto by Ferdinand Ries that he had heard only
once. If a good ear, then, is the most important thing
to possess, should not every pupil’s sense of hearing be
cultivated as much as possible ?

In training the average pupil’s hand the teacher can

11
the ear and the knowledge of harmony are the foundation for the study of music. Time given to them is not
lost ;they are there for use, whatever instrument is
studied, whatever method is followed. They help in
the mastery of one’s own and the better understanding
of other instruments.
How much talk one hears to-day about method !
The curve more or less of a finger does not make a good
musician ; the wrist held a little higher or lower does
not give a perfect technic. The tools to work with are
indispensable.
The muscles of the arm, hand, and fingers must be trained by patient, thoughtful exercise to

make the tone the player wishes—the

brilliant arpeggio,

or the pianissimo scale.
Does he teach the Leschetizky method? That is the
cry one hears at present, with no inquiry as to the
ability or power of teaching of the musician.
Liszt, the
emperor of pianists, had not studied under a Leschetizky Vorbereiter, yet he had a perfect technic.
Rubinstein, Paderewski, Carl Baermann, De Pachmann, were
trained in different schools.
Moreover, the great
teacher Leschetizky denies that he has one method, and
says he teaches ‘‘ people to play the piano in the simplest
way possible.”
We are told that he devised special
exercises for the peculiarities of Paderewski’s hand.
To no single musician, of course, is due the present
advancement of piano technic. Every musician must
adopt certain ways peculiarly his own.
The excellent
manner of training the hand in an arch is peculiar to
Leschetizky. The leading of the hand in a scale and
arpeggio was thought out by Deppe. The valuable octave school was the work of Kullak.
Hands differ as much as faces ; and all hands can not
be trained in the same way. Here is an opportunity to
be inventive in the manner of training the pupil’s hand,
and original in the application of the science of technic.
“Teaching is an art.’’? The artist does his best work
with a model that inspires him. The teacher can give
the best he has only to a pupil who is naturally responsive and meets him ‘‘half way.’’ Try, for instance, to
teach the pupil who thinks he knows everything.
The
conceited pupil is the most trying of all, for usually he

has a good deal of laziness and but little talent.

With

him your enthusiasm of imparting dies ; you feel numb
and stupid; you teach him mechanically ; you are a

teaching machine, doing what you are paid for. Many
such pupils would spoil a teacher. They are the artist’s
commonplace model !
Thank heaven for a pupil with talent who is willing

to work!

With him you are full of the enthusiasm of

hardly expect that the pupil will some day achieve a
concert technic, but he may hope that he will acquire
enough skill to interpret good compositions. In training the average pupil’s ear the teacher can hardly expect
to make it perfect, but the attentive listening that he
must give in trying to distinguish tones, intervals, etc.,
will improve his ear and give him greater power to enjoy
music.
Then why not cultivate this power?
A child
with natural musical ability can be trained, in a short
time, to distinguish many intervals, also major, minor,
dominant seventh, augumented and diminished chords.
T have found in my teaching that pupils’ ears improve

sonatas for piano and violin, and in the easier Haydn

greatly by a right course of instruction. One young
pupil who could not distinguish between C and a C and

trio, etc. The ensemble playing is always a pleasure,
and, of course, excellent practice.

D struck simultaneously found, at the end of a year’s
instruction in ear training, no difficulty in recognizing
majorand minor chords, and various intervals. At first,
@ young pupil may not be able to repeat a given tone on
a second piano, but will often learn by the end of a
month—taking lessons two or three times a week—to
repeat, readily, any given tone.
Let the teacher be inventive in the manner
of training
his pupil’s ear, AJ] pupil’s ears can not be trained in
the same way.
A pupil with a quick ear can remember
readily a number of intervals, whereas one less gifted
would be confused with the same amount.
Let the
slower pupil in learning the intervals try at first to distinguish between those with the most decided difference,
such as a major second and a perfect octave, the major

seventh and perfect fifth; then, later, let him distinguish between the perfect fifth and fourth, etc.
“A simple study of harmony and the training of the

ear,’’ says W. R. Spalding, ‘‘should always go hand in
hand with the training of the fingers.” The training of

imparting. Illustrations that may help him come as
inspirations—you are all life and fire! New beauties
are revealed to yourself in the music you are teaching,
You are giving the best you have to your pupil; you
are becoming greater in the ‘‘ art of teaching.’’
What a wide range of musical literature there is
from which the teacher can make a choice for his pupil
according to his individual need! There are the easier
works of Bach, Beethoven, Schumann, etc. He can
have the practice of ensemble playing in the Schubert

As there is so much good music that a child can study,
why give a young pupil the greatest masters’ greatest
works that he can not possibly understand?
We have
heard a child of marked talent play the introduction to
Beethoven’s ‘‘ Pathetique Sonata’’ in march time !

Paderewski, when the hall is hushed to absolute
stillness, has played the Chopin ‘‘ Trauermarsch,” and
made his hearers feel the inevitableness of death, and
the infinite sorrow of the composer.
Then imagine

hearing a young girl stumbling over it, or even playing
it “nicely”!

To refer again to Professor James:
science, and teaching is an art; .

‘‘ Psychology is a
science only
lays down lines within which the rules of the art must
fall, laws which the follower of the art must not transgress ; but what particular thing he shall positively do
within those lines is left exclusively to his own

genius,

One genius will do his work well and succeed in one
way, while another succeeds as well quite differently ;
yet neither will transgress the lines.”’

easiest comprehended.

The

‘Symphonic Variations Q

are the greatest of all, greater than the ‘‘Concerto”’ or

the ‘‘ Fantasie in C.’? These almost persuade one that
their author isa fit companion for Beethoven and Chopin.
There is invention, workmanship, and a solidity that
never foramoment clashes with the tide of romantic

ah

BY OLD FOGY.

passion surging beneath.
blaze is glorious,

The
DEAR me! I was quite overwhelmed by your remarkable Schumann number, dear Mr. Editor—the

November number, containing the estimates of Messrs.
Henderson, Alfred Veit, Law, Louis C. Elson, Henry
T. Finck, Emil Liebling, and Frederick Dean.
Mr.
Elson’s article appealed to me because of its sane consideration of the subjective character in Schumann’s
compositions. Mr. Veit, as usual, is thorough, and Mr.
Liebling—heavens, what that man knows about piano
technics !—is the most practical of all—from the
teacher’s

point

of view.

I had

prepared

a few dis-

jointed ideas for you, but when I saw the list of names
announced, my modesty got into a blue funk, and I resolved to keep the story to myself. But now that
every one has had his say, I venture to send you a brief
résumé of the rise and fall of musical romanticism in my
own experience. It may serve or it may not.
Old
people, old fogies like myself, do not always stop to consider the chilling effect of their words of wisdom. That
is the reason young folks are so seldom good listeners to
the graybeards.
‘‘ Because thou ’rt virtuous’? must we
enjoy no more

our musical

cakes and ale?

Certainly

not ; enjoy them to the full, but beware of the morning’s headache !
The missing meteors of November minded me of
the musical reputations I have seen rise, fill mid-heaven
with splendor, pale, and fade into ineffectual twilight.
Alas ! it is one of the bitter things of old age, one of its

keen tortures, to listen to young people, to hear their
superb boastings, and to know how short-lived is all art,
music the most evanescent of them all. When I was a

boy the star of Schumann was just on the rim of
the horizon; what glory! what a planet swimming
Beethoven was
freely into the glorious constellation!
clean

obscured

by the

romantic

mists

that

went

to

our heads like strong, new wine, and made us drunk

with joy. How neat, dapper, respectable and antique
Being Teutonic in our leanings Chopin
Mendelssohn!
seemed French and dandified—the Slavic side of him
was not yet in evidence to our unanointed vision.
Schubert was a divinely awkward stammerer, and Liszt
the brilliant centipede amongst virtuosi. They were
rapturous days and we fed fyll upon Jean Paul Richter,
What the lads and
Hoffmann, moonshine and mush.
was a man like
needed
predilections
ideal
lassies of
Schumann, a dreamer of dreams, yet one who pinned
illuminative tags to his visions to give them symbolical
meanings, dragged in poetry by the hair and called the
composite, art. Schumann, born mentally sick, a man

time to line, fascinated as he was by the problems of
color.
But color fades.
Where are the Turners of
yester-year? Form and form only endures, and so it
has come to pass that of his four symphonies, not one
is called great in the land where he was king for a day.
The B-flat is a pretty suite, the C-major inutile,—always
barring the lyric episodes,—the D-minor a thing of
shreds and patches, and the Rhenish—muddy as the
river Rhine in winter time.
The E-flat piano quintet will live and also the piano
concerto— originally a fantasia in one movement.
Thus
Schumann experimented and built, following the line of
easiest resistance, which is the poetic idea. If he had
patterned as has Brahms, he would have sternly put
aside his childish romanticism, left its unwholesome if
captivating shadows, and pushed bravely into the open,
where the sun ‘and moon shine without the blur and
But then we should
miasma of a décadent literature.
not haye had Schumann.

It was not to be, and thus it

with a musical

is that his is a name

that evokes charming memories and also, I must admit,
aname that gently plucks at one’s heart-strings.
His
songs are sweet, yet never so spontaneous as Schubert’s,
so astringently intellectual as Robert Franz’. His opera,

his string quartets—how far are the latter from the
noble, self-contained music in this form of Beethoven

and Brahms !—and his choral compositions are already
in the sad, gray penumbra of the negligible. His piano

music is without the clear, chiseled contours of Chopin,

without a definite, a great style, yet—the piano music of
Schumann, how lovely some of it is!
I will stop my heartless heart-to-heart talk. It is
too depressing, these vagaries, these senile ramblin
gs of
a superannuated musician. Ah, me! I too was
once in
Arcady, where the shepherds bravely piped
original and
penetrating tunes, where the little shepher
desses danced
to their lords and smiled sweet porcelain
smiles. It was
all very real, this music of the middle
century, and it
was written for the time, it suiled
the time and when
the time passed, the music with the men
grew stale, sour
and something to be avoided, like the
leer of a creaking,
senescent beau, like the rouge and grimace
of a debile

coquette.

My advice then is, enjoy the music
of

your
epoch for there is no such thing as music
of the future
It is always music of the present,
Schumann has had
his day, Wagner is having his,
and Brahms will berul
of all, to-morrow.
Eheu Fugaces!
oy
There was a time, mes enfanis,
when

T played at all

the Schumann piano music.

The ‘* Abegg”?

with the germs of insanity, a pathological case, a literary man turned composer—Schumann, I say, topsyturvied all the newly born and, without knowing it,
diverted for the time music from its true current. He
preached Brahms and Chopin but practised Wagner—he
was the foreranner to Wagner, for he was the first com-

the ‘‘ Papillons,”” the “Intermezzi
»—*
the ‘Papillons,’”” said Schu
mann—

poser who fashioned literature into tone.

twelve settings of Pag:

Doesn’t all this sound revolutionary? An old fellow
like me talking this way, finding old-fashioned what he
once saw leave the bank of melody with the mintage

glitteringly fresh!
ness

Yet it is so.

the rise of Schumann

I have lived to wit-

and, please

Apollo, I shall

live to see the eclipse of Wagner.
Can’t you read the
handwriting on the wall?
Dinna ye hear the slogan of
the realists? No music rooted in bookish ideas, in literary or artistic movements, will survive the mutations of
the Zeit geist. Schumann reared his palace on a mirage,

sigh, a name

he strikes fire and the

Sonata’’—the

so-called

Concert sans

orchestre—a truncated, unequal though interesting
work ;
the ‘‘ Arabesque,”’ the “Blumenstiick,” the marvelous

and too seldom played “ Humoreske,”’
opus 20, every
one throbbing with feeling ;the eight
“‘Novelletten,”’
almost, but not quite successful attempts
at a new form ;
the genial but unsatisfactory ‘* @-mino
r Sonata,’’ the
“ Nachtstiicke,” and the “Vienna
Carnaval,” opus 26,
are not all of these the unpremeditated
outpoutings of a
genuine poet, a poet of sensibility,
of exquisite

feeling ?
I must not forget those idylls of
childhood, the “ Kinderscenen,”’ the half-erazy ‘ Kreis
leriana,”? true soulstates, nor the ‘‘ Fantasie,”?opus
17, which lacks a movement
to make

it an

organie whole.

Consider

the

little
pieces, like the three romances
, opus 28, the opus 32, the
“ Album for the Young,”’
opus 68, the four fugues:
fone
marches, the ‘‘ Waldscenen 4—Oh
, never- to-be-for: rot
“Vogel als Prophet”? and “ Trock
? ne Blumen,’ —
ate
“ Concertstiick,”” opus 92 , the second
* Album La
for e
the
Young,” the three fantasy pieces,
opus 111, the “ Bunte
Blitter”—do you recall the one in F-sha
rp minor so

miraculously varied by Brahms, or that
appealing one in

A-flat?
The “ Albumblitter,” opus 124, the seven
Pieces in fughetta form, the never played ‘Conc
ert
allegro in D-minor,” opus 134, or the two posthumous
works, the ‘Scherzo? and the
‘Presto Passionata.””

He T forgotten any? No doubt.
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THE
TONE.
BY

ROBERT

BRAINE.

DEMOSTHENES said that the first requisite in oratory
was delivery ; the second, DELIVERY, and the third,
In music it might be said that the first
DELIVERY.
requisite is tone; the second, TONE, and the third, TONE.
A lovely tone in music is the alchemist which transmutes
all it touches into pure gold, and dignifies the most
common melody into a thing of beauty.
I noticed a striking illustration of theimmense power
of a beautiful tone at a concert which I attended
recently, given by Sousa’s Band.
The trombone soloist, Mr. Pryor, had played a long and difficult fantasie
for the trombone, which was received with much enthusiasm and an encore demanded. As soon as the applause
had died down, he commenced to play the encore, and
imagine what it was!
Nothing else than that much
battered melody of the street, ‘‘ Just One Girl,’’ which
is sung, whistled, and banged on boarding-house pianos
from one end of the country to the other.
Under the magic of Mr. Pryor’s beautiful, vibrant,
golden tone and exquisite phrasing, however, this timeworn ditty became an entirely new proposition. The
audience followed the undulating waltz rhythm and the
beautiful tones with a hush of delight, and when the
artist had concluded, burst into applause even more
hearty than that which had greeted the conclusion of
the fantasie. Now, what had accomplished this musical
marvel? Nothing but the all-powerful effect of a heautiful tone! If a lesser artist had inflicted such a piece
on the audience, instead of applause, he would probably
have been greeted with hisses.
During its popularity, “* Just One Girl’? has probably
been tooted by the trombone player of every theaterorchestra in the country, but how many have been able
to achieve with it the success which I have described
in Mr. Pryor’s case? The reason is that their tones
were coarse, or muddy, or blatant, or all three, while
those of the greater artist were perfection itself.
The fact of the matter is that a beautiful tone on any
instrument, or in the case of the human voice, is the
very first requisite. What is the difference between the
singing of Patti and Miss Nobody, even though they
sing the same compositions?
The difference is just
about $4990 per concert ; and why? Simply because
one has the tone and the other has not.
No class of teachers are so lax about giving due attention to the proper production of tone, and to the different
varieties of tone, as our piano teachers.
Of course, great
teachers understand the importance of the matter and
devote their best energies to the improvement of the
tone of their pupils, but too
piano teachers are content to
musical type-writer, simply
keys to jab down, and letting

large a proportion of our
teach the piano as a sort of
showing the pupil what
it go at that.

So many teachers seem to think that if they can get
their pupils to rattle offagreat mess of notes, both in the
way of studies and showy parlor pieces, their work has

been conscientiously done.

As to spending a good pro-

portion of the lesson in teaching their pupils how to produce beautiful and perfect tones, they seem to think
that it would be an unwarranted waste of time, which
would be better employed in learning an extra piece.
Such teachers never seem to appreciate the fact that
l
the simplest thing 02 the piano, played with beautifu
audience
an
upon
tone and proper expression, produces
an effect a thousand times greater than a difficult piece
played in a jumbled-up manner, and with a weak,
hard tone.
her
I once heard a little girl make a remark about

gh she was
teacher which had deep significance, althou
I would
not aware of it, She said, “Ain’t it funny?

play the scales
gooner hear my teacher, Professor G.,
plays ’em so
he
;
pieces
play
else
one
any
hear
than to
kPa
pretty !””
it, was a
The child was right, and, without knowing
the beauty
sted
contra
ct
instin
l
musica
Her
deep critic.
which her teacher
of tone and perfection of technic with
tone and faulty
weak
bad,
the
played the acales with
technic of the people whom she heard playing pieces.

ETUDE

Too many ambitious teachers like to have on their
recital-programs as many numbers as possible which are
used by artists such as Paderewski, d’Albert, Rosenthal,
etc., in their concerts, without much regard as to how
their pupils play them.
Go to a matinee when Paderewski or Rosenthal plays,
and listen to the young ladies as they look over the program. ‘‘Oh! I play this, and this,’? Miss Jones will
say ; ‘‘ they are as easy as an old shoe.’”’

‘‘ Yes,’’ Miss

Smith will say, ‘‘I had them both last year and don’t
play them any more, and I am now studying this, and
this, and this.” Miss Brown and Miss Robinson will
then chime in that they are studying ‘‘ this’? and
‘that’? on the program, and the people sitting around
the fair pianists begin to be impressed by the fact that
these girls could go on the stage, take the piano away
from the Polish giant, and give all the numbers on the
recital themselves, without change.
The difference
would bejust this, however, that after the first few bars
the audience would rise en masse and rush for the boxoffice to get their money back.
How often do we hear young ladies make remarkslike
this : ‘‘ Good gracious ! here Paderewski is going to play
that easy little ‘Spring Song,’ of Mendelssohn.
Why I
had that year before last, and gave it up before I half
learned it, because my teacher said it was too easy.”

This young lady would no doubt be surprised to learn
that it would take her years to learn to play this com-

position as an artist should.

And yet she had given it

up as too easy !

We havea decided surfeit of this ‘‘ type-writer ’’ piano-

teaching in thiscountry.

Let us try to teach our pupils

some of the qualities of the piano as a singing instrument.
There might be some excuse for type-writer
pianism in the old days of the tinkling clavichord and

spinet, when the average piano (?) had about as much
resonance as a banjo or a xylophone ; but in the presence
of a modern grand piano, with its extraordinary resources of triple-strings, sounding board, and pedals, it
is a disgrace for pupils to do ‘‘ chop-stick ’’ playing.
Our teachers should give the greatest possible attention to teaching their pupils how to make the piano
sing. Itis the highest artand gives the simplest melody
the greatest charm.
What is the use ofa lot of execution if the tone is not

there? It is like making an elaborate ball-dress out of
cotton-bagging and trimming it with paper-muslin and
cambric, instead of using silk, satin, and lace. The
workmanship may be all right, but if the material
is of the wrong kind, the dress will look ridiculous.
Alas! how many of these ‘cotton-hagging”’ affairs we
have in music-teaching! how many misguided piano
students playing the rhapsodies of Liszt who can not
play the simplest sonatina by Kullak with a good cantabile, and who can not play the scales with a really
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TEACHING
BY

TONALITY.

WILLIAM

BENBOW.

WE are so fond of resting satisfied when a pupil can
answer certain questions in acertain way, and of accepting that as evidence that he knows the subject. For
example, we ask the pupil what key a certain piece is in,
and we are glad when he answers correctly, and are

rather pleased with ourselves as teachers.

And if our

pupils can rattle off the various signatures and their re-

spective keys, my ! what thorough teachers we must be !
And yet there is hardly a thing in our machine-made
methods that is more parrot-like.
Ask your advanced pupils what they mean when they
say that a piece is in this or that key, and you will discover what a mechanical process the whole thing is.
Perhaps too many teachers imagine that the question
of tonality somehow belongs to the abstruse subject of
harmony, with which the pupil has no sympathy and
which he is too immature to understand. And too often
such teachers will construct a beautiful and all embracing definition of the word tonality and have the pupil
repeat it—and the parrot learns a new trick !
But, discarding all technical phrases, a practical
demonstration at the piano will clear the atmosphere
speedily.

Take a tune like ‘‘ America.’’

Let the pupil pick out

(from memory) the melody beginning on g, then in f,
d, etc. In doing so, he will soon perceive two phases
of the subject. One is that while the melody seems to
fit together just the same (if he gets the black keys
right), it can be played or set at different levels of
pitch, that is, in a higher or lower key.
The second point he discovers is that there are certain
differences in the use of the black keys that have to be
made in order that the. melody may preserve its identity
in the different keys.
To bring outa third phase, let the teacher play the
tune himself in four-part harmony, playing it through
up to and including the next to the last chord, and there
break off without playing the last chord. The pupil
will feel at once that the last chord and melody-note is
necessary to give the feeling of rest, satisfaction, and
finality. To impress this most important point more
firmly, take a hymnal and show him how the last note
of the bass, and almost always of the soprano, is the
key-note or tonic.
A few minutes of this kind of work will demonstrate
accurately the three points of relative pitch of keys, of
the peculiar relationship of tones to a pivotal key that
calls for different signatures, and of the idea of goal and
finality. And these phases may be erystallized for his
own application or ‘‘ home consumption’’ into the oldfashioned exercis

good tone !
A beautiful tone at once thrills and interests every one
who hears it, no matter how trivial the composition
which is played. It is strange that it does not dawn on

some of the would-be soloists and students, whose efforts
are not appreciated by the audiences for whom they
play, that the trouble is with them and not with the

audiences. The most ignorant audience will be enraptured with really beautiful tones, The people can not
help it; it is natural to love beautiful tones. This is so
self-evident that it is really astonishing when one thinks
of the thousands of teachers and the hundreds of thousands of pupils who teach and study the piano year after
year simply with the idea of hammering down the notes

with some semblance of correct time, but without the
slightest idea of giving any attention to producing a
beautiful tone on the piano,
For the production of full, singing, well-rounded
tones on the piano, years of patient work are necessary,

By transposing this into the various keys, he will
have a digest of the entire subject, particularly if the
teacher points out the three phases as the pupil proceeds
from one key to another.
The teacher is often surprised at the readiness and interest with which younger pupils can appreciate and do
this work. The truth is that children absorb unknowingly a good deal of harmonic experience and are delighted when they can reproduce some of the effects for
themselves.
The child can acquire a great deal of harmonic knowledge, as he does his grammar, by example,
and ‘‘ unconscious intuition,” imitation, without frightening him with terms and rules better fitted for the
demands of his riper experience.

but it is work that is well repaid, as fine tone is the
only material out of which really good music can be
fabricated and which will bring success in the end.
In these days of perfect technic, artists are getting to
be judged more and more by their tone. Shakespeare
makes Iago advise Cassio constantly to ‘‘ put money in
his purse’’ if he would succeed :the musical student
should be advised to ‘‘ put tone in his playing’? before

artists of second rank while the true genius is most fre-

everything.

quently misunderstood in his time —A, Lavignac.

THE man of genius is in advance of his
breaks ont the path in which later those will
have admired him or perhaps unconsciously
his influence.
Hence the great successes of

time; he
walk who
have felt
estimable
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A TALE or A Music
BY

LEONARD

will be some day, my boy.

STUDENT.

LIEBLING.

SLOWLy the ‘‘ Augusta Victoria”’ slipped her cables,
a

drew away from her pier at Hoboken, swung about in
mid-river, and pointed her prow toward the Narrows.
Among the eager watchers on the wharf were two
young men, who waved their hats and handkerchiefs
until Jong after it was possible to distinguish a single

face on the fast-fading steamship.
Allen, the younger

ETUDE

of the two, heaved a great sigh,

and turning to his companion, said : ‘‘Another one gone.
When you leave, I shall be the last one here of the old
crowd.””
‘‘ Why don’t you come with me?’ asked the other.
“Why ?’’ echoed Allen, witha sad smile. ‘‘ Firstly,
because I don’t care much about going; secondly, because I hayen’t the money to go with.”’
‘In your place I would reverse the order of those
objections. You know you want to go just as much as

I do.”
“I’m not sure,’’ responded Allen. ‘I was always
satisfied to stay in New York and finish my studies with
Falkenherg ; but since you fellows have all left the class,
I have begun to wonder whether I, too, should n’t like
to go abroad and study with some of those great ones.”
““Tt’s absolutely necessary, my dear fellow,’ assured
Dorland, warmly.
‘‘ This is no atmosphere ——”’
“The old argument,’’ laughed Allen.
‘Old, but true. How can a fellow become imbued
with the proper art spirit in a country where there is
none???

“Oh, as for that ——”’
‘Nonsense!
Don’t talk to me about our operas and
orchestras and half-baked symphony concerts and musi-

Your mother and I have

been talking about it for some time, and in a few years,
when you want to finish your studies, and we have saved
enough money, we’ll send you, even though it will be
hard to let our only boy go from us.””
Allen was in that frame of mind which knows neither
restraint nor reason, so he blurted out: ‘ ‘Some day’
and ‘when’ I want to finish! I want to finish now,
and I want to go now. All the fellows are gone, and
when they come back in a couple of years, full-fledged
artists, I shall still be a student playing études, dependent on Falkenberg, and as far from being finished
as I am now.”?
“You surprise

seriously.

me greatly,’’ said Allen’s father
‘‘I thought you liked Falkenberg very

much, and that you were getting along very well indeed.
Why, you’ve had three new pieces this month——””
“There you go. My dear father, you can’t understand those things. You don’t know anything about
music.
I’m dissatisfied, and I can’t work under him
any longer. Why, I haven’t even a decent staccato;
and what is an artist without a staccato? Oaly Joachim’s bowing can help me with that. I tell you, I
must go to Europe or retrograde in my playing.”

“Of course, your father and I are no musicians,”
argued sensible Mrs. Allen gently ; ‘‘ but it does seem
to me you might try some other teacher here before
you go away so far and risk so much money.
Could n’t
some other player show you this bowing?”
“Not one,’? answered Allen, with a twinge of conscience at this gross prevarication.
Mr. and Mrs. Allen believed in each other and in
their son, so the three sat together late that night cal-

culating, discussing, and planning until it had been
decided the young violinist should go abroad with
Dorland.
“You know at what a sacrifice we let you g0,”? said

Mrs. Allen, her eyes filling.

‘At

what a sacrifice of

cal clubs and all that rot. Those things have not yet
grown to be a part of us. They’re all too new, too
machine-made, too modern.
They smell of fresh pinewood and paint. How are we to find inspiration in a

money and of— of—”

country where the musician is considered a mooning

not @ moment’s unhappiness until the ‘‘ Patria
” had
been made loose and he gazed with a last,
lingering
look at his parents standing side by side
on the dock,
Then he broke down completely.

imbecile, a genteel Joafer, a plaything, a fad? How can
you for one moment compare Falkenberg to Joachim—a

man who was the intimate friend of David, Spohr,
Wieniawski, Vieuxtemps, Sarasate, Ernst, Mendelssohn, Liszt, Wagner, and dozens of other wondertul
musicians? Why, a word from him is worth a year’s
teaching from any one else.”’
A Dxcision.
When Allen reached home that day he began to practise, but his mind was far from his work. After repeating a few times some measures from a Kreutzer étude,
he dropped his bow, placed his instrument on the bed,
2
to think.
os eer should he not go abroad and study with
Joachim, the world-famous artist and teacher? No

money? Other fellows’ parents had no money) either,
yet they managed to send their sons to Europe. He
could live economically and study at a conservatory—at
That would be cheaper than Dorland’s
the Hochschule,
plan of taking private lessons. Dorland’s father is only
How does he manage? Of course, a
a bookkeeper.
fellow could learn from Falkenberg—learn a great deal
in fact ;but the question is, Could he become a great
artist? Falkenberg had never contrived to astonish the
world ; then how could he help anybody else to do ae
There must be lots of things that Falkenberg doesn’t
know—things which Joachim could show him. What
had Dorland said : ‘‘ A word from him is worth a year’s
Of course it is. The
teaching from any one else.’?
reason is perfectly plain. What a fool he had been all
rae
ai

a

wa his new enthusiasm, Allen
home-coming of his father.

a

could

hardly
:

Allen, ar, said bs his son, ‘‘ Well, did

:
friend leave this morning
in
been
have
could
T
wish
I
and
off,
him
aes
stain:

is
place:??
il
uttered so earnestly that seule and mocuer
exchanged

a rapid glance, and Allen, Sr., said: “ You

Allen kissed away his mother’s tears, and
her, ‘‘ You will never regret it.”

assured

He walked on air for the next fortnight, and
knew

THE ARRIVAL IN BERLin.
Arrived in Berlin, the

two young

men

Hamilton, haggard and thin, smoking a pipe, sat at

one of the small tables playing cards with four other
Americans,

Over their heads hung a placard inscribed,

‘No gambling allowed.”

‘A PHASE or SrupENT LIFE.
“‘Hammie, what’s the matter with you?

I’ve just

beén to your house, and your landl
ady——””
“Worried, is she? Well, she ought to
be. It’s past
the first of the month,
That’s why I’ve fought shy of
the coop. Been living with Neville
here. ‘To-morrow
his rent’s due; then we will both move.
Got any room
in your place?”
Allen was very sorry for him,
and then remembered

that Dorland had a double bed
in his room.
you’

‘I’m sure
ll be welcome to half of it,”
he added.
: “Then let's go there at
once,’’ said Hamilton, push
-

ing back his chair.

“Im

tired to death.

‘How much
do I owe here?
Fourteen marks?
Have
you any
money, Allen???
Allen handed him a twenty
-mark piece, and Hamilton
paid his debt. The six
marks which he received
in
change he handed to the
waiter. “I don’t know
how
much
man my‘y bill is,” is,”? he said
id ;; ‘*
‘* count it
i up, and keep the
Allen was very much surp
rised, and said so,
“That's nothing,” returned
Hamilton,
““You lose
one time and you win the
next.
It evens up in the
end, when the
same cro

wd plays together all the tim
e.”
“Do they play every day ?”? asked Allen,
“ Every day—and every night, too,”?
answered Hamilton, with a short laugh,
“‘When do they study?”

“An hour before they go to lessons. They’r
e all
talented fellows, you know. A fellow
must have some
recreation. Very taxing, this music
study ; great strain
on the nerves, That’s where
you get the true Bohemian
spirit—at thecafé. What
is an artist without knowled
ge
of life? A stick. Practice
is all right for technic, but
all wrong for temperamen

t.
You must get rid of ae
Americanism, Get rid
of your stiffness and you
r conventionality. Yowll
never be a great arti
st if you
don
Fa
’t.
o Rules and syst
ysteems are for mathemati
ici ns, not
cia
ACQUIRING

TEMPERAMENT,

Allen admired Hamilt
on greatly, for he
w:
pupil who stood in hig
h favor with the m:
—

hunted up

their old comrade and former class
mate, Hamilton,
who secured rooms for them and advis
ed their entering
themselves as candidates at the Hochs
chule.
The next
few days were spent in practising the
pieces they were to
play for Joachim and his associates on the
jury.

“T don’t find Hammie looking
at all well, do you?”
asked Allen one morning, after
their friend Hamilton.
who frequently dropped in for
a short visit, had left,
:
“‘No—bnt then, you know,
he was never very strong.
Always had chest-trouble, or
something of the kind.”
“T think he worries too
much.
His mother has n’¢

ty staccato,
Spontaneous

been sending him any mon
ey lately.
I know he’s
hard up, because—you won't
repeat it, will you ?—he
borr

Dorland
staccato,

owed twenty marks from me,”?

“He did?” said Dorland,
in surprise, “Why, he
borrowed thirty from me the first day
we were here.”
‘Poor fellow,” commented Allen, and by
ot

felt sorry for their friend,

h students

Allen was taken into the
great Joachim’s clasg and
ad

ter had patted
him on the
shoulder and said, “ You ha
ve talent, my bo
y.”
rushed off to Hamilton’ 8 Toom
in order to tel]
him the
good news,
“Not in?” repeated Allen,
i
lady’sinformation.
‘ Wiens tat)am
ana
“‘T don’t know,” the
woman replied,
“ ( He has n°
been home in two days.”?
:

“Well, haven’t you any j
i
Allen, anxiously. ‘
ne TER es 8?” asked
“T think you’ll find him
at the Café
Austria,”
the gracious landlady, slammi
gai
ng the doo
ves
man’s face,
7 in the young
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e’s a better
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« Pl show

7S en
always
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» anyw
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Was it perm: issible 40

of sevens,

ay.’?

Stuprisingly.

After

being
at under no ci
rcumstances
open”? g “jackpot ” witha pa
ir
Ot raise five time
s
on
ome
rehend, and at th
e en

d
', he had won si
xty-five

café Whether tien became
Was best an o Pen question at the
at poker, beer, or billiards.

By a Strange trigTACLES * 70
Progruss,
Senerally arrived
» the
rs from his mother
on the Mornin: gslette
after his worst disst-:

THE
pations.
On such occasions he would lie in bed, blink
painfully at the well-known writing, and with aching
eyes, bursting head, and parched lips, read the tender,
loving phrases, that burned into his brain like the most
bitter sarcasms.
Then Allen would rise, wash, dress, ring for his
coffee, take up his fiddle, and exercise his stiff fingers.
Thereupon a voice was sure to be heard in expostulation: ‘For Heaven’s sake!
Can’t you let a fellow
sleep? Stop those confounded scales.’’
“‘But I must practise,’ Allen would make answer.
The voice then resolved itself into a very much disheveled young man, who sat bolt upright in bed and
howled: ‘‘ Practise?
Why didn’t you stay in New
York if you want to practise? What did you come to
Europe for, anyway?
Practise to-morrow, and be a
Paganini one day later. The idea of waking people in
the middle of the night !”’
Then Allen would write his mother a nice long letter,
telling her that he had not been working excessively of
late, owing to disturbing influences, but he intended to

begin next day making up for lost time.

These letters were to Hamilton as a red rag to a bull.
One morning he remarked: ‘‘I don’t understand how
a fellow who writes such infernally clever excuses to
the Hochschule teachers can be such a softy when he
gets a letter from his mother. Why, man, anything you
sayis believed, Oh, thatreminds me! I have a lesson
at eleven with Joachim.
Write me an excuse to send.
No sickness and no deaths in the family, I’ve had
every illness in the calendar

and
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coughing.
‘‘I’m burning up inside,’ he gasped ; ‘‘I
can’t breathe.”
Dorland again went forth for the doctor.
“If only you don’t get real sick,’’ said Allen anxiously.
“Get sick? What do you suppose I am now?” returned Hamilton, with a flash of his wonted humor.
“Say,

I may

ask you

to write a letter for me—to

my

mother. She knows all about my doings here. You
know, she hasn’t sent me any money in a year. She
wrote me I could go back to her when I had reformed—
oh, bosh! It’s really disgraceful how cowardly a fellow
becomes when he’s sick.’”
In a few hours Hamilton was delirious, and at noon
the doctor announced that the young man could not live
through the day.
‘‘ Pneumonia; both lungs—what
there is of them,’’ was his verdict.
Allen and Dorland stared silently, agonizingly, on the
pale face of their dying friend.
They seemed to sit hours thus, when Hamilton suddenly opened his eyes and asked for a glass of water.
“I’m so glad you’re better, dear oldHammie,’’ sobbed
Allen.

‘Will youdo mea favor, Allen? ’’ asked the consumptive, in a weak voice.
“Anything you wish,’’ assured Allen.
‘Well, then, take a pen and paper and sit here, near
me. I want you to write an excuse forme.
You're
good at those, you know.”
A TARDY REFORMATION.

my entire family has

Allen got the things and said simply, ‘‘ I’m ready.”
“‘Tell my mother I have reformed,—forever,—and I
Allen wrote for some moments ; then he showed the
note to Hamilton, and they both dashed into Dorland’s - would have gone to tell her so—but—but—there’s your
part—the excuse.”
room and awoke him.
Allen bit his pen. ‘‘ Let me see,”’ he mused.
“Here, listen !’’ and then Hamilton read: ‘‘ Most re“Tl leave you to think it out,’? whispered Hamilspected Master : It is impossible for me to attend my leston, and lay back on his pillow. A violent fit of coughson to-day as I am in a state of complete collapse. You
ing shook him. When it had passed, he lay very still,
would ask why? Do you not remember, dear Master,
very white, very sad.
that at my last lesson you gave me the Beethoven Con“Have you found the excuse?’’ he asked, with the
certo tostudy ? I began it, and never have I regretted a
thing more.
What a divine composition! I can not, I faintest attempt at a smile.
Allen sobbed aloud.
would not, play it for you this morning.
It is sacrilege
“There’s no use crying about it,’’ consoled Hamilto murder such a heavenly work.
I shall not come to
ton ; ‘‘ but you must really find one. Don't forget the
you again before I can play it to satisfy myself. That
words ‘reformed forever,’ do you hear?
Reformed forwill be in about two weeks.
Sympathize with me, dear
ever! She’ll believe you,—you have such an honest
Master.
I am too impressionable.’’
way of lying.’’ He sighed and sank back.
In this wise passed the winter, and the spring vaca‘‘Hammie, dear Hammie,’’ wailed Allen, throwing
tion was near at hand.
himself on the bed ——
Aw INEVITABLE DESTINY.
Years later, when Allen gave his concert in Berlin,
and achieved a triumph with his performance of the
On a warm evening in May the three friends sat at the
Beethoven Concerto, Dorland was one of the first to
Café Austria and discussed the playing of anew Rusreach the artist’s room and to congratulate the new
sian violinist whom they had just heard.
master who had been revealed that evening.
Allen and Dorland did most of the talking, until they
‘Do you know of what I thought while I played that
noticed that Hamilton appeared unusually abstracted.
piece to-night ?’’ said Allen.
‘« What's the trouble, Hammie?’’ inquired Allen.
“*T know,”’ replied Dorland softly.
Hamilton sat up straight, pounded his fist on the
perished long ago.

table, and said:

I need something new.’’

‘‘I’m going to quit this sort of thing.

I’m awreck.
Look at my complexion, my eyes——”
“We don’t look any better,’’ consoled Dorland.
“That does me no good. I’m not well, boys. My
Jungs were never any good, and they have n’t grown any
better the last six months.
I—I’m in a had way.
I
know it.”
His friends said it was a cold, and they took him
home and put a plaster on his chest.
In the night he awoke and kicked off his covers.

“ Whew ! I’m hot,’’ he complained.
‘*You’ve got fever, Hammie,”’ said Allen; and, in
spite of the patient’s protests, Dorland was sent for a

doctor.
Allen put a newspaper over the lamp and sat on the
edge of the hed.
“T’ve had these spells before,’’ said Hamilton ; ‘‘ it’s
a cold, possibly a congestion;
when # fellow has weak lungs.
to go on as I did when I should
night at ten o’clock.”’
The doctor announced that

but everything counts
What an imbecile I was
have been in bed every

Hamilton

had

a cold.

‘‘ Send
“ Not severe—but may grow worse,’ he added.
for me if the fever rises.’’
Toward morning Allen was awakened by Hamilton’s

“Tt seems hard to say,’’ continued Allen, ‘ but had
poor Hammie lived, we ——’’

“Don’t,’? pleaded Dorland.

THE LAST WORD.
J, FRANCIS

COOKE,

the present article—‘‘ The Last Word.”’

At the end of

every lesson he would, after a few moments’ thought,
form a short sentence which contained the principal
points of importance taken up in the lesson. This concentrated statement of all the points discussed he would
deliver in a solemn and impressive manner calculated to
fairly brand itself upon a pupil’s mind. He then required the pupil before leaving to repeat ‘‘the last

word” (‘‘der letzter Satz’’). At the next lesson his
first question was, ‘‘ What was the last word?”
If the
pupil faltered, hesitated, or was unable to remember,
nothing in the way of persuasion could lead the old pedant
to give a new lesson.
He simply repeated the last word,
—which he invariably remembered,—with the additional instruction to come again next lesson with a better
memory.
Asa student,I felt that this was the most
valuable characteristic of his teaching method.

Unity IN TEACHING.
Only too often do pupils leave a studio with indefinite
or incoherent ideas of all that has transpired during the
lesson. Very few teachers have truly logical minds.
Lessons are liable to cover many irrelevant topics, and
end with an anticlimax that reduces the value of the
lesson to nil. A practical lesson should be as periodic
as a Macaulay sentence, a Tschaikowsky symphony, or
a Sheridan comedy. The interest should be sustained to
the very end.
This, like all other teaching customs, is largely a
matter of habit.
Desultory and careless practices must

produce worthless results,
Fragmentary lessons are
frequently the greatest affliction of the music pupil.
Let teachers gather up the threads of a lesson and bind
them together with ‘‘the last word,” and give pupils a
means of preserving a unified thought during the times
spent between visits to the studio.
This benediction
proved a veritable blessing to me, and I am grateful for
an opportunity to pass it onward.

STUDIO
FRANK

COMFORT.
L.

EYER.

A COLD room; a room reeking with the odors of bygone meals; a room

through

which

members

of the

family pass and repass during the lesson hour ; a meddlesome ‘‘ junior’? member of the family ; a pet dog, who
would be friendly ; a poor piano; a screeching, rickety,
piano stool ; and so on, and so on.
These are a few of the things the music teacher who
gives lessons at the house is running up against constantly, and it is needless to say he finds them all a
detriment toward the giving of good lessons.
A cosy, comfortable room, well lighted ; a good piano ;
artistic and tasty surroundings in the way of pictures
and ornaments ; quiet and seclusion from the rest of the
house—that is another picture by way ofcontrast.

Think you the teacher is at all influenced by such sur-
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kept several desirable pupils away from him, and caused
him to end his days in poverty.
He did, withal, have some customs that showed a
specious reasoning, and among them was the subject of

M.B.

THE musican who accumulates eccentricities with a
view to profiting by the attention they attract may find
a lesson in the life of an able teacher, recently deceased.

roundings? Undoubtedly, and how diffieult must at
times be the effort to throw off the influence of uncongenial surroundings in order that the pupil may receive
the proper instructions it is the teacher’s duty to give!

It all only goes to show that, in order to give good
lessons, the instructor has more responsibility resting on
his shoulders than just that his musical knowledge
entails.
His environment must be made conducive to good
work ; his health must be good ; his mind must be free
from distracting thoughts.
In short, the time the
teacher gives to his pupils must be given wholly and
unreservedly, and entirely free from any personal or private matters, thoughts, or what not that may detract in
the least from the lesson.
These are duties he owes his pupils, be they bright,

His name will be concealed for obvious purposes.
Yet,
to add interest to the present narration, we may observe
that he was a pupil of Karl Czerny, and was associated
for many years with Berlioz and Rubinstein.
Notwithstanding this vast experience and the fact that he was a
remarkably fine natural teacher, an intelligent pupil
was rarely able to penetrate through his many idiosyncrasies in less time than a year.
Among his customs
was that of charging for lessons after they had been
taught.
He never had any regular scale, and would inform the pupil at the end of the lesson period what he
believed the lesson to be worth.
His estimate might be

teacher,’’? he will see to it that every obstacle that
influences him in the wrong direction is removed, or else

ridiculously low or, again, it might be outrageously ex-

remedied

orbitant.

little or nothing.

This, with many other curious mannerisms,

dull, indifferent, talented or void of talent; and if he
have in him the making of what is known as ‘a good

to such

an

extent

that its power

counts

for
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one to distinguish the accidentals characteristic of a chromatic chord, and the remainder of the accidentals must,
of course, be scale indicators. Having thus sorted out
and classified mentally the various accidental signs, it
should be an easy matter to name the scale. The only
difficulty likely to fog the student is that in a change of
scale lasting but a few bars, it often happens that all
the sharps or flats of the new scale do not cropup.
In
such cases he must, after noting from harmony and
melody which of the accidentals appear to be genuine
scale indicators, seek conclusive proof of the scale-name
from the harmonies themselves; a knowledge of the
intervals which go to make up the various triads, chords
of the seventh, etc., pointing out to him which of the
accidentals are inserted to form these. The recurrence
of a leading motif, or some striking melodic figure will
often furnish a further clue to the scale, because from
one’s eye being already familiar with its general aspect

OF THIS PASSAGE?

SCALE

A Prompr

REPLY

TO

THIS

PERPLEXING

OFTEN

QUESTION.
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How many a time and oft has the above portent
inger
inquiry, rendered doubly impressive by the index-f
score
of the teacher directed toward some part of the
congreare
flats
and
sharps
of
array
g
alarmin
an
where
gated thick as crows ina cornfield, caused dismay in the

preastofthe nervous student ! How often, when looking

at the score of a ‘‘ new piece’? for the first time, have

we wondered into what remote regions of scale-land the
footsteps of the composer appear to have strayed !
The prompt naming of scales appearing ‘‘ accidentally’? in the course of a composition is a terrible béte
noir to the student ambitious of reading his name on
certificates and diplomas, and singularly enough, I

have not seenin print any systematic advice for his
help and guidance in the matter.
It matters not whether the passage inquired about be
a genuine modulation (a term, by the way, often incorrectly applied to a mere change of scale en passant) ;
whether it be just a transposition of some melodic or
harmonic material that has previously appeared in the
piece ; or whether it be one of those sudden and start-

and notal components, one knows where to look, in its
transposed form, for the tonic of the new scale by recall-

ing to mind where this figured on former occasions. Let
us now put these few rough-and-ready rules to a practical test, selecting for illustrative purposes a few bars
from that much-played composition of Weber, “The
Moto Continuo”
of his pianoforte sonata, Op, 24:

—
-Y—
(

ling incursions into some foreign scale so frequently
happened upon in modern instrumental music, and

}

which irresistibly reminds one of Aladdin’s magic carpet whereby he was whisked ‘‘from China to Peru’?

(o

in the twinkling of an eye;
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positions in which it formerly appeared—viz., as the
first and twelfth notes of the phrase itself, and as the
first note of its harmony.
Coming to bars 5-7, we soon
conclude, notwithstanding the C-natural, which forms
the second note of this transposition, and which is introduced obviously for melodic smoothness, that the
scale
is the harmonic form of D-minor, because
of the characteristic C-sharp and B-flat which crop up
immediately
afterward.
In the final transposition of the phrase at
bars 7-9, the scale of G-major is at once
manifest, firstly,
from our observing that the only accidental
which in
this

transposition is a scale indicator is
F-sharp,

and,

secondly, because the first and
t Welfth notesaeof the;
,
melody—the positions in which
by now we are accustomed to look for the tonic of
the scale—consist of the
note G.

—

a detailed description such as the foregoing
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in each case there need be

no difference in the modus operandi employed.
There are some individuals endowed with a kind of
sixth sense in discerning a new scale at a glance through

rs
fe

phrase is now transposed is that of A-major, a conclusion which is confirmed when we seek for the tonic
inthe

Che

ae

clusion
a
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a cloud of accidentals, but the number of fortunate mortals blessed with this mysterious instinct (for I know not
what else to term it) is by no means great, and even these

P him to an instantaneous con-
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should, at any rate, be able to give their reason for
“the faith that is in them’? when required. The large
bulk of students to whom Dame Nature has been less
complaisant must be content to plod perseveringly on
systematic lines, and in this, as in most other things,
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described. This practice will not only impart
scale-naming, but will at the same time cultivate that
g at
invaluable faculty of ‘hearing’? music by lookin
thescore which isas pleasure-affording as it is absolutely
essential to the earnest student and embryo composer.
In the first place, the student needs to be perfectly
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melodicand harmonic forms, as well as the fact that each
relative minor is equally the éonie minor of the major
scale commencing with the same key-note or tonic.
Equipped with this indispensable knowledge of scale
constitution and relationship, the student is in a position
to start “ prospecting” for new scales, and should he be
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say, that

the

consensus

of the musical

in-

structors of the entire civilized world runs to the effect
that there is a place in our musical development
which is adequately filled by the piano-music of Bach,
and by nothing else, ancient or modern.
Now that
settles the question of authority, and the corollary to
it, viz.: the question of technical utility.
As to your enjoying this musie,—that is, finding
anything pretty in it,—that is a question, in part, of
your advancement, and, in part, of your nature.
There is a strong probability that if your nature is

T. C. R—As

to your first question,—viz.:

how long

to practice hands separately before trying them together,—I am

of the opinion that no very exact’ rule

can be given.

This, however, I can say:

there should

be a certain state of automatic exactness in each hand
first, before any trial of the two together be made.

Well,
What do I mean by automatic exactness?
just this: Nature has put in us, by a wonderful con-

trivance without which we could not live an hour, a
set of sub-brains, called ganglionic centres. These are

cross-roads in the complicated set of telephone wires,
called nerves, and in these centres certain groups of
acts are co-ordinated,—that is, put into regular pack-

ages; so, when the mind sends out from the brain a
pattern of an idea, all the special parts of the diagram

are executed by these ganglionic centres, or district-

brains, and so we can do many things much faster
than we could think of all the parts of those acts.
When you walk, for instance, you can keep your
mind almost wholly occupied with the things you see,
or with the conversation of your companion.
Piano-playing is a beautifully delicate and highly
complicated kind of walking upon the elastic plain of
the white and black keys. You can tell when the two
hands have been practiced long enough separately, by
the feeling that you can make them go without watching every little motion; in other words, they seem, as
we say, to go themselves.
Now the acting of the hands together is also a kind
of automatism, and no amount of perfection in playing each alone will, of itself, cause them to go together. So then, I should say, that no very long time
should be allowed to pass before putting them in
harness of a double team.
Your teacher, I fear, is rather going too far in
giving you an entire lesson with one hand, then an
alternate lesson with the other hand. It were better
to take what you can do perfectly, even if it were as
little as four or two measures, and make every step,
both separately and together, at one time.
It is a pitfall into which teachers very easily
stumble, to overdo some one element of the art, while
striving for ideal perfection.
‘As for your second question, if the scales are really
so necessary now, when

our modern pieces do not have

y,
so many of them as formerly, I must answer, decidedl
study
s,
nowaday
might,
pupil
a
right,
are
You
yes.
for years,

and

take

much

good

musie,

without

ever

scales,
finding the practical use or application of the

in the
but in the music of the old classical kind, and
ignored
be
to
not
is
which
florid school of Thalberg,
more
altogether, there are many scale passages. But
the
than this, unless you are perfect master of all
s
blunder
ng
confusi
make
scales, you will continually
in your reading.
I heard a lady the other day try to play a hymn
tune. She had been graduated at a reputable college
and had graduated in music. Of course, for some time
she had done little or no practicing, and it was both
ludicrous and painful to hear her continually hit
D-natural

in B-major, because she was not in training.

in
8. N. G—So you do not hear anything pretty
it is
whether
know
to
desire
and
Bach,
of
the music

It is not
really so necessary to work at his music.
famous
the
quoting
by
you
to
needful for me to reply
nor
Bach,
8.
J.
about
n,
Schuman
Robert
of
saying
MenFelix
by
,
that one, almost equally familiar
and
delssohn, for they are 80 good that they are cited
the
cited until, like the “Moonlight” sonata, and
so
and
ed,
hackney
become
“Sunlight of Nature,” they
all
at
not
us
come to thrill

deeply musical, continuous study and long hearing of
the music of the dear old Cantor of Leipzig will generate in you a taste for it;

however, no such result

is absolutely certain, and neither is it absolutely de‘There are deep seated and ineradicable
manded.
twists of Nature not to be gainsaid, and not to be
interfered with, beyond a certain point. As well, demand that every man in the world who aspires to be
rated asa man of culture should burn with enthusiasm for Dante, or that to be educated one should
prefer the artificial polish of Virgil and Horace to the
quaint pathos and humor of Burns as to say that all

must entertain precisely the same feelings toward any
composer.
I have a pupil who positively revels in the music of
Bach, and she does his small works in a manner perThe tone is pure, the phrasing
fectly bewitching.
clear,

the

finished,

execution

the

informing

spirit

vivid; yet she does Beethoven rather: coldly, and does
his works as a duty.

IT am well acquainted with a distinguished pianist
that
who is eminent as a Chopin player, who confesses
order
in
ry
necessa
is
it
he plays Beethoven because

to have any standing with the musical public.

as a
I know an excellent amateur violinist who,
of
subject
the
upon
niac
boy, was well-nigh a monoma

the
Mendelssohn, who now says that he cannot abide
sweet.
too
is
he
music of the adorable Felix, because
in
Again, there are people who are positive cranks
reference to Schumann, and some teachers say that a
wild enthusiasm for Schumann marks a stage of emotional adolescence, and is like the morbid melancholy
of a sophomore;

while, on the other hand, there are

many students, and some great musicians even, such
as von Biilow and Wagner, who do not greatly sympathize with the music of Schumann.
The simple
Thus, you see; there is a wide range.
fact is that

you

must

earnestly

try to relish

Bach;

but if you cannot, that is no sin.

ask if pupils should be allowed to

A. V. A—You

learn the rubato tempo by themselves, or if the teacher
should be careful to impart each step. By no means
should the pupil be trusted to stagger into the knowledge of the tempo rubato, for it is too likely to be a
mere meaningless stagger at best. The tempo rubato
must be taught with the very greatest care, for its
Indeed, it
beauty when well executed is wonderful.

is absolutely indispensable to all the music of Chopin,
and to at least half of the publications of all other
One can as easily think of an
modern composers.
orange-blossom without fragrance as of a piano-work
of the romantic school without this emotional charm
of the rubato tempo.
Paderewski, who, it is said, earned a gross aggregate of $380,000 in America, is a romantic player even
to an extreme, insomuch that the northern Germans,
who always judge a pianist by what he can do with
the last sonatas of Beethoven and the variations of
Brahms, do not esteem him at all so highly as we do.
He carried this freedom of elastic rhythm to a great
extreme, and yet I am free to confess that T found it
wonderfully engaging, although he did sometimes, as
in the Schubert

breath

away

variations,

with

the

opus

winds

142, No.

of caprice

3, take

which

my

blew

through his tempi. To play his celebrated Minuet in
G without a very free and varied rupato would be to
make a caricature of it. As well compress the many,
many curves and exquisite outlines of a bouquet of
flowers into the rigid regularity of the geometry of a
cigar-box, as deliver modern romantic music without

rubato.

But how are you to teach it? That is not easy to
say in cold type, for the very reason that tempo rubato
is, like the pulsing of the blood, the very inner essence
of life. It consists, for the most part, of alternating
accelerations and retardations, sometimes gradual,

sometimes swift; and the first thing to do is to get
into the pupil’s head the notion of an even increase
of rate.

This can be done simply by having the student play
a very easy exercise, or the straight scale counting to
the first note 8, to the second 7, to the third 6, and

so on. This gives the crude feeling of time regularly
shortened; then require this hastening to be made a
little faster, without counting, but not until the act of

delivering the tones with this hurrying effect has been
repeated many times. Then do it quite rapidly, telling the pupil to imitate the slowly accelerated rush of
a railway-train, afterward practice retarding.
When you have thus laid the rough foundation of
hewed stone, build upon ita finer structure of artistic
feeling, by marking in some composition of the romantie type the places where the hastening and the slackAfter this, test the subtlety of
ening should occur.

the pupil’s perception by requiring that some work be
treated to the rubato ornamentation without help. If
the result is a distortion, it will show that the pupil
either has little innate musical feeling or that there
is need of hearing the performances of artists of rank.
As to your second question, viz.: whether with
pupils playing concertedly, as in four-hand or eighthand

pieces,

there

should

not

be

strict

metronomic

time, I should answer, emphatically, yes.
Teach all beginners to play absolutely together.
True, the best orchestras do make use of rubato, but
this is one of the very latest and most refined results

of long co-operation, and is only heard from bodies

such as the dance orchestra of Strauss and the Boston
Symphony or Thomas’s orchestras.
You instance the playing of the valses of Chopin.
As for them, I would strongly dissuade you from ever

taking them for concerted performance. That will be
doing violence to their very inmost spirit and inten-

tion. They are not even as regular as real waltzes
which are to be used to wing the feet of a merry company, and Strauss has shown us how airily irregular
they must be; but the so-called valses of Chopin are
really piano-fantasies in the general guise of a waltz.
So they require the ultra use of tempo rubato, and
could not be well played without twisting them into a
regularity which, for them, will be ungainliness. These
dear little wafts of musie-fragrance, by the way, have
been chosen by all the virtuosi for the exploitation of
their technicalities; witness that famous overloading
of the dainty little D-flat valse, opus 64, by RosenSuch manufacturing of big,
thal’s double intervals.
noisy show-pieces out of lovely little tone-dreams a
German critic, Otto Lessmann, likened to taking silk
gauze to twist into ropes for ships.
The A-major military polonaise might be played
concerted, but the dainty, aérial, passionate, love-laden
valses, never.

Wuat
work

Makes Succrss.—We are forever “going to

in earnest

to-morrow,”

but the fact is that to-

morrow, when we get to it, will be to us as to-day is
now; we shall not feel any more like work, and shall
not do any more work than we have done to-day.
The truth is that we are aawdlers, and shy of work,
and trying to get along just as easy as we can. We
The time for
hate to pitch in and “go at” things.
us to work is now, not to-morrow, and the work for
us to do is that which we have at hand. Round that
up in style, do the work completely and thoroughly,

and you'll be astonished to find how you'll bring it
out, and what pleasure there is to be found in it.
And everybody that knows about your work, or is
in any way concerned in, or affected by it, will be
delighted, for everyone likes to see work well done,
whatever it is. It is the work well done at the
present moment that makes success
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METHODS.
BY

MADAME

A.

PUPIN.

Mrs. Golducats came to
“I lost a pupil to-day.
tone.
she asked me
see me about teaching her daughter;

what method I taught, and
the method I learned of Miss
‘Oh, said she, superciliously,
the Oshkoshki method.’ Now,
have lost this pupil if I could

I said I should teach
Sands at the Seminary.
‘Miss Lafarge teaches
I don’t suppose I should
have said I taught the

Oshkoshki or the Warsawski method, or that I made
a specialty of tlie Michael Angelo touch, or the
Rafaelo technic.”
One wonders how it happens that there are so many

methods nowadays.

One teacher, seeing that most of

his pupils play with too high a wrist, advises them to
sit low and depress the wrists, and he is credited with

the “Depressed Wrist Method.”
Another, observing
that most players give a heavier stroke with the
thumb than with the other fingers, suggests to his
pupils that they practice awhile making no tone at
all with the thumb, and thus is born the “Dumb
Thumb Method.” Another dissects the hand and arm,
gives a name and number to each bone, nerve, and
muscle, and discovers the office of each; he tacks a

label on to his discovery, and we have still another
method.
What is a method after all?
It is a short cut.

Some one says: “You want to get to such a place?
Well, you don’t have to go around by the road; just
follow me, I will take you across lots.” In short, it
is this: you have a high aim and you wish to reach
it with as little expenditure of time and force as possible. Some one has reached this ideal; he has gone
over the road, and, looking back, has eliminated the

unnecessary work.
Some sixty or more years ago there was more time
than now, there were not so many in the race, there
were not the great technical difficulties of to-day; it
was then the mode to practice many exercises in all

keys, and to this end Czerny wrote his innumerable

exercises

in twenty-four

keys and

a musical

education

in practicing book

after book

figure;

then

on

every

consisted mainly

of such

exercises,

with

Oe the would-be virtuoso of to-day has no time to
practice wrongly with the hope that. he may come out
all right in the end; he takes the general idea of
these exercises and concentrates his time and attention on one point at a time, and tries to do something
with it that has never been done before.
When he

succeeds he has given the world something higher to
aim at; so year after year there are developed higher
standards of piano-playing, and it takes more practice
to reach the required standard; therefore any system
of practice that shortens the time and facilitates the
labor of attainment may be called a method.
A method is the result of someone’s observations,
or of some one’s experience, and the inventor of it is
a thinker. The one who uses the method to teach by
should be a thinker, too, for much harm has been
done by even good methods when blindly applied.
Tf every teacher were a natural-born thinker, or had
been taught to think, he would adapt the method to
Every
the individual requirements of each pupil.
pupil has a hand somewhat different from every other
pupil, and so requires different treatment; there is a
great. variety in the habits of thinking of different
The successful teacher is the one who can
pupils.
get behind the mind of the pupil and see how it works.
A certain pupil is difficult or impossible to teach because the teacher fails to understand the workings
of his mind; the path the teacher wishes him to walk
may be an unknown one to him, and he does not see
it.

in inusic. Former teachers had been unable to inspire
her with a desire for further progress. She was, however, a finished elocutionist. In a Heller study I explained how most people would carelessly make a
phrase of four notes in a certain measure, when it
would

express

an affirmation;

but the following note

also belonged to the phrase, and when played ending
with this note, it expressed an interrogation.
Then
when she had a phrase repeated in exactly the same
notes, I told her not to play them alike, but to give
a different character to the repetition; as when
you

tell the maid to close the door and she does not obey,
you repeat the command more emphatically; or when
you stand at the foot of the stairs and call
“Ma-ry,”

rising inflection, with the emphasis on the last syllable,
and Mary does not hear, you call “Ma-ry,”
again, with
a falling inflection and stress on the first syllable.
Her eyes lighted up and she exclaimed:
“Oh, I didn’t
know music was like that! Why, it’s
just like elocution!” From that time she took so
much interest in
her practicing that she eventually dropped
elocution
altogether and devoted herself entirely
to music,
Children who play together have gener
ally the same

habits of thought;

but, if there be one who domi-

nates the others, that one is, perha
ps, an original, and
the teacher ought to turn this
originality into a channel where great results could be
seen.
Again, an only child may be
born of parents past
the prime of life, who cannot
desce! nd to the level
of
the child-mind, and if this
child h ‘ave no playma
tes,
she will live in a world of her
ow. n, peopled perhap
s
with fairies or gnomes; or
she will personify
inanimate objects. A clever te ‘acher
will find in this chil
d’s
mind a rich field to deve lop.
So it is not only nece
ssary that the teacher s|hou
ld be a thinker,
but he
should be a graduate in
Mental Phi]
chology.

i

ae

a
Tt would be well, also
, for each teacher
to understand the underlying prine
j ples of

that when

her patrons

ask:

“What

teach?” she may be
able to reply:

from eight to eighteen hours per week, and
drawing
from twelve to twenty-five hundred
dollars per year,
the average hours of the music teachers
are thirtyfive per week, with salaries ranging
from four to
twelve hundred a year, the latter being
very exceptional.
And while the former seldom earn
in amount
of tuition anything like what they receive
, the latter,

as a rule, bring into the college treasur
y a sum double
their salaries. Ts this fair or just?
Why should the
musician be expected to earn

maties be paid more than he earns,
out of the college
funds? Yet this is the usual
method in all endowed

institutions.

T never knew a single instance in
which

a college put out on its
musical department more
Money than it took in, while
they are continually
doing this for other
departments, .
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climes. It is therefore vastly broader and more comprehensive than any one literature.
I need hardly speak of the value of music study as
It is fast coming to be
general mental discipline.
recognized, by all who
posted in such matters,
of music as an art, not
ment, and the mastery

take the trouble to become
that the proper, serious study
as a mere parlor accomplishof its technical means, de-

velops patience, perseverance, memory, mental grasp,
and the analytical and synthetic faculties more
rapidly and fully than any other line of study; and
requires, for the acquirement of any degree of real
proficiency,

time

more

and

more

pronounced

and

varied capacity than any two studies in the college
course.
I need not speak, either, of its importance in de-

veloping the emotions, the imagination, the taste, all
the rich and varied capacities for growth, culture, and
which

refined enjoyment,

we

designate

collectively as

the esthetic nature, and which is so wofully neglected
in our national system of education. Music's mission
in that field is too well known to require emphasis

here.
I have

cited

the

too

misapprehension,

general

in

the minds of college men, as to the dignity and value
of music study as the main cause for the light esteem
in which that department and its representatives are
of
held. I would like to call attention to some means
be
cannot
It
prejudice.
e
deplorabl
removing this
prodone by legislation, even if successful, nor by
disinand
effective
if
even
ion,
fessional organizat
the too
terested, which it usually is not. Still less by
himbuild
to
striving
man
each
of
common method

self up by pulling his fellows down.
In this regard we might learn much of other proThink of the strict professional etiquette
fessions.
observed among physicians and lawyers, each member
of the guild seeming to realize that the honor of one
is the honor of all. If a doctor or lawyer goes out
of his way to defame a colleague, he injures, not that
colleague or the profession as a whole, he injures only
himself; and this not alone in the esteem of his fellows
in the profession, but in the mind of the public as
This ought to be the case, and TI do truly bewell.
lieve that in the end it is the case, with the musician

also.
One very important factor in the low estimation of
musicians as a class, held by members of other pro-

fessions, is their lack of respect for each other, and the
miserable bickerings and spiteful jealousies so prevalent among them, which make us at once the laughingstock and the contempt of other men, and with good
How can we expect the world to respect a
reason.
class which does not respect itself? We shall not win
a
an equality with other learned professions, till as
not
gentlemen,
and
men
like
class we treat each other
like squabbling school-boys or vicious, tea-tippling old
maids. Nothing but the steady, quiet, upward pressure of personal character and influence can avail us:
the slow but sure effect of honest, earnest work, of

reliable respectable manhood
cere

and

serious

regard

and citizenship, of sin-

for our

art, and

of mutual

esteem and helpfulness for each other. Most. potent
of all perhaps is the personal equation. Tf the musihe
cian is an intelligent, refined, well-educated man,
prowill force respect not only for himself, but for his
anhe
if
But,
it.
in
is
he
because
such,
fession as
tagonizes his colleagues, the schools they establish,

and

the concerts

they manage,

he will not only bring

reasondiscredit upon the class, but he will force every
real love
able person to the conclusion that he has no
for music ind no real faith in its value to the public,
honor
that he is mply in the profession for his own
profit.
personal
of
hope
the
and
and glory
value
Every college man who is convinced of the
be in two
only
ean
he
(as
art
our
of
ance
and import
well rendered, and
ways: one by hearing good music
t with the well
contac
by
other
the
that frequently ;
of the musical
liv
exemplary
and
characters
rounded
in the
gained
ally
an
members 0 f the faculty) is
in
only
not
music,
of
place
the
enemy's camp makes
more
in other colleges, more assured and

that but
esteemed;

step, by the
and it is only thus, step by
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through

actions will distinguish the members of a family.
And yet these inherited habits are the exception

that

rather

gradual

molding

of

publie

opinion

in

our

favor,

the intrinsic merit of our work and lives,
we can secure for music and musicians, in or

out of the colleges, their rights and a mitigation of
their wrongs. Brothers, pull together!
As to the attitude of colleges toward music, there is
an old adage which says we should not quarrel with
our bread and butter, and another that consistency is
a jewel. I used often to think in Germany, when
hearing famous foreign teachers speak slightingly of
American pupils, as is much the fashion, while yet
their own classes were largely made up of them, that
it would be more becoming and consistent if they refused to take these trying American pupils, or else,
having taken them and deriving the main portion of
their income from them, they should speak of them
with respect. One was driven to the conclusion that
they must be hard put to it to earn a living, in spite
of their fame, to accept American pupils in such numbers, with the low estimate they held of them.
I think the same of colleges and their music departments.
No educational institution, worthy of the
name, should admit into its curriculum any study not
regarded as of real educational value; least of all
should any consideration of financial advantage induce
such a step. There are, in my opinion, but two courses
open to colleges, consistent with their dignity: either
to abolish their music departments altogether and
meet their bills as best they can without them; or,
having established such departments, and especially
if deriving material financial assistance therefrom, to
treat them with equality and respect.

than

the rule.

Nearly

all of the acquired

peculiarities die out with the individual;

but in those

cases where they once get transmitted they are likely
to become family traits from generation to generation, and even to broaden out into national characteristics.
It is this evident tendency which has led

people to imagine that heredity is equally binding in
the mental and moral relations of life.
ever, is coming to be discredited.
On

This, howthe whole,

modern science does not attach nearly so much importance to heredity as formerly, but 1ays more and
more emphasis upon the early environment of the
child.
Now let us see how this bears upon musical education. The child born of unmusical parents grows up
unmusical,

not from

any

lack of native

faculty, but

rather because the environment is unmusical. As the
child who does not hear speech grows up dumb, so
the child who does not hear music cannot be expected
to develop musical expression.
Let him have congenial musical surrounding, and by the faculty of
imitation, which is strong in every child, he will be
drawn out into musical response.
One of the most discouraging things in teaching unmusical children is that they are so often indifferent
to their musie lessons. We shall have more to say
about the art of interesting children on another occasion.
For the present, we note that the indifference

ean-generally be traced back to the parent. For if
heredity does not actually transmit physical and
moral diseases, it does transmit a tendency or predisposition to them. If the parent is indifferent to music,
the child is likely to be so too. Tn eases where music

MUSICAL HEREDITY.

has been set aside for generations, the musical appreBY DANIEL

ciation is generally slow to awaken.

BATCHELLOR.

In an article on “Unmusical People,” in the November, 1899, number of Tur rune, it was suggested by
the present writer that the unmusical condition was
preventable.
We will now consider this matter more
fully, and especially that part of it which relates to
This will necessarily force itself
music: ul heredity.
upon the attention of the teachers, for the dull ea
usually come from unmusical ancestors as well as
inartistic environment.
Heredity, when considered in its general relation to
the development of the race, is a beautiful and inspiring thing. All along the path of human progress
we mark the hereditary gain of successive generations.
The struggles and achievements of each age enriches
the next. To take the one instance most pertinent to
our present subject, hereditary influence has caused
the evolution from the monotonous chant of the rude

savage

to

Looked

at in this broad

the

noblest

examples

of modern

light, heredity

fills us

music.
with

admiration. We are proud to be:
“Heirs of all the ages in the foremost files of time.”
But when we come down from the general view to
individual instances the influence of heredity is not
always so pleasing to contemplate.
It is true that
the fatalistic ideas of a generation ago are no longer
held by the majority of scientific investigators.

Then

it was thought that just as constitutional traits repeated themselves in the offspring, so the physical
disease or the moral taint descended from father to
son with inexorable certainty. More careful observation tends to show that actual disease is not transmitted

from

one

generation

to another.

It

true

that the parent’s disease may so weaken his constitution as to cause an enfeebled condition in the children, which will render them more liable to attacks
of disease.
It does not follow that the child of a
criminal must also be a criminal.
The chief res on.
why the child so often follows in the foot-steps of the
parent is that he is subject to the same influences.
Let these be removed. and with a better environment
thrown around the child his life may be radically

different. from
There seems
tional traits to
We all know

that of the parent.
to be a marked tendency for constitureproduce themselves in the offspring.
how certain characteristic features or

It would be extremely interesting if we could trace
the rise of musical genius in families.
Sometimes,
perhaps generally, it is the cumulative effect of musical study through three or four generations. But it
is evident that this process cannot go on indefinitely.
The gathering wave culminates, spends its force, and
then falls back.
Rarely, indeed, is the genius of the
father repeated in the son.
And this is one of the

wise dispensations of Providence, for the musical
genius is almost sure to be lacking in some particulars
of a broad human development. His genius is a blessing to the world; but not an unmixed blessing to
himself.
Is it not true that many musicians show a
tendency to narrowness and supersensitiveness in the
broader relations of life?
We need to take more vital
interest in the great world movements which lie outside the sphere of our musical art, and to come more
into contact with those whose lives are not so much
Tt is the musician’s privilege to
bound up in music.
minister to humanity.
He has a sacred mission to
refine and uplift his felloy-man; but he has also much
to learn in the way of broader culture from those who
are less musically gifted than himself.
Since music is the voice of the spirit, and God's
highest revelation to man, we may well rejoice that
it is so universal. No soul is absolutely dead to it.
Too often it is neglected and smothered under the
sordid conditions of our social life; but continually
we see it struggling upward to find expression in
aspiring souls.
Be it ours to encourage these aspirations, and to help these half-articulate voices to fuller
utterance.
Let us never despair of our unmusical
pupils, nor discourage mediocrity of attainment.
At.
le;
in them we can strengthen one of the links of
musical heredity.
Instead of looking despondently at
the poor results seen in the present,
we should remember that we are working for the future,
and that these

efforts of ours may go to swell a grander musie which
shall uplift human hearts and bless the world when
we have passed away.

RuyvteM is the life and soul of music, which begins
where speech leaves off. Poetry is the art of language; music the art of sounds. The difference is well
stated by Mendelssohn:
“Musie extends
whither language cannot follow,”

into regions

THE
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I know

that these views are not agreeable to the

humdrum

teacher, but I cannot give any considera-

tion to those who have degraded the noble office of a
musie teacher to a mere trade.
Let us have good,
broad musicians first, and let their intelligence be
guided by inclination into a specialty, if specialties
they must have (the necessity of which I have never
been able to see); as for qualifications
Nature is
generous with them.
Perhaps it may not be amiss
to close this with the following true story:

A young man, a pupil of mine, who was not quite
satisfied with his earnings, came to me one day and
said: “I have about made up my mind to give up
music, and to study medicine.”
“By all means my boy, do it, and do it quickly,” I
replied.
Thereupon great astonishment on his part.
“Why,” he said, “I hoped you would dissuade me
from the change.”
_ But T simply told him: “If musie lets you go, you
must Iet it go! So long as the mere thought of giving
it up has room in your mind, you will never become
a musician!”
Well, he is to-day about a year behind his orders
for compositions, a respected organist, and well known
for his writings. He did not study medicine.
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questions as briefly as
J aM un able to answer your
0on music are such as to
jews
my
but
I should like,
ular qualiany special and par
fication.

or of selecting a

specialty in any human pursuit before a fair, general
understanding of it has been reached.
I know that the absurdity of starting the study of
music with a view to a specialty is, nevertheless, frequently committed, but the results prove the correctness of my views. The person starting the study of
music for the sole purpose of becoming a teacher will
never become anything but a drudge, while all artists,
even the greatest, have sooner or later become teachers, in one way or another. The arch-virtuoso, Liszt,
was a teacher; yon Biilow, the great conductor, was
a teacher; Rubinstein, Joachim, Brahms, they were
teachers; and as to Beethoven and Wagner, why they
taught more people.than all the others together; and,
if you should exclude their mode of teaching from
the questions under consideration, I should have to
answer that I do not give a tinker’s rap for “methods”
and “systems,” but consider him the greatest teacher
from whom the greatest number of people have learned
something, whichever way he taught them.
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1. A coop physique is beeoming more and more
essential to the student of pianoforte playing who has
exalted ambitions. Tlie demands of up-to-date technie

are so great that well-developed muscles in the hand
and arm are necessary.
Also the lungs must be in
a good condition.
So far as the mental

qualifications are concerned,
the student with but little mentality need not hope
to reach artistic heights. The high-class pianist or
teacher to-day needs to be an intellectual man or
woman in the best sense of the word.
2. If a musician calls himself “a musician” he should
be well educated in the theoretical side of his art,
whether he studies pianoforte-, organ-, or violin- play-

ing, or singing.

To be properly educated, he should

study

counterpoint,

harmony,

composition,

musical

theory, and history, the works of the great composers,
and even instrumentation.
The day when the pianist
knew nothing but the technic of his instrument or the
vocalist nothing but how to take tones came to an

end some time ago.
3. To make a capable and practical teacher not only
demands the above qualifications, but also the special
gift of being able to impart information.
This is indispensable. Also there is the personal influence that

can animate and inspire a pupil.

How

much of this

influence Liszt had outside of any purely pedagogic
Patience and painstaking care also are dework!
manded,
‘The teacher possessing all these qualifieations in a superlative degree is, indeed, a rara avis.
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THE RUSSIAN

SCHOOL OF MUSIC.

BY FRED. 5. LAW.
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and argues either an extraordinary musical development or a natural endowment greatly superior to that
of most nations.
The later folk-songs exhibit great variety in melody
and rhythm; harmonies of a highly-colored and origiThey have been
nal character also often occur.

a Russian school
within less than two generations of
stic,—apparently
cteri
chara
of music,—fresh, vigorous,

nations. Its
independent of the fhusical art of other
sober laws
the
adict
sudden maturity seems to contr
h Russian
“thoug
says,
aptly
ac
Lavign
As
of growth.

teen-foot pedal notes of the organ. The men sing in
four-part harmony, which is duplicated by the boys’
voices an

higher;

so that the illusion

that this purity of tone was

of an

lost to a slight degree,

and the ear realized that there was no instrumental
support.
These deep voices are highly prized and eagerly

have had music doubtless has a future, it appears to

sought for.

no past.”
An explanation may be found in the isolation of
Russia,—artistie and social, as well as geographical,—
Her composers have
from the rest of the world.
worked and studied unknown to their artistic conThen, too, they have profited by the
temporaries.
technic and experience gained by other schools.

octave

organ with its sixteen-, eight-, and four- foot stops is
all but. perfect.
The present writer remembers a remarkable service
at the Russian chapel in Paris. The boys’ voices were
so clear, the men’s voices so deep, that the impression
was that of pure organ tone. It was only after they
had sung some time and the voices grew fatigued

When discovered they are liberally paid,

and those destined for the Imperial Chapel are trained
in a school established for that purpose.
Since they
are not desired for solo singing, power is the chief
requisite;
when heard alone they are intolerably
coarse and rough. The singer is tested by being placed
in & room with closed doors and windows.
If he succeed in breaking the window-panes by the tones of his

They

have been saved many trials and much time by being
thus enabled to apply principles learned at first hand
without being obliged to work them out by long and
laborious experiment.
Thus it is that this great nation, hardly yet awake
to her own might, has burst out with a school of
music astonishing the rest of the world by its freshness and originality.

voice he is accepted.

These voices soon wear out:
when this becomes apparent the singers are retired ond
senttott

It is only within the present eentury that
the in-

strumental music of Russian composers
has been at all

worthy of consideration.
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Musie has always been ex-
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Tn 1862 he founded

the Conservatory

of St. Petersburg.

ILLUSTRATION IN TEACHING.
PRACTICAL EXAMPLES.

He introduced

many radical reforms in the teaching of music, which

he raised to the dignity of a profession, and all lessons were given in the Russian language. Up to that
no native

time there were
composition;

teachers of harmony

BY

and

students in those branches were

obliged

to study under a foreigner or go to Germany
struction.

for in-

Tschaikowsky, one of the latest, and, in the opinion
of some, the greatest, of the Russian school, excels in
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Concerning the use of technical exercises, the necessity for their continual use, I tell the student that

these things are to their musical work just what the
dumb-bells and Indian clubs are to the gymnasium
work. When one has practiced the etude or exercise
up to the point of playing it in good tempo, then
it is the repetitions that give the desired results. We
do not expect the simple purchase of the bells and
clubs to do us any muscular good. Nor should we
the partial practice of the etude or exercise.
A more ordinary illustration sometimes fills the bill
for pupils who will not practice the hard places sufficiently to bring them up to the level of the rest of
the piece. I ask the young lady what she would do
if she got a bad grease spot on her dress. She generally thinks she would get some gasoline or ether
and take the spot out by soaking and rubbing. I ask
her then if she would treat the whole dress so. “Oh,
no, only that spot.” “All right; I want you to treat
these hard spots in this piece in the same fashion.
Rub them and soak them with your brains and fingers

moment, and are not easily recalled.
Tf some one were to say to me, “How

RimskyY-KORSAKOFF,

To slight the examination

of one rail or one tie or one binding plate might mean
the death of a score of people. To slight the details
of our music in hand means as certain death to the
music.” It becomes “executed” in more senses than
one.
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come
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or we fail in just so much.

every
about ae
theingape
th

note or chord

that

we

must

grasp,

till the spot is just as easy as the rest of the piece.

photograph, and show how it exceeds in prominence
the background or secondary features. The melody
is the main figure, the profile, while the accompaniment of chord or arpeggio is the unobtrusive background. The melody should stand out in high relief
in the foreground.
It is a very obtuse pupil that
cannot grasp this illustration, especially when it is
accompanied with pictured example.
Perhaps some pupil may expect you, in spite of
your six hours a day of arduous teaching, to play
as well as Miss Smashem, who has nothing to do but
to keep up her practice. And some portly dowager
(who

“took”

half a term

herself

in 1843)

may

ask

you to sit down and play for her, that she may judge
of your ability to teach her darling Elvira Ann. It
might be well to remind these competent critics that
one does not expect to see a mile stone or guide post
get up and run to the points it designates; its mission is to point out the way to others. But you will
not convert the world on this point. In the eyes of
the public, the fellow that cuts a splurge on the keyboard will, of course, make a better teacher than you,
even though he can’t sign his name or use good grammar.

“So runs the world away.”

TueE CLAssIcCAL AND RoMANtTIC ScHoors.—The distinction has been drawn that the classical school is

given up to form, pure musical beauty, and ingenuity,
the romantic school dealing with emotion. We would
go farther and say that if by romanticism is meant
the expression

of feeling, thoughts,

and imagination,

there is no line to be drawn but that of the period
when music had attained sufficient plasticity to be
expressive. In fact, from the time when musie was
an art at all, from the time when it had achieved any
means of expression, it was never merely formal in

the hands of a genius. These old “classical” musicians
did mean their music to arouse some kind of feeling.
Bach

expected you to understand

what kind of feel-

ing, but his music is too often played as if it contained

none.
The real schools in musie are not “classical”
and “romantic,” but psychologic and descriptive. ‘The
two in many instances are blended, as in Wagner,
Schumann, and Beethoven;
but the romantic movement in music, analogous to the romantic movement
in literature, was the descriptive musie of Berlioz and

Liszt.

Descriptive musie there had always been, but

the romanticists almost entirely used the art as an
illustration of things and actions, and not of thoughts
and feelings.—Musical Standard.
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PIECES, EXERCISES,

OR ETUDES —WHICH?

BY S. N. PENFIELD.
Wuart proportion of time should be required =
0.
pupils for the study and practice, respectively,
pieces, etudes, and finger exercises, the latter includ'
ing scales, arpeggios, and the like?
‘All teachers have their special methods. Some keep
Great
pupils nearly all the time on exercise work.
lists of five-finger exercises, all possible forms: of scales,
including even double thirds and double sixths, the

ETUDE

being. They are not pieces of music, and they teach
little or nothing to the pupil. Teachers and pupils
should remorselessly cut them.
For advanced pupils who have stopped lessons and
have but little time for music, a few old etudes,
chosen for their brisk finger-work in both hands, pref-

erably memorized, and played for a few minutes a day
will probably suflice to keep the fingers flexible and
ready for use, the balance of the time being devoted
to pieces which the player may fancy.

THE DIGNITY OF OUR PROFESSION.

Duvernoy, Bertini, Kéhler, Loeschhorn, Heller, Cramer,
Clementi, et id omne genus. They have the list graded
and classified, this author and this opus for one object,
that for another object, but enough of them all to
keep the pupil busy several hours a day for years.

Tue musician should know the dignity of his profession. As a student and follower of the masters
it
behooves him not to forget the sacredness of the vocation he has chosen.
The “divine art” will always
continue to hold its place; he who claims music as
his calling, and who conscientiously merits that claim,
need bow to no man.
A great deal has been said about the present low
status of the music profession. It is not to be denied
that much of it is true, but the progress made during
recent years is remarkable.
The September number
of Tur Erupr contained a portion of a paper read by

Still other teachers give to their pupils, after the first
term or two in an instruction book, practically nothing but pieces, on the ground that all else is tedious,
and that the way to play pieces is to study pieces.
Much can be said and written in favor of each plan,
but this is not the place in which they may be compared

critically.

No

universal

rule

is possible,

but.

any one of the three plans carried to an extreme is
foolish and useless.
The objective point in all piano teaching and study
is to play fine music well; in fact, the acquiring and

keeping up of a fairly extensive repertoire;

and the

great problem is to find the shortest and surest route
to this goal.

Life is short, and the artistic career

is

much shorter.
Of all people Americans are most anxious to sce
quick results and are most impatient of slow processes.
The teacher must accept human nature as he finds it,
and lay out his work accordingly.
That a great deal of time at the piano is spent in
vain goes without saying. The task of the teacher
should be to avoid this waste of time. Many pieces
too difficult for the pupil are given by teachers.
Naturally they are poorly learned and cannot be made
use of. Others are trivial. The selection of pieces by
the teachers is supposed to be made on two grounds:
first, on their merits for actual performance, and, of
course, not too difficult; second, as stepping stones to
more difficult selections to follow. In the latter view
they are etudes.
Exercises are the foundation of the whole superstructure.
Certain exercises giving exact position,
flexibility, freedom, and true fingering are a sue que
non. The teacher who cuts these or allows his pupils

to shirk them because they are tedious makes a fatal
mistake.
No etudes, and certainly no pieces, can
upply the deficiency.
: There is, narra a deal of foolish talk about the

“tedious
teacher

finger exercises.”
should

at every

In the first place, the
give

lesson

canta

graded

exercises, requiring from the pupil a given length of
daily study upon these, showing him just what they
are for, thus arousing his interest and determination
to master them. If the teacher succeeds in this and
does not ask for too long a daily technical drill, the
pupil will not find them tedious; but if the teacher
does

not

explain,

does

not

them

hear

and evidently himself finds them
is sure to follow the example.
Etudes

are

exercises

dressed

up

at the lesson,

the pupil

tiresome,
.

in musical

shape,

being thus the connecting link between the exercises
and the pieces. They never train the fingers as directly
and thoroughly as do well-chosen exercises faithfully
practiced, but they supplement these latter, and, being
more interesting, will doubtless receive more attention
from the average pupil than dry exercises will,

Moreover, dull pupils must have line upon line, precept upon precept; must have the same ee.
presented many times and in many seemingly differen
ways in order to attain mastery. Therefore these cuca
certain supplementary etudes more than the bright
But many etudes have really no excuse for
ones.

HENRY

HOLLEN,

Mr. Frank Holmes, at a recent meeting in Queenstown,

Treland, of the Munster section of the Incorporated
Society of Musicians. His remarks are so pointed and
straightforward

that

I

quote

therefrom:

“Musie

stands highest of all arts. Where do musicians—the
rank and file—stand? Nowhere.
Why?
Beeause we
have neither aspired to a position nor entitled ourselves to it. The only thing we know is musie, and
but little of that; and too often the musician, when
he is a musician, is nothing more!
We have not made
ourselves in any sense a force in the world, and are
not bound up in the great life of the nation.
‘
Our

leaders

in the

profession

are

greater

than

The conservative and retired hearing of good musicians has not had a tendency to bring the profession

prominently before the public.

It is a serious mistake
to encrust oneself in a shell of musical knowledge, and
to walk this earth as if all thought, interest, and ambition lay within the case of the pianoforte. Some
one has ‘aptly said that “musicians, when they are
of their work, have

It is to be remarked that too few teachers seem to
have the breadth which is the outcome of a general
knowledge.
Talk to some teachers about literature,
or the prominent authors of the present. day, and their
representative books. Question them about dramatic
art; approach them on political matters, or the problems of the present day, and with the majority you

will find small knowledge of either.
They will probably tell you that they take no interest in
polities,
and therefore are not versed in its issues,
As to the
latter, every musician ought to take an interest
in the
affairs of the country of which he is a citizen,
Here
is just where the fault lies: the failure to be interested in the every-day

over those he may not reach

buoyant life which he has raised from
what seemed
death. Such know the influence of person
al contact,
and such, perhaps, only can appreciate
the feeling of
a teacher toward his pupils. Those earnes
t, ambitious,

gifted ones long to understand
and express, not only
music, but the ideas of true
art, and that most beauti-

ful of all arts: music.
The teacher, almost for the
first time in the education of
the pupil, can instruct,

In general, musicians are
apt to be unwilling to accept criticism.
“It would suit me immensely
,” said
a teacher to me, a short time
ago, “if every critie were

attacked with lock-jaw
, and should remain
thus,”—the
occasion

being an adverse criticis
m of a late composition. A man of note
who died recently in
the eity of
Paris left among his effe
cts a package of two
thousand letters which had
never been apened: In
a letter
to a friend he explaine
d that he detested crit
icism to
that

degree that he never ope
ned

his letters without
knowledge of their
source, and that for
a period of
thirty years he had neve
r read a newspaper,
or periodical of any sort,
from a fear that he
might happen
upon adverse critic
ism,
?
Criticism should be
welcomed by
the musician as
the means of making
I: nown to him }
his strong points
and his faults. Mus
icians should no
t be afraid to receive criticism, whe
ther favor: able or
adverse.
velopment is well-n
Deigh impossible Wit
hout it. He who
Teceives it graciousl
y and with dignit
y strengthens
the pillar which sha
ll raise the status
of the profession.

WHEN

affairs of life.

Tt is a teacher's honor which binds him
to respect,
his obligations to his fellows
and to his pupils.
Whether he fulfill these obligations or whether he
slight them by evading them lies
with himself,
A
fair majority of the teachers I
have met betray the

shallowness of their ideas as regards the
responsibilities of a teacher's calling. What unlimited
power the

music instructor possesses!
He hag the making of
minds in his grasp. A writer
said recently in speaking on this subject: “No pen
nor words can adequately tell or properly describe the
position toward
musical education which the teacher of
music students

SHALL WE BEGI
N WITH
CLASSICAL, MUSI
C ?
BY

their

forerunners of the last three centuries. We, the rank
and file, are of less account than the rank and file
of any other profession then or now.
The vast majority of us are held in humiliating contrast to all
other professions.
They despise us, and the world
simply doesn’t count us!” This, to a great extent, is
only too true.

outside of the immediate sphere
a far-off look in their eyes.”

A pastor mourns

train, and develop.”

whole range of chords turned into arpeggios, accent
exercises, octave work, ete. Others, finding exercises
irksome, almost entirely ignore them, but pin their
faith to piano studies. They are authority on Czerny,

BY

holds.

or rejoices over those he leads into a higher
life.
A physician thrills at the sight of a face
in happy,

A.

ROMMEL,

nationaliof various
difficult question to
BY. classical music
in the strict sense
ome MUSIC which
we
covers the period
from Haydn to
eam
death.
This is the so-called
classical
period: the period in
which the forms enteri
ng into
the sonata were
nat
ionalities,
ecco

this is
iS & somewhat

brought to perfection;
hence anyone essaying himself
in these forms is wri
ting ol 8.
sical musie,
sii
This classical style or
form was cultivate
d and perfected by Germans:
hence the classical
essentially Ger
style js
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French, and Englis
have done 1not
h
oth
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th h mentioning
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s to 4develop the
yet there is

English se’
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World th
constitutes the
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But
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e
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tal
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y ideal to be aceunie a
a
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nave noticed with
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many
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lack the Power
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of coy
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even get it
»
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THE
WHAT TO USE WITH A BEGINNER.
BY

CHARLES

C. DRAA.

Is: it carelessness, pure neglect, or (shall I say it?)
lack of preparation that causes so many teachers to fail
utterly in the instruction of children? The question
stands before us, answer it as you will, as we have
of such
only to turn this way or that to find evidence
failure on the part of teachers.

What shall be done is certainly a problem ; but from

the
the number of pupils brought to me who have not
cal
unmusi
on
kept
slightest idea of time, who have been
know
five-finger exercises, and in many cases positively
ing
someth
is
there
feel
I
sion,
expres
or
touch
of
g
nothin

wrong.

of teachLet us give our attention to some of the ways

and the keying a pupil who has just learned his notes
This is a
him?
given
be
shall
board. What studies
to answer,
t
difficul
cases,
many
in
is,
which
question
but for the present, and suggestively, suppose one uses
on
such easy studies as Louis Kibler’s “‘ First Studies

25

By telling them little stories which may be connected
them,
with the music in hand ; by playing duets with
arousing
,
interpret
to
power
the
ng
developi
thereby
instead of
interest, imagination, and making musicians
machines.
individual
Study each pupil carefully, apprehend
self-conlose
Never
once.
at
needs, and supply them
such @
claims
who
success
for
look
can
r
teache
no
;
trol
have
to
not
prefer
s
parent
privilege ;remember that
by a cross
death
to
half
scared
or
d
scolde
en
their childr
try to be a help
teacher. Therefore cultivate kindness,
thy to go
sympa
your
allow
and
nce,
instead of a hindra
learn.
to
forth to the little one who is striving

stretched out resting upon the limb of a tree, and was
playing thus ; while the second leader played his cornet
with his left hand, holding his right hand behind his
back, walking leisurely, meanwhile, within the space
the band occupied. All the men were playing without
music. A saxhorn player sat on the ground under a
tree, while the clarinet player stood about fifteen or
twenty feet from the others with his back toward them,
as though he were not a member of the band.
Yet he
played his variations all right.
The baritone player
stood likewise, though not so far from the band.
The
bass player rested his tuba upright on the ground, and
to enable himself to play stooped down so as to reach

ully before engaging
which one should consider caref
can not be given to
this specialty. Too much attention
the young; therefor
ing
build
are
the foundation you
upon this important
fore prepare, and before you enter
tent.
compe
are
work, make sure you

allaround.
During the obsequies, and the accompanying ‘‘ variations’ by the band, the ladies passed around
wine and cigarettes, smoking themselves vigorously
meanwhile.
Suddenly the band struck up ‘‘ Marching
Through Georgia.””?
A number of American soldiers
and officers were witnessing the affair, and applauded,
at which the bandmaster led off in ‘‘ Dixie.”” The band
responded to another applause still with ‘t Hot Times,’’
and wound up with ‘‘The Star-spangled Banner,’’ at

child teaching,
These are some of the many secrets of
in
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ee

jn camp,
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upon hearing band music

and
,
: 1in that, direction
shurch, We walked over
:
l.
funera
a
at
ng
playi
ians were
pe ee 4that the music placed within the vault, the
being
was
body
SNe
ng ® plaintive air withy
sila ae¢ twelve men ) was playi
The leader held his
nts.
band ol fos all instrume

right hand, while
sole eget?
with his

cornet:

his left arm

was

the mouthpiece with his lips.

It was a Filipino affair

which every American soldier lifted his cap.
Thus
ended what might be called ‘Gaiety in a Graveyard.”
The musical taste here has been established by the
Spanish ; Filipinos have adopted it from them. They
play better in orchestra than in band. The Filipinos
are fond of Mascagni’s and Leoncavallo’s music, as the
taste runs more to Italian and also to French opera.
The playing is characterized by that suavity so peculiar
to the Andalusian race, while with singers the tremolo
is overdone to a distressing degree.

The pianos here are very small, and are made in Germany usually, although some are imported from Spain
manufactories.
Our American pianos are too high
priced for the Filipinos. During the rainy reason the
moisture plays hayoc with the wooden instruments.
Violins frequently go to pieces, box and all, while the
cheap pianos brought over here by Americans seem to
have contracted ‘‘rheumatism,’’ for their joints are
loose, and some are, indeed, falling apart. The Manila
climate truly agrees neither with Americans nor with
their musical instruments.
Very respectfully yours,
JosErH NEVOTTI.

FROM THE CRITIC’S NOTE-BOOK.
BY

FANNY

GRANT.

PERSONALLY, I never have taught music, Ihavesung
and I have written, and always have been more or less in
the musical life. To have observed some, and to have discovered that certain causes bring certain effects, must
have been quite in my line. It is really a very serious
question as to whether or no a spirit quick to take offense, a spirit of so-called ‘‘ professional jealousy,’’ is the
element of success in the life of a musician,
There are

so many elements of success that must have been pronounced in the careers of the great and splendid ones
who have gained laurels in the concert room, on the
stage, and in the crowning glory of all—the rdle of com-

poser. Have the best and most admirable of my splendid gallery of famous ones been those prone to exhibit
that ugly phase of the artist’s life that we term professional jealousy ?
All the music critics know the same artists ;all the
public know more or less of their favorites. I feel quite
certain that critics and the public will agree with me
that the great artist is the big-souled man; the man
every one loves ; the man who has a good word for all of
his kind ; genial, earnest, gifted, shrewd, but a soul too

great for the sordid side of life to have any chance or
hearing in it.
And, really,—on sight, as it were,—we recognize just
what sort our artist is as,he appears, and esteem him

accordingly.

i

{i HAVE always a suspicion of sonorous sentences.
The full shell sounds little, but shows by that little
what is within,
A bladder swells out more with wind
than with oil.— W. S. Landor.
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porary or permanent exchange of expensive music,
like

G2XIe

SU @

cantatas, symphonies, etc., which, having once
been
used in a given place, are still capable of much
service
elsewhere. A central bureau to be established,
the secretary of which would keep a record and account
of all
such musical property as is available
for exchange
among the clubs.
3. That all musical clubs and all music
al departments
of clubs be federated on this plan and
for this purpose.
The report was presented by the chair
man, Mrs. Grumbine, who, in support thereof,
offered the following
reasons :

SMITH.

1. A wider influence for wome
n’s

THEproposition that piano
tuning isaprofession open to
and well fitted for women
has been lately advanced by

depends on a close observation of sound vibrations and

must touch the heart ; and I am not satisfied unless the
harmonies which I draw from them have the sympathetic quality which my feeling demands.”
When the ‘‘ground”’ is laid out, the remainder of
the tuning proceeds by octaves and fifths, always corrected by the quality of the thirds.
But tuning is only one of the items involved in the
care ofa piano. A knowledge of the entire mechanism
is absolutely essential for a country practice. There is
the rattle : Does the practical ear locate it in the lock ?
or is it a loose end of string ? or is it a bit of glue on the
sounding-board hidden under the iron frame? Andthe
sudden alteration in quality of the new piano: Are its
hammers too hard? or have its owners roasted it over
the register? Is the weakness in the treble due to the
velvet curtain against which the instrument is pressed ?
or has the crack in the soundboard wrought this havoc ?

those peculiarly delicate phenomena, due to the interfer-

or has the arch of the board given way since the water-

ence

pipes burst overhead and flooded ‘‘ the works’? ? These

WOMEN

AS TUNERS.

By Fanny Morris Smiru.

several musical papers ; andit isa fact that women have
Before
begun to study tuning as a means of livelihood.

undertaking this profession it is desirable, however, to
examine into its advantages and its drawbacks.

The first turns on wages: Highly skilled tuners command five dollars a day in New York.
The second turns on the physical effect of daily tuning: It almost invariably affects the brain, at least to
the extent of making the victim more or less ‘‘acrank.’’
An absolutely sane, healthy, even-tempered, non-dyspeptic tuner of middle age is a very rare person—decidedly
the exception in his class. The causeisobvious.
Tuning

of waves,

known

as

beats,

Among

the

many

thousand people who read THE ErupE and play the
piano how many have ever heard the beats between

notes not in tune with each other? How many are able
to count the beats which are audible in the interval of a
fifth, a third, or a seventh when in tune? Yet beats

are sample questions, to be answered from knowledge of
construction and tone-quality.
Furthermore, how shall womankind crawl under the
piano and lift it on her back while she gets at the
pedal-box and soaps the squeak? Where is the knowledge of the antidote for kerosene applied to the varnish

there are, if one could but learn to listen for and identify
them ; and this delicate and concentrated hearing is the
to be obtained ?
most nervous work, except, perhaps, cable telegraphy, The care of a piano involves a fair, practical aquaintthat the refinements of civilization have brought about.
ance with action making, case making, piano building,
The auditory nerves act directly on the emotional nerve
piano-key making, and varnishing, besides tone regucenters, and the profession is particularly exhausting.
lating, which is an art by itself, and practised in perThe manual labor of tuning is not impossible. The
fection to-day in America by less than a dozen men,
An apprenticeship served in a good piano factory is
average woman can hold and operate the tuning hammer; although it is hard work, it is not harder than small enough preparation for the pursuit of tuning asa
profession, and it is difficult to see how such preparation
ironing, wringing, pumping, or a dozen other feminine
can be obtained by women.
tasks, But the quietness of nerve which admits of that
slow twist of the hammer that brings the note precisely to

its pitch, and no more, is not the natural endowment of
woman in her present habits. She is not phlegmatic
enough to accomplish the task without much greater

wear and tear than the average man experiences under
similar strain.
:
It requires several years of practice for the ordinary
Different tuners go about the
tuner to become skilful.
The first thing is to plan the
matter differently.
of the keyboard upward
‘ground’? from A in the center
toand including the major seventh above (G-sharp). This
ground establishes the relation of the different intervals

within this compass to each other. The perfect fifths,
the great thirds,—A, C-sharp ; D, F-sharp ; E, G-sharp ;
E-flat, G, ete.,—the sevenths, must all be so arranged
that they are equally pure.
This is where the skill and individuality of the tuner
find play—for there is room for great individuality. A
piano may be in good tune and yet lack the delicious
sweetness that a talented tuner knows how to infuse
into it.
Sweetness as a result of tuning results from a pracThe
tical application of the principles of harmony.
skilled tuner plans his ground so as to secure the greatest

purity and the best balance of the various chords, with

This involves a nice
their leadings and resolutions.
thirds. _As a rule,
the
of
treatment
ic
and sympathet

the
the old tuning by fifths alone did not bring out
tuned
t
instrumen
an
of
tone
e
sweetness of the piano—th
aa,
thus usually seems cold.
The highest class of tuning, in fact, rises into emo‘* When I tune,” said the admirational significance.
this cclumn
ble musician from whom the information in
my hand
beneath
notes
the
was secured, ‘J fecl that

REPORT OF THE
PENNSYLVANIA
FEDERATION OF
WOMEN.

Art the fourth annual meeting of the State Federation of
Pennsylvania Women, held in
Pittsburg last month, there
was a plan proposed of coop-

eration among musical clubs,

of which there are 2 number in the Federation and
,
of
musical departments of other clubs. Mrs. Roie Adam
s
Grumbine, of Lebanon, Pa.,
president of Harmonia

Circle of that city, was chairman of the committe
e to
confe

r and report on a plan. The other memb
ers of the
committee were Mrs. Christopher L. Magee, of
the

Tuesday Club, Pittsburg, and Mrs. David Flemin
the Wednesday Club, Harrisburg.
The committee’,
port consisted of three recommendations :
1. That at least one public musical

8, of
8 Te-

entertainment be

given each year, and as many more as may be,
by some

one of the federated musical clubs, or music
al departments of clubs in the State Federation.
The club giving the entertainment may be at
liberty to call upon any
sister club for help, by way of furnishing
material for
the program, as convenience
and other considerations
Literary features could,
in like

manner.
be introduced if desired. In
this way thesame program,
in whole or in part, could
be utilized with increasing
benefit, for more than one occasi
on. The entertainment
to be always advertised distinctively 8 @ Woman’s eluh

event.
2. Incidental and secondary to the
fore;going the com.
mittee also suggests the forming of a bure:
an for

the tem.

by keeping

‘ 2. A better acquaintance
and wider frie

ndship growing from a more intimate
intercourse between club
members from different parts
of the State, and a broadening of the individual view
and character,
3. A greater stimulus to work
. The knowledge that
a club may be called upon
at any time to contribute
part

1 will furnish a more
individually and for
, and will develop the
best that there

it will heip to place
rly on a level with professi
onal

ability. It would serve
to generalize musical
accomplishment and raise
the standard of musical
taste and
knowledge.
5. A means to raise fu:
re ution
work, or to replen
i
ish th nds for th © prosec
of club
e treasury when it
ig low.
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Minnesota to Florida,

See

Another

may determine, without charge
or cost except the pay-

ment of expenses of travel and enter
tainment of those
participating.

clubs

their work constantly before the
public.
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to secure music for a very small rental, and this brings
a small revenue to the club from which it is procured.

The constitution and by-laws, prepared by Mrs. F. 8.
Wardwell, Danbury, Conn., chairman, is framed on the

broadest lines for the development of musical talent.
The board of management can not recommend it too

highly.

Any club organizing under this constitution

is profiting by the heritage of culture, and can be none

The

club from its beginning.

other than an advanced

“ object,” the ‘‘ membership,”’ ‘‘ requirements for memholdbers,’? and the plan for the election and terms for

ing office can call forth only commendation, and older

clubs will find therein suggestions which, if adopted,
will make ‘straight the crooked places.””

Federated clubs have received one copy of the “ Bu-

reau of Registry,” ‘Official Proceedings,” “Catalog

of Music,” and ‘‘ List of Clubs,’’ and extra copies may
be procured from

the printing committee, Mrs. Philip

N. Moore, 1520 Mississippi Avenue, St. Louis, Mo.

Mrs. Charles Davies, of Jacksonville, Fla., has re-

Middle Secsigned from the directorate of the Southern

tion on account of change of residence to Vineland, N. J.
Mrs. Davies, who is a member of the Ladies’ Friday

Musicale, is a thoroughly equipped musician, and has

been interested in the work

of the Federation from its

inception.
.
A meeting of the directors of the Eastern Section was

recently held in New York

city.

Mrs. John Elliot

N. J., is vice-president of this

Curran, of Englewood,

section; Mrs, F. §. Wardwell,

Danbury, Conn., and

t directors.
Mrs. 8.8. Buttin, Newark, N. J., her assistan

Plans for the work in the Eastern Section were discussed

Musical Culture Club, of Hornellsville, N. Vis Matinée
Musical, Huntington, Ind., and the Matinée Lae

Fremont, Ohio, are among the recent accessions to whe
tanks of the Federation.
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Therefore,
put lack the confidence of knowing how.
their individual thought and experience, which might
prove valuable additions to the discussion, are lost.
We have discovered, then, by the preceding statements several important things that it is well to reiterate: First, that all deliberative bodies are properly
governed by parliamentary Jaw. Second, every person
holding the position of presiding officer should become

Me., .
The Ceeilian Club, of Augusta,
a oe the vote shall be expressed.

and adopted.
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grams presented in a hall of such size as to dwarf all but
exceptional achievement.
The prime point, the educational side of music, had been completely lost sight of,
rivalry and antagonism had been aroused, and the usefulness of the club not only seriously hampered, but
turned into commercial channels.
And yet, even in
such a case, people wonder why there is a lack of
musical growth and laxity of musical appreciation in
that locality.
In one of the chief cities on the route to California I
found another club, extended in numbers and jealous
of recognition, that had issued a prospectus in which

special mention was made that within the last three
years two educational advantages had been offered.
Of course, this revelation was doubtless made unconsciously, and I quote the instance merely as pointing
the necessity for continual watchfulness and the necessity for a directing influence that has the advance of art
and not merely an intermittent series of displays at _
heart.
The club referred to is a wealthy one, thoroughly able
to supply a proper series of programs.
A club unable
to meet heavy pecuniary demands would, of course, be
limited in the matter of outlay and restricted in the engagement of visiting artists.
But I have found in many of such smaller clubs
greater sincerity of effort and actual good accomplished.
The members, thrown largely upon individual effort,
have evolved a course of study that has proved more efficacious in the educational sense than all the fad-cherishing
theories of some of the richer and larger organizations.
With too many clubs the intellectual side of music is
generally lost sight of.
They provide a long program
and a short essay, weeded from some encyclopedia ; frequently it is read very badly. The very purpose center-

ing in the meaning of the program is lost.
Far better than such a perversion and inane repetition
of matter so condensed (as in the instance of the encyclopedia) that the skeleton of facts should be read individually and privately to make any impression, would
be the reading of a chapter from one of the many good
works by contemporary critics, among which our American writers stand so prominently.
But it has more

often than not occurred to me while listening to some of
these encyclopedic effusions, read with more or less lack
of expression, that the sole result was genuine and

politely suppressed delight at their conclusion.
I have seen too much that is good in the work of the
musical clubs to say that a false condition is general ; I
only say that it exists more widely than it should. No
one could prize more highly than I the noble work and
the inestimable value of achievement of the women’s
amateur musical clubs ;I speak now of certain exceptions only.
Each individual club that is directed by thoughtful
officers will be more conscious of its own individual
needs than would an outsider ; but in the case of clubs
misdirected, but, perhaps, none the less zealous in their
efforts, a little self-questioning would probably resultin
other and better conditions.
Of the section of women’s clubs devoted to music
study I have had little opportunity for observation ; but

in other club departments I have been astounded, in

their general discussions, at the breadth of thought and
extended information displayed, at their thorough grasp
of the vital needs of the present.
I can not imagine

any more inspiring meeting than one set apart for the
reading of an essay and the discussion by thoroughly
equipped members of the work of some composer, and
followed out along the lines instituted for discussions by
the women’s clubs.
It is not the encyclopedia that the amateur musical
elab member needs to help her to a better understanding of music, but thought 3 the essay patched together,
more or less dry in construction, and not welded by
original thought, has small value.
Facts are vital, but
unless they are illuminated by some degree of original

thought, they are better studied in private than listened
to in dreary detail in public, Even to the very many
clubs that have worked along intelligently, carefully
directed lines, I would ask leave to say, Have you

placed sufficient value on the existing necessity forstudy |
of the intellectual side of music?
It isonly by general and thorough awakening to this
necessity that the stable advancement of music can be
accomplished. No amount of simply listeningtomusic,
no matter how frequently, no matter by whom it is
rendered, will ever bring about this end.
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A REPERTOIRE FOR
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CHOIR MASTERS.

this head

we pro-

pose to recommend, from time
to time, short lists of comPositions for the organ and
the choir,—standard works as

well as new publications,—
from which can be selected such numb
ers as are desired, in forming or enlarging
the repertoire of any
organist and choir master,
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Mr. CLARENCE Eppy, in
an interview with a representative of ‘‘ Music,’ has exORGANS.
pressed his convictions, in
comparing American and European organs, in a clear and convincing manner.
As
his extended experience of the past few years has given
him unlimited opportunities to study the question, we
must concede he knows whereof he speaks; and while
we may differ from him in a few details, we can heartily
indorse his summing up of the whole matter.
Mr.

AMERICAN
EUROPEAN

versus
PIPE

Eddy has ‘‘opened”’ a great many

of our American

organs, has given concerts on representative organs of all
our best organ-builders, and has played many of the
leading European organs. As he is not ‘‘ bound by contract’? to any firm of organ-builders or to any national
combination, and has had these enviable opportunities
tostudy the relative merits of the work of the different
countries,

what

he

has

to say

on

the

subject

must

necessarily carry considerable weight.

“What have you to say about the American pipe
organs, Mr, Eddy?” asked the interviewer, ‘‘and how
do they compare with those of Europe?”
“From a mechanical point of view,’ answered Mr.
Eddy, ‘‘ American organs lead the world. The action
is more

prompt and reliable, and all the resources

of

the instrument are brought under the control of the
player with a simplicity entirely unknown in European
organs, except a few of the very best. As Europe is an

old country, old organs very much

predominate.

In

Germany, until very recently, they made but small use
of the swell organ ; and in the organs erected more than
fifty years ago the swell organ is very small, having
only a few stops. They have few or no combination
pedals, and the touch is very heavy and inelastic. This

makes it a very difficult matter to play upon them, and
the modern arrangements for the organ are frequently
impossible upon quite old instruments, unless the organist has one or two friends at hand to assist in making
the changes in stops.’””

“Do you meet many of the old-fashioned tracker organs in your travels, Mr. Eddy?”’
“Very few large organs are now built with the tracker
action, so far as I know ; and, if I had my way about it,
there would be none of them.
The tracker action for a
large organ is very bulky, very clumsy, and there is almost always a button off or a wire sticking somewhere,
When you attempt to lighten up the touch by putting

in the pneumatic lever, you add to the bulk and lose a
great deal of time waiting for the pneumatic bellows to
expand or collapse.”
cewhat tindof action do you prefer?’’ asked the
scribe,
:
;
‘On the whole, I prefer the tubular pneumatic, This
was originally an English invention, but it has been

very greatly improved in America, and practically our
best American manufacturers have what might be well
enough described as an entirely new and original application of the tubular pneumatic principle.
‘The electric action, although admirable for very long
distances, is unquestionably liable to get out of order.”
“What have you to say about the tone of American

rgans ?”? he was asked.
i
Poke Anise solo stops are beautifully voiced,
many of them, especially the soft ones. ia this respect
In the variety of effects,
we are ahead of the world.
however, we are not so fortunate. : We have not a suflicient range of tone-quality. Our diapasons are too small
and voiced too softly, and our reeds are not so resolute
and ringing as they should be. For this reason the tone

E. TRUETTE.

TEN

of the full organ is unsatisfactory, and many of the best
effects of the greatest organ music fail of realization.”?
“To what do you attribute this deficiency in diapasons? Is it a question of too small scales or insufficient
wind?”
“Both, I should say,’ said Mr. Eddy.
‘‘The main
difficulty, in my opinion, is that the wind pressure is insufficient. Most of our American instruments are voiced
on three and a half inches of wind, and this isthe highest
pressure some of them have. In place of this I would
have the open diapason and the substantial stops on at
least six inches wind, and occasionally solo stops with
ten or twelve inches. The organ of St. Paul’s Cathedral, London, has some of its stops on a wind pressure
of twenty inches: the tone is immensely thrilling and
grand. Of course, care has to be taken in the voicing
when so heavy wind pressures are used, and the space

to be filled has to be considered.
I think if our American builders would pay more attention to tone effects,

our instruments might lead the world in this respect as
much as they do now in mechanical perfection,”
Mr. Eddy’s remarks relative to the wind pressure ot
our organs is very pertinent, and we know

at least one

American organ-builder who has awakened to this fact and
is using higher wind pressure in his latest large organs.

With regard to the voicing, Mr. Eddy could easily
have said much more, for it is well known that while
the voicing of our soft stops is perfect, the variety ofstops
of any one quality of tone is limited. If an organ has
five four-foot flutes, three of them will be almost identical, varying only slightly in power.
‘Then, again, our
reeds are too much alike in quality. A cornopean with
the swell closed is too much like the oboe in the same
swell with the swell open.
The trumpet in the great
organ is frequently only a duplicate of the swell corno-

pean. How long has it been since an entirely new stop
was invented for the organ? Have we reached the end
of growth in tone-qualities? We are of the opinion that
if our voicers gave half as much time to discovery as is
spent in devising new mechanical accessories, we would
soon be charmed with some entirely new stops.
With regard to the relative merits of tracker, pneumatic, tubular, and electric action we shall have more
to say in a later issue, but it seems to us a weak argument against tracker action to say ‘‘there is always a
button off or a wire sticking somewhere.’
A ‘button

off” causes a ‘‘silent key,” and a ‘wire sticking”

causes a ‘‘ cipher.’”” Tubular and electric actions are so
delicate and susceptible to atmospheric changes that
there will generally be about five “silent keys”’ or

“ciphers”? with tubular or electric action, in the cowrse
of « year, to every one with tracker action in an organ
of the same size. We do not advocate tracker action in
preference to tubular or electric action, but this particular

argument against tracker action is, to our mind, one of
the great arguments against tubular and electric actions,

Mr, Eddy has made no mention of one great difference

between American and European organs—a difference
that has the greatest influence over the tone of the organ

—viz., the location of the organ or the organ chamber.
Two organs constructed exactly alike by the same
builder

will sound entirely different if one is placed in an open
gallery with an abundance of “speaking room”? over

the pipes, and the other is crammed into a hole in
the
wall with a small and insufticient opening through
which

the tone

must

come

forth,

About

three-fifths of the

representative organs of this country are bottled up in

inadequate organ chambers, while most of the
European

organs which Mr. Eddy has played are admirably
placed
and are heard to an advantage,
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The roof over the organ is leaky,
in Mechanics Hall.
and several times the wind-chests have proved watertight and have held three or four inches of water which
dripped through the pipes into the chest. As the Association has used the organ only about every third year,

the cost of repairs has been enormous, and the Association sold the organ to the city of Boston for the sum
stated. Boston has no ‘city hall’? which can receive

an organ, and the Board of Apportionment refused to
appropriate any money to move the organ to a church
which would receive it, and the organ still stands in
Mechanics Hall, mutely pleading Hiindel’s aria ‘Take,

Oh, Take Me to Thy Care.’’
Tr is not generally known that Alberto Randegger,
the noted English teacher of the voice, was, for fifteen
years, achurch organist. He gave one, Cummings, vocal
lessons in exchange for organ lessons, and locked himself in the church until twelve o’clock at night practising,
For eleven years Mr. Ransuch was his enthusiasm.
degger was organist and choirmaster of St. Paul’s
Church, Regent’s Park, London.

A LARGE organ is just being completed for Norwich
(England) Cathedral, having sixty-six speaking stops
An echo organ of fourteen stops is
and five manuals.
end of the church from the main
opposite
the
at
located
organ.

The cost of the instrument is about $33,000.

AN organ, said to be the oldest in England, is on exhibition at the South Kensington Museum. It was built
jn 1592 by Hoftheimer, of Vienna, and is a good speci-

men of a chamber organ of Elizabeth’s reign.

Mr. W. J. D. LEAVITT, writing of his experiences in
playing the great organ formerly in Music Hall, Boston,
tells a pretty story of his most regular listener—a
spider, which had taken up its abode in the organ-case
over the performer’s head. It remained there for about
a year, Mr. Leavitt says. ‘‘It was a musical little fellow, and when I began to play, it would spin down
almost to a level with my left shoulder and gently swing
to and fro and listen, When I had finished a piece, it
would draw itself up to its nest, and when I began another, down it would come and resume its position as an
interested listener. It had six legs, Two it would put
out in the air as a balance pole ; twoit handled the web
with, and the third pair it used in pulling itself up,
hand over hand, as sailors climb a rope. I came at last
to watch for the little fellow, and it was always faithful, so that I was sure of at least one attentive and appreciative listener.’”"—‘'The Indicator.””
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Ir is related

by the ‘‘Echo”

how the lamented

y
musician, Henry Smart, one day played as a voluntar
a selection from Mozart’s ‘Twelfth Mass,”’ and afterward had to listen to a protest from the churchwardens

against such ‘‘jiggy
turned the tables on
Crow”? in slow time,
until he told them

stuff,” and how he subsequently
them by performing ‘‘ Jump, Jim
which gave them entire satisfaction
what it was, Somewhat similar

complaint has been received by the organist of a church

on a
not one hundred miles from Regent Street, where,
to
sung
was
Office’?
recent Sunday, the ‘Communion

an adaptation of the said ‘‘ Twelfth Mass.”

A gentle-

man, who had apparently been one of the congregation,

wrote thus: ‘‘In the responses to the commandments—

viz., ‘Lord have mercy upon us, and incline our hearts
to keep this law,’—you have a musical flourish between

the word ‘us’ and the word ‘and.’

I beg respectfully

It appears to me to be too
to ask if this is appropriate.
The organist
light and airy for a solemn response.’?
made answer as follows: ‘‘In reply to your note I can
only say that the passage from Mozart's ‘Twelfth
Mass,’ described by you asa ‘flourish,’ is so written by

the composer. As to whether it is appropriate or not, T
offer no opinion. Iam only a harmless drudge engaged
by the vicar of this church to play accompaniments to
the singing of the choir, and my duties do not extend
beyond endeavoring to play the music placed before me
as correctly as I can,’’—dJfusical Opinion.

THE

AS TO THE
GRAM.

THAT there are many difficulties to encounter, apart
from developing a voice and
using it to perfection, any

PRO-

artist will admit. Not the least among these may be
mentioned the selection of numbers to present to the
audiences before which one is to appear.
The more
attention given to this subject, the better the success of
thesinger. One should know the audience as thoroughly
as possible, and base the program on that knowledge.
Fortunately, there is sufficient latitude in repertory to
admit of satisfying nearly every variety of taste without

sacrificing one’s dignity or musical self-respect. That
the ways of the artist are not always smooth is shown
by their frequently having to face criticism like the following:
“How often, in sitting through a program, are we
conscious of unsatisfied longings. It is pleasant to see
people enjoy themselves, and we are willing, as an audience, to accord to singers that bit of satisfaction. They
seem never
regretting
or singing
either that

so happy as when yearning about something,
something, or saying good-by to something,
in some language out of the ordinary—
or in extraordinary English, which is worse.

But after all that has been attended to, after we have
learned how high they can sing, how low, how fast, how

slow, how soft, how loud, how steadily, how tremblingly, and with what marvelous French, German, and
Italian it can all be done, then we find that unsatisfied

longing asserting itself; we wish some one would sing
something—just simply sing. We are not making a
plea for ‘Home, Sweet Home’ or ‘Coming Thro’ the
Rye,’ but for some straightforward, honest song that
speaks the trath plainly, firmly, and squarely, with
no trills or other frills, or throbs or sobs, but good tones,
good thoughts, and good words—something satisfying
to go home on.”’
A

On the other hand, they have the following

dis-

gruntled spirit to contend with. He says:
‘‘ What is music, anyhow? Why should I spend my
time listening to a program of ballads and so-called popular stuff?

Schumann,

Schubert,

Franz,

Brahms,

are

the thing forme.
The program music that one hears in
a concert to-day by vocalists is simply nauseating.
Is
music food for the intellect or diversion for the senses?
T have about made up my mind to never attend another
concert,’?
‘
°
Such, my young singers, constitute the difficulties
you must

face in program

making.

You

may be sure

your audience has representatives of both factions in it ;
not only that, but tastes which differ as widely from
these as these do from each other, and the only alternative ig to afford the best possible selection of subjects

that will give pleasure to the greatest number.
a0
Aw

AMERICAN
WRITERS.

article

appeared some

years ago in one of the musical
journals, the purport of which

was

the

dearth

of literary

ability in the vocal profession. The claim was made
that while America might be able to produce successful
teachers of the voice, such success was so palpably an accident of peculiar fitness for that work that strength in
other directions was usually lacking.
The writer even
went so far as to intimate that one of the causes of illrepute from which the vocal profession suffered was the
meager equipment

necessary to the attainment of a fair

standing in the profession.
Another, and perhaps less
humiliating, claim was that the better teachers—meaning
those who might be said to be successful because of their
excellent following —were not able to do literary work
touching upon their specialty because of the lack of time.

The writer summed up with the statement that leisure

ETUDE

to write was the strongest argument against there being
any value in what might be written.
While there might be more than a modicum of truth
in the criticism of conditions which obtained then, we
are inclined to be less severe in our judgment.
The
facts are that ten years ago interest in vocal specialties
was not so great as now. There was less demand for
good writing, and there were few, if any, legitimate literary mediums at the disposal of vocal Specialists. At
that time THE ErupE was published almost exclusively
in the interest of the piano, and other technical magazines were almost unknown.
Writings on vocal topics
were confined to laudatory comments on favorite singers
and biographic notes.
A much more encouraging outlook is apparent at
present. As excellent technical mediums increase, interest in the subject grows. Writers of acknowledged
authority are coming to the front.
The vocal department of Tur Erupe has given space
to occasional articles of considerable merit, and the regular contributors, such as Mr. Root, of Chicago ; Mr. Dibble, of St. Louis; Mr. Wodell, of Boston ;and Mme.
Henrietta Beebe, of New York, by the value and excellence of their writing, have been of great help to teach-

ers and students, and have advanced thestandard of professional writing in this field.
The columns of THE ErunE are open to bright men
and women, whether teachers or pupils. If you have
something to say, write it down and send it to the Editor,

If it is too long, condense it before you send it.
If it is
of value and well written, it will be published.
If itis of
value and not well expressed, you will have it
returned
to you with the advice to try again. If
it is not worthy
of any farther effort, you will be told
so frankly.
Some
among you are to take the places of those
who are writ-

ing to-day ; and while Taz Erupn is not
by any means
a training school for inexperienced writers,
it is not slow
to recognize and to encourage talent
in whatever de-

partment it may show itself.
Mr. Wodell, whose ‘‘ Notes of Cases
from the Records
of a Voice Hospital”? have been affor
ding us such excel-

lent food for thought, concludes
the series with this
issue. We are loth to part with
him and his patients,
That they are in the hands of an
excellent specialist no
one can doubt, and many grate
ful expressions of appreciation have come to the Editor
of this department from
teach
ers who have been treating similar cases and
have

“Song may be defined asa short, metric compos
ition
whose meaning may be conveyed by the combined
force
of words and melody, and intended to be sung with
or
without accompaniment.
In the strictest sense,
lyric pieces alone are songs.
Song is that branch
of music in which national peculiarities linger longest
.
In some countries of Europe the development
of song can be followed from the primitive form
of
folk-song to the highest type of artistic composi
tion.
The Troubadours, deriving their name from
‘trouver?
(to find or invent), appeared about the end of
the eleventh
century. To these versifiers is accredited
the first claim
to song composition. The invention of the
Troubadours
was fertile in dance-songs, combining
solo and chorus.
From the same source sprang the
ballata, or ballad,
which, as its name implies, was
also a dance-song.
In
Italy a balletta originally signified
a song intended to
be sung in dance measure, and in
the Crusa Dictionary
is defined ‘A Song sung while
dancing.’
“The old English ballads are pieces
of narrative verse
in stanzas, occasionally followed
by an envoi, or moral.
Ballad-making was a fashionabl
e amusement in the
reign of Henry VIII, who
was himself renowned for
‘setting of Songes and maky
ng of ballettes,’
“Ballads have sunk from their
ancient high estate.
Writing in 1802, Dr. Burney
said: ‘A ballad is a mean
and trifling song, such as is gene
rally sung in the street.’
At the present time a ballad in
music is generally understood to be a sentimental or
Tomantic composition of a
simple and unpretentious char
acter, having two or more
verses of poetry, but with the
melody or tune complete
in the first, and repeated for
each Succeeding, verse.’?
These brief descriptions are
culled from the exhaust-

ive articles in Grove’s Dict
ionary.
Considering the singing
of Songs and ballads as
of a
purely light and entertai
ning character and lacking
in
arti

stic value, certain it is that
our English cousins
thrive upon them as regularl
y and promptly as the sunless, fogg

y days visit gray old London
.
Then are all the
best artists summoned to
contribute t heir voices and
powers of descriptive inte
rpretation to the rendering
of
myriad songs and ballads,
to the delight of the great
heart-music-loving public
of that great metropolis,
where it has been estimated that,
not infrequently, 300
concerts are taking place simu
ltaneously.
The writer has taken part
in ballad concerts in London when the artists included
Patti, Nillson, Sims
Reev

es, Edward Lloyd, Ben Davies, Pate
y, Stirling, and
the host of fine singers whose
Song and ballad singing
are as jewels in their artistic
crowns in the estimation
of a people who, en masse, count
upon these feasts of
music in their native tongue with an
avidity all their
own.
This love of Songs and ballads is earnestly
cultivated
in England, and to have been a singer of
this class of
music means to live and to die immortalized
, so to
speak, in the hearts and memories of the masses, and
perpetually so, since names of favorites become household words, children’s children continuing the good

profited by his suggestions. We hope
and expect to hear
from Mr. Wodell occasionally in future issues,
We are glad to announce a new and
iinteresting series
of articles from the pen of Mr, J, Harry
Wheeler,

work,

cess.

of sympathetic union, savoring of the ‘one touch
of

beginning with this issue.
Mr. Wheeler enjoys the distinctio
n of deserved sucHis connection

with

the Chautauqua Cirele, as

principal of their vocal interests, for many years is
not

the least among many advantages he has enjoyed,
all
of which combine to give value to whatever he
may
writes Like many excellent specialists, he has
been unable to withstand the attractions of New York as a vocal
center, and is at present enjoying a successful seaso
n at
his beautiful studio on Fifth Avenue in that city.
0
“T knew a very wise man

SONGS

AND

BALLADS.

By MME.

HENRIETTA

BEEBE.

believed

that

if a man

were

who
per-

mitted to make all the ballads, he

need not care who should make the
lawsofa nation.”— Andrew Fletche
r,

of Sattoun (1653-1716),

THERE prevails a confounding
of definition as to the
distinction between song and
ballad, and for the education of those who would clear
ly distinguish the existing
difference in the a
of these titles, we give the two
forms as applied to musical comp
osition,

One can but

believe that a common love of pure
song in the vernacular of a nation is an unfailing bond

nature that makes the whole world kin.”
Every country loves and cultivates its folk-songs,
and
their composers live in the sanctuaries
of loving hearts

long after they have passed from mortal sight,
As to the art required in interpreti
ng this class ot
music

, the discriminating listener can
not fail to note
the various degrees of enjoyment
awakened by the
many
interprete

rs who

essay the Singing of “the
simple song
and ballad,” and they
can also but Tecognize
that a
requires no mean order
of histrionie ability to
. a
their simplicity with inter
est,
wae
In the
iti
i
i
:
’
y*
»
Cowe
n,
Mollo:
myriad modern writers,
we find a ne¥eks
oo

Poa oat uta Seem

forms, and it would

ime ig Nearing

d concerts,

9 return, in our
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THE
With all the wealth of art and artists with which our
land is being continually flooded, there is, and always
Comshould be, room for the homely song and ballad.
munities are formed of the masses, whose lives can not

but be nurtured and improved by the heart music from
this richly overflowing world of melody and healthy
thought.
In the words of Sir Philip Sidney (1554-1586), &
never heard the old song of Percy and Douglas that I
found not my heart moved more than with a trumpet.’

Case No. 19.—Patient was

a lady about twenty-six years
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of age.
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account of superior teaching.
In Americaitisthe habit
of students to take two lessons a week, and sometimes
even less, while abroad it is the custom to take a lesson
every day, as well as lessons in scena (dramatic action),
and also to employ an accompanist, with whom they rehearse operatic rdles. In other words, their whole time
is devoted, in one way or another, to study and preparation for a public musical life.
And yet, after spending years of toil and sacrifice, and
a vast sum of money, the majority return home distongue,
appointed
and
thoroughly
disheartened.
Foreign
3. To promote freedom and independence of
4-5-6-ah ee and masters, especially those of France and Italy, are genlarynx, and jaw : The singing of ‘ 1-2-3, rapidly, dis- erally responsible for this ;for, as a rule, from first to
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gTUDYING SINGING
IN EUROPE.
LER.
y
By J. Harr

WHEE

Asa rule, students of sing-

ing have the jdea that in Europe only, & really genuine
vocal

education

can

be ob-

tained. This idea is fallacious
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paid $400 for the privilege of appearing, and deemed
herself extremely fortunate to be permitted to sing

upon these conditions.

I have also in mind a singer

who paid a manager $10,000 for eight operatic appearances. Some debutantes, in order to place themselves
before

the

public,

buy

up the theater

and

assume

the entire expense of the soloists, orchestra, chorus,
etc. When these appearances are made, the foreign
press, if properly manipulated, publish laudatory reports, which,
translated and republished ‘in the
American papers, lead the public to believe that the
singer has met with phenomenal success, and will soon
rank among the brightest in the constellation of operatic
stars.
The advantages of studying at home must be obvious
to all who give the matter serious consideration.
First,
the American teacher, as a rule, is more conscientious
in his dealings with his pupils. Again, while studying
at home, often an income can be realized from teaching
or singing, or even both, sufficient to meet all expenses,
At home the student is surrounded by the influence of
parents and friends.
It surely isa matter of vital importance to send a son or daughter into a large European city for several years unprotected.
The fact of
having studied in Europe is no longer a musical pass-

port ;too many have failed who have tried to succeed
upon a European reputation, Without the slightest
prejudice in favor of America or American teachers, we
believe that, musically, financially, and morally, it is
better for Americans to study vocal culture and the art
of singing with Americans, and in America,

oe

THE
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MANAGEMENT
BREATH.
By Paut PAsTNor.

WHILE teachers of vocal
music are paying more attention

than

formerly

to

the

management of breath as the

hasis of the singing tone, few
of them seem to understand the value of breathing
exercises as preliminary to and separate from the use of
the voice, Much injury is done, I believe, by associating too soon the breathing exercise with the singing
tone, Many teachers begin by using the breathing exercise and the vocal exercise simultaneously.
This method is as wrong in principle as utilizing some
simple, rudimentary gymnastic exercise to perform a
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species of labor.

When a child is going through a calis-

thenic exercise, you would

scarcely

think

of attaching

its hands to a churn in order to get some direct utilitarian result from the muscular play. That would bea
wasteful, self-defeating policy indeed.
The premature
application of means to ends is always unfortunate.
First raise the undeveloped energy by gentle and pro-

have been so strengthened and brought under control by

preliminary breathing exercises that the pupil can, to
some extent and with some confidence, manage them.
Wait until he has learned by practice where these expiratory muscles lie, how they act, and how they are

governed by the will. Let him be able to feel them
and to operate them somewhat before you ask him to
apply them to the task of tone-production. This is the
only reasonable and scientific method.
If you wastefully make haste by obliging your pupil
to vocalize while learning the art of breath-control, you

will fatigue and nervously demoralize him, and the
result will very likely be either abandonment of vocal
training or an uncertain and forced quality of voice
that can never be truly musical.
Let me add a few suggestions as to preliminary breathing exercises. Inspiration—the drawing-in of the breath
—requires no rules, That takes care of itself. But in
expiration, which is the important process, two sets of
muscles are concerned—those of the diaphragm and
those of the abdomen.
(Many books of instruction
mention only those of the diaphragm.)
With the taking-in of the breath the diaphragm] is
pushed down by the expanding lungs, {carrying the viscera before it. The descent of the viscera expands the
abdominal walls, so that with a full breath the whole
lower trunk of the body is perceptibly distended. This

is the condition when muscular control of the breathing
begins.
First, the muscles of the diaphragm contract and the
diaphragm rises, forcing the breath from the lungs. But
the act of full expiration does not stop here. When the
muscles of the diaphragm have accomplished their work,
a residuum of breath remains, which is governable by
the abdominal muscles,
These, if properly educated to
the task, are capable of contracting powerfully, after the
muscles of the diaphragm are exhausted, and forcing
upward

a final

column of" air sufficient

to give that

crowning emphasis and finish to a long-sustained musical tone or phrase which is the admired
ment of the trained singer.
Breathing exercises, therefore, should

accomplish-

begin with
diaphragmatic expiration, which should be followed by
a course in abdominal expiration. After a little practice it will be easy for the pupil to distinguish the
actions of the two sets of muscles and to control them
separately. Let him note how, in a long expiration of
the breath, the pit of the stomach at the last sinks, or

“caves” in. This is the final, abdominal action of the
expiratory muscles, and never occurs until the muscles
of the diaphragm have done their complete work,
By
watching the action of the abdomen the pupil can tell
when the abdominal muscles are coming in play, and
so obtain knowledge and control of them,

of the successful competitor will be given and the par-

ticulars of the action of the Committee.

[The following is from a series entitled ‘“ Impert
inent

to the strain of labor, and then, and not until then,
convert it into labor.
The case is exactly the same in voice-production.
If
you compel the weak, badly controlled breathing mus-

to discourage him.
Do not require tone-production at
‘all until you are convinced that the expiratory muscles

made public, the initials will not be appended to the
ten
which are to appear in February, but in March the name

Letters,” which

gressive processes to the point where it becomes equal

cles of a beginner to produce the singing tone at the
same time that you begin to educate these muscles in
self-control, steadiness, and sustained action, you impose a strain of labor upon the pupil to which he is not
equal, and which will be apt to weary, to confuse, and
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have been appearing in the “ Musical
Standard’ of London.
While written for the vocal
students in England, it is full of valuable
suggestions,
The author is unquestionablya cynic, but his
knowledge
of the subject entitles him toa hearing.
Many of our
students will do well to imagine it in an Ameri
can dress
and give heed to the portions which may
apply to their
own conditions.—Eprror. ]

MADAM : It is with the utmost unwillingness that I ad-

TO AN AMATEUR
SINGER.

dress an epistle to you, because
the subject on which I feel
compelled to say a few words can not but
be of some
painfulness to yourself, and in many ways
I have a sincere admiration for your parts and for your
enthusiasm,

which do such welcome service to the art
you so much
admire.
Without your support, where would the
bulk
of concerts be? If such as you did not sing
or play, how

could thestarveling composer ever dream
of a future life
of ease? If such as you did not care to shine
as a pianist or violinist, what would ‘become of
our numerous

teachers and our large teaching institutions
? And yet
there may be cases when the matter is so
clear that it is
almost a crime to withhold a warning that
may save a

human being from much
ness.

of disappointment and bitter-

I have heard that you intend to take up singin
g asa
profession.
It were useless to inquire into your reasons
.
They are probably manifold, as most reason
s are in this

world.

It may he that you are tired of doing nothing,

of having no aim in life. It may be that
you are conscious of your own worth, and desire that
others besides
your family circle shall recognize that worth,
It is my
part to warn you that no art has the slightest
sympathy
for the circumstances of her worshipers
and would-be
high priests. I may be starving, but art
will not hand
me bread unless [ be among fhe elect,
and not always
then.
Have you talent? Then you may rise to
your feet,
But even talent shall not give you a place
by the shrine.
The steps to be mounted before you can stand
there are
wearisomely many, and all your determinatio
n and
energy and will-power are demanded of
you before you

can lift your foot from the last step to
stand on level

ground beside the shrine. And look
you! even then
you are but one of a large crowd, some
of whom are
better equipped than you for worshiping
and have a
finer instinct for and knowledge of the
rites to be performed. Still, if you have talent and
determination, you
may surmount those wearisome steps.
But have you
the determination, and have you the talent
?
We will take the will-power for granted.
As to your
talent, on whose opinion have you formed a decisi
on ?
Let me give you a few words of advice as to the opinio
ns
of your talent which are of no reliability,
First, your friends : as a daughter of a well-off man,
or, apart from your father’s circumstances, as
a goodlooking young woman, your singing as an amateur has
naturally been praised.
These friends of yours have
probably told you that your voice is fine enough for the
concert-room.
Have you ever heard really good singers
in an ordinary London drawing-room ? and, if so, have
you noticed how powerful is the tone, even when they
are singing at half power? You think your voice might
be made as powerful?

Very good, take the advice of a

competent musician who understands voices, not a fash-

ionable teacher of singing who lives by the fees ambi-

tious amateurs pay him, and tell that competent
musi-
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editor
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received

over fifty mottos for the Circle Pin, no two thesame.

The

Committee has decided to hold the offer open until
The ten best mottos will appear in the
Jan. 1, 1900.

February issue of THE Erupe, and from these will be
selected the prize-winner.

As the motto is not to be

cian that you want an absolutely unbiased opinion. As
a rule, amateurs shy at anything like straight criticism,
and if you show the competent musician that all your
heart and soul are bent on your becoming a singer he

will probably give you an ambiguous answer, for musi-

cians are men, and often kind-hearted, so that you are
more likely to obtain a genuine answer if you do not

attempt to impress him with your enthusiasm
for art,
But, in any case, do not listen to those friends
who will

praise you to your face and behind
your back pick your
singing to pieces, very often with
justice.

But supposing you have a voice, and
you do not mind
the unfair competition which you
will bring into the
market on account of your not being
dependent on sivging for a living: then give yours
elf up to it entirely.
Social engagements, if they interfere
with your work,
must be ignored, however attra
ctive they may be. Do
not, as so many do, attend a lunch
eon party and talk
brilliantly for an hour and a half
and then rush off to
your singing lesson. It is not
fair to yourself or to your
maste
r.

The point, however, on which you
may want advice—
for nothing will probably prevent
your entering the profession if you
have set your mind

on it—is

as to your
début. Do not be persuaded
to make your début before
you have studied suflicient
ly.
You will ask me how you
are to know when you have
“stu

died sufficiently.”
Your teacher will tell you,
if
he be honest, —as most of
them are when talented pupi
ls
are in question,—since your
success would bring him
many pupils to take your
place.
And then, after your
teacher, the best possible
test is, Can you obtain
paying
engagements, however
small and unimportant?
And
that brin

gs me toa point which I
part

icularly have in
mind ; indeed, it has prac
tically led me to writ
e this
letter to you.
;
In the present day the num
ber of amateurs who wis
h
‘
» With money you can do
anything but achieve an arti
stic reputation.
To supply the
needs of such amateurs
a class of agents has
sprung up
who make a trade—anda
perfectly legitimate one,
from
a business point of view—o
f giving concerts in whi
ch
they will include you
for a certain sum.
If you are
really a great singer,
that sum would be insi
gnificant in
comparison with the bene
fit you would reap from
a publie appearance at a Lon
don concert,
But the danger is that
you may be induced
to take
this apparently short ro
fitted to walk alone. The
appearance will

and, in any case, it wou
ld be much better to
save your

‘8s incompetent

‘able character of med
iocrity

to the concert.
In fact, my advice is, put
off your London début unti
l
you can

artist.—

burst on the public and crit
ics a8 a finished
Ritenuto.””

THE COLLATERAL

CHARMS

OF MUSIC.

Every art has its accidental or adventitious
charm.
Thus, the poems which we learned in childhood
from a be-

loved parent or teacher will always seem sacred
; 80 also

will the pictures or ornaments of our home. This charm
of the personal association attaches itself especially to
natural scenes, and it would be strange that it should
As a matter of fact, it is pecunot be so with music.

liarly the case with music, that associations, or mere
accidents of our personal life, affect either our love or
our aversion to certain pieces of musical composition,
No form of music so well illustrates this truth as the

average hymn-tune.

Some of the old-time tune S—yes,

many of them—are fine bits of inspired mus’
ic, eut out
of the works of the masters ;but others,
espi ecially the
ordinary barrel-organ productions of the
mercenary
muse, have no value musically, and owe
their entire
popularity toa certain kind
of y udo-sacredness attach
ed
to them by their words and association.
This charm is
very strong indeed when
applied to n ational air
s,
The intimate person! al experi
ences of the ind
ividual
often affect us} deeply.
Many a disapp
ointed lover has
felt the adagio of the
‘ C-sharp Minor Son
ata »’’ the socalled

‘‘ Moonlight Sonata,”? to

he
ig anodyne to
the strange and acute
misery of } :
> ind T once
knew
a lady to take a violent
PH
”
aversion to Bee
thoven’s
“Seventeenth Sonata,’
the one in D minor,
> Opus 31,
No. 2, because she
heard it practise di

n an adjoining
chamber while she was
suffering with acute
pain,

$
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THE
MORITZ MOSZKOWSKI.
BY AIMEE M. WOOD.

“THE conditions are now unfavorable for the apostles

of absolute musical beauty ; the time demands fact and
& program ;it calls for a Wagner or a Berlioz, as in lit-

erature it demands a Zola, an Ibsen, or a Tolstoi.” So
once wrote Alexander Moszkowski, in the ‘‘ Forum,”’ in

a pleasing and clever article concerning modern composers
and the influence of the time upon their works. Existing conditions, it would seem, unchanged, still render

necessary “fact and a program,” though several years
brother
have passed since these lines were penned by the
is required.
effective
The
sketch.
our
of
subject
the
of
Mendelssohn, standing firm for the old traditions,
Once said that he found

difficulty in rendering

Chopin

Well, as it was an impossibility with him to “play out
of time.” But at this period in musical history—the
era made illustrious by the prominent figures of Men-

delssohn and Moscheles—the transition, or merging

from the classic to the romantic epoch, in reality oc

curred, a period that marked

the infusing of the

comTomantic movement in German poetry into musical

Position.

Mendelssohn and Schumann, in their songs,

musical
_ Started a new order quite their own, that of the
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his technical proficiency, he went into seclusion at the
close of a successful concert tour, and by the constant
practice of ten hours a day which he imposed upon himself, overtaxed the muscles of his arms to such an extent
was
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This the author calls a study in artistic development.
His design is to show the successive stages through
which an executive musician will probably pass before
reaching the topmost point of his skill. The point of
view is, of course, English, and therefore slightly different from the aspect which such a question would wear
to American eyes.
This does not prevent the book from
giving many valuable suggestions on the development
of talent which are of general application, and, more-

over, it enables us to understand some of the eccentricities of genius.
It would be difficult to improve on the sound sense and
good judgment of the following passage from the chapter on ‘The Student’’: ‘‘It is not easy for the student
or for his friends to distinguish between a good method

and a bad, but there is one criterion which is of almost
universal application both in music and in the other arts,
Anything which produces, even in the unlearned listener, a sense of effort, of strain, proceeds from a faulty
method or an imperfect technic ; if the word ‘scraping’
is the most fitting term to apply to a violinist, ‘thumping’ to a pianist, or ‘squalling’ to a singer, it is fairly

certain that the performers so criticized are on a wrong
tack, The secret of sound technic may be summed up
in a word—control.
Effort, unrestrained and ill contrived, is the result of something wrong in the system
of training, and its effect will be one of diminution of
power ; while control, if once attained, will be found
to increase the muscular strength at every point.”

technic in his enthusiasm

life a sea
23, 1854), Moszkowslci manifested earlyatinpro
duc
tt
4
mpor
© present work of his Polish conte DeaaF FlofmanD 5

THE MUSICIAN’S PILGRIMAGE.
152 pp. J. A.
FULLER MAITLAND. SMITH, ELDER &Co., London.

if flattered by his master;

OF Polish descent, although born

a

Not the least interesting part of the book is the study
of English and German temperament and character as
influenced by radical differences in methods of breathing and voice production.

cession, according to attendant circumstances : a prig,

popular. (angast
Joca color, and thus becoming at oncein Breslau aatioall
traits and |
natio
Permeated with those strong
wor
“les which characterize Chopin's
ari

tions drawn by the author in his exhaustive study of
the subject. Startling as his position is, he is thoroughly convinced of its soundness, and is justified in
claiming that it should not be condemned without positive proof of its falsity. So far as the reviewer can see,
its practical bearing on the art of singing is but slight,
though, as further details are promised, a future volume
may throw more light on this phase of the subject.

the artist-performer is that of the prodigy, followed later
by that of the student. Atter this he may become a
prig or an amateur or a virtuoso—or all three in suc-

which
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ever, an imperfect tone ; the cathode alone is inaudible.
These two elements and their reciprocal influence he
discovered by chance in his efforts to acquire an English
pronunciation free from foreign accent. He once found
in practising
the English ‘‘r’’ that two ‘‘r’s”” appeared,
one above the other, beneath the tongue. Their union
produced the desired sound. Before, he had only been
able to secure the upper ‘‘r,”? which was defective.
Space is lacking to consider even a tithe of the deduc-

According to Mr. Maitland’s theory, the first stage of

©Omposers

School, is Moritz Moszkowski.

the cathode (negative). The former proceeds from above,
the latter from beneath, the tongue. The anode of a
vocal sound may be heard by itself, producing, how-
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indeed, surprising, but it is still more surprising to be
told that the original source of tone production is located
in the lungs and various vessels of the viscera, and that
a given tone proceeds from a given vessel, and can be
produced from no other.
The voice, according to Mr. Sutro, is due to the union
of two elements, which he calls the anode (positive) and
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work :
:
5
of the
aati to have discovered a byreplica
frenum
the
the tongue, represented

larynx under ing © artilaginous tissues, which he calls
a surround
as essenhagus. This he declares

the esop
ie larynx of
as its prototype.
uction of tone
od
tial to the pr

This is

an amateur,

if he disregard

for his art; a virtuoso, if

technical considerations overpower his love for music
itself.
But few, if any, are so fortunate as to pass from
studentship into full possession of artistic powers,
The
culminating stage is that of the artist, who, after experiencing some, if not all, of the previous stages, comes
into his artistic inheritance by securing the balance hetween form and substance—hetween technic as means

and interpretation as its consummation.
is that of the veteran.

The final stage

Happy the artist who can grow

old gracefully, whose heart cherishes no bitterness hecause he must yield the scepter when age impairs his
powers. There is even a higher mission open to him—
that of giving encouragement and sympathy to those
who follow him on the same arduous path,
Liszt's
generosity of disposition toward younger artists and
composers

was

really of greater

value

to art than his

own compositions or his marvelous playing. ‘Thus it
is that individual loss may turn to general gain.
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TALKS TO GIRLS.

HELENA

THE

M.

MAGUIRE.

WHIMSICAL

GIRL.

Ir you do not know her by name, I am sure you will
recognize her from description.
She is the girl who, when she sits down at the piano,
evinces a strong desire to be striking. In playing she
deals largely in antitheses. In other words, she is fond
of sharp contrasts, of sudden gyrations of dynamic force,

and revels in rubato galore.

She strives to be original,

unusual, first of all; and is not content with playing as
any other human being plays. A music teacher's ideal
of the faultlessly, coldly correct is not to be tolerated ;
she has heard too much of ‘‘ individuality in music”?
and aspires to the whimsical style, to a new and remarkable version of standard music, to giving her audience little shocks of surprise at the way she does not
play familiar things, and to making people gasp at her
ultra-modernity and concrete singleness of style.
The music she chooses with which to illustrate her
unwonted ‘‘mode’’ is pretty sure to be suggestive of
title, and the more weird or uncanny, the more completely she revels init. Then, sweeping it clean of any
symmetry or form which the composer may have worked
it into, she straightway proceeds to infuse into it her
own ‘‘individuality,’? and to make marvelous music
indeed !
The ‘‘ Hexentanz,”’ for instance, is made more witchy
than the broom-riders of Salem themselves could have
made it, and the most innocent pieces (like Chaminade’s

“ Platterer,”’ for instance), simply because they bear insinuative titles, are contorted into strange and Beardsley-like music.
Thisis, perhaps, an exaggerated silhouette ; but do you
not recognize her? Have you never listened to her
playing and been bewildered into murmuring, “That is
lovely’’?? Or have you been honest enough on such an
occasion, as was oncea girl whom I know, tosay, “Well,

I don’t call that music!”
It is not music, girls, or at best it is only a sort of
poster-music, music of a cheap and flaunting kind, that
will die of its own puerility ;so do not permit yourselves to be blinded by the quasi-dazzle of it, and above
all things, do not copy it. Do not try to be ‘gmarter’?
than your teachers, or put into your playing that which
you would be ashamed of during the lesson hour.
Never try to be cute, tricksey, or will-o-the-wispy
at the piano. By affectation a girl only disgusts the
A teacher in
musical and bewilders the unmusical.
Boston used to say to his girl pupils : ‘‘ There, don’t try
Perhaps if he had only
to improve upon the composer.
thought of that way of rendering it he would have
written it so, but as he did not, really, I would not try
to improve upon what he has written.’’
Individuality is indeed such a rare thing, you know.

One has to sift one’s self through such a heap of ready-

made thought before one is able to squeeze out even one

little drop of individuality, and even then it is questionable if this drop be not a composite of other men’s
wisdom,

and have

only the color of originality from

having passed through such a wondrous variety of
knowledge and experience as to bear no noticeable
resemblance of any one influence.
Better be a good copy of the best in the music life
than a poor, unshaped attempt at something the like of
which was never seen before,—happily,—just for the
sake of having your own unknown little initials in the

regcorner of a ridiculous rendering ! Better be ““ieily
far!
hetter
null,’’—
ly
splendid
ular,
les, the
If we go back to the good old first princip
wisdom
t
highes
the
is
piano
the
at
self
of
annihilation
e the
despit
lives,
of all. The modest girl (she still
ber
shows
re
nowhe
nce)
decade
her
many laments over
at the piano,
than
age
advant
r
greate
to
e
cultur
pretty

bashfulness, or
where, without any foolish wriggling,
forward and
music
puts
she
,
herself
in
flaunting pride
of one
demands attention and admiration for the work
infinitely more than herself.

ETUDE

PRIZE-ESSAY

COMPETITION.

A GREAT

THE ErupE offers four prizes for essays, as follows :
First Prize, . .
Second Prize,
Third Prize, . = =
Fourth Prize,
The conditions governing competitors are very simple.
Write on one side of paper only, and type-written if
possible.
_ Place your name and address on the article, and mark
it for ‘‘ Prize competition,’’ and address THE ETUDE,
1708 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.
,
A contestant may enter more than one essay.
The length should be 1500 words, or about two columns
of the journal.
The subject matter should be in keeping with the
character of the journal.
Stories, historic matter, or
articles in praise of the power of music are not so desirable as topics that are vital to the teacher’s work.
Competition is open to all. Closes March 1, 1900.

CHILDHOOD
BY

THOMAS

SONGS.
TAPPER.

future pleasure one may have merely by turning to it.
That is the great joy of mental possessions; we use
them but to increase them.
Yet we
The child finds his songs, and they find him.
are not to bide content after we have environed him
Whatever of this he may gather
with a few melodies.
It must

cause

him to discover in himself Power—Power to find songs
and Power to make them.
Do we know what a Song is? A poet makes his verse,
and no two people read it from the same perception.
One gives it in impassioned speech ; another mumbles it
in the voice of death; he is not enkindled by it, for it
does not reach him ; and as it does not reach him, it may
not, through him, reach another. But still another
When
reader comes—one whose voice has many tones.
this one’s instinet is keen, and his art kept holy, others

delight to read after him ; for he can put his reading in
signs which others may read and sing, if they be close
observers of his inscribing
Now and then a remarkable interpreter of verses

It is the
records his interpretation in books of song.
keen scent for knowing this interpreter and for reading
his inscribings that the child must ultimately obtain,
to
Never mind the years it costs; give him the power
have a
yead the writings of a song master, and he will
:
‘
lofty inheritance.
at any point,
We may scrutinize the child’s education
give him
and always we come upon the same fact:
and he will
Power,
the
use
to
ent
Judgm
and
Power,
Nothing so clearly marks the uncommon
gather riches,
to Do,

teacher as the knowledge that it is the Power
and not the material thing gained
by Doing, thatisof value. Unless
we so view it, life becomes a panorrama of little possessions, when
otherwise it would he an endless
perspective of possibilities.

But about child-songs again:
Will the child so euvironed and
taught choose and love only classic
utterances? fone may not be misby
understood, one may answer
imsaying, training should not so
will
poverish him. What training
accomplish for him is this: Tt will
ret
permit him classically to interp

thesong heloves. he it Adelaide”

or “Robin Adair.’’
question of choice

It is less a

but more

a

question of how to interpret the
And with songs
work chosen.
or aught else. could there he a
better purpose ?

MUSICAL

PUZZLE.

Tue figure which follows contains the notation of a familiar
We suggest that teachmelody.
ers get their pupils to try to find
out what melody this is, and who
wrote it.
One good way will be to study
it closely and to seek some familThe name of the
jar strain.
melody and the composer will he
printed in Tae Erupe for Feb
ruary.

ALFRED

H,

HAUSRATH.

AMERICANS love dash. They admire the man of quick-

ness and of energy. They applaud heartily him who has
the ability to convert knowledge into cash.
They have
a very warm feeling for him, and when they observe
how easily, to all appearances, he acquires money, they

rush to his aid and lend him a hand.

Nay, they will

even inconvenience themselves in order to secure this
mans services.
Af
boldness, courage, and patience were always coupled
with talent, the world would be the better for the crcumstance,
Americans love to see things in motion; they hate
stagnation, and are intolerant Be stationary ‘hinge and
of stationary people.
‘‘ He is a hustler”? is a very comSey fad aomplimentary: expression.
All this thing is
eee
edly a very good thing for the nation in general.
aol is all very well. A man may hustle through a
Aare
but in the art life one must go slowly at
pee
isis a field where haste is not the most imporpants on the program.
This is just where the
aysree yes music student must be called
upon

folate au ‘ace about.

Il.
To teach a child-song well one must he a child-lover
and a song-lover ;the child to be loved not for what it
is, but for what it may become; the song to be loved
not alone for the pleasure it gives now, but for the

through us must not leave him unaltered.

BY

FAULT OF THE AMERICAN
STUDENT.

feta

deveriel
cet
eles

What this student needs first

is to be taught to make haste slowly.

The

e to become proficient musicians by futile
aoe cuts over long fields of labor is most
at the average American music student

cae ly epee for isa patent knowledge accumulator
;
pom
ing
that will absorb the hard-earned knowledge
se predecessors in the twinkling of
an eye, and
Seat chase
lump ready for immediate
5
im
this and he will
happy.
ae’, ponds earnest, patient student be! ate
aot adey
you ; they are, however, intended as a warnaaa
0, with hasty impatience, plunge for the

A one-mile
run
r
an can not be accomplished
the
i
inate rapidity ofa hundred-yard i dash. with
That is
dusters ou
le with the average music student in

this
aan et @ Imagines every goal can
be reached by a
oa
As are not alike ; some must be approach
ed
aleLee Fi usic has such a goal. No
one would attempt
aoe aoa iheRotten to the top of
a mountain.
To
Tenched, it can not be arose
ne EY
dane, pest advice that can he
given these rushing,
sae, Pp unging students is, walk!
Hasten slowly,
nae re
deliberately, with the eye
lara sea the goal. One can walkand determinafarther than
ttle thine
ne then, by the wayside
sane er ne a e observed and lessons there are many
to be learned;
eae oeas ow edge sparkling in
the sunshine.
They
;
t
!
and
cheri
sh them ; ¢
Sea
you supremely happy.
Should 96n hate
Se hits mn at times, then go back
over the ground
Ae
Ghat
de
end run to your heart’s cony
cs
no
harm, if
walked intelligently; but over new
areata we,e
run.
Remember, t)
moun!
, the muse commands you to hasten

carne in"Pk
do
hespad ea at ee

HOME NOTES.
Tue sixth conversational lecture-recital of the regular ThursPiano
day evening series was given at the Clavier Company's
School on November 23d. The lecture was one of the most interesting of the series, and very valuable to teachers and students of
the pianoforte.
Mr. Freperick Maxson, organist, of Philadelphia, has recently
given several enjoyable

recitals.

On

10th, at Phoenix-

November

ville, Pa, ; on November 16th, at the Drexel Institute, Philadelphia;

and a series of four on consecutive Monday evenings in the Central

Congregational Church, Philadelphia.
Mr, War. J. Henperson will deliver his second lecture on the
“Classic and Romantic in Piano Music” at the New York Coles

of Music on the afternoon of January 3d. Miss Florence Terre
Will illustrate at the piano.

Mr, Jasres W. Hrnz’s second pupils? recital was given on De-

cember 16th. Miss Idalia Levy, soprano, and Miss Edith Belehes,
contralto, assisted.

, Iowa, gave @ PH ano
THE pupils of James M. Tracy, Des Moines

recital on the evening of November 27th.

S.

Mr. Walter

Tue

sixteenth piano recital by the pupils of
Sprankle, Indianapolis, was given on the evening of November 8th.

in
al of the Musical Department of Aust 3

A Prano and voice recit
Iola
College, Effingham, Ill, was given under the direction of

d evening was given on Nore
Gilbert, on November 4th. A secon
of the Musical Culture Ct

ber 6th. Miss Gilbert is also president

of Effingham, Ill.
l ConA cuorr concert was given on Octobe r 24th in the Centra
W-

ya, at which Mr. kleJ..
d Miss Annie Buc
and Elocution
Tux first recital given by the students of th ¢ Music the
evening of
0
d on

Bregational Church, Winnipeg, Manitot

Matthews assisted; also Mile, G. Mollot ani

Departments of the Polytechnic College occu rre
'e8S.
November 27th, Mime, A. von Kalow 4s musical directr

Henneman
Nt!,
der ©
y-third musicale given by Mr. Alexander

Ture thirt
of St. Louis, Mo., was held on Sunday afternoon,
These musicales are given weekly.

San Antonio,
A MUSICALE was given by the Ladies’ Chorus Club of
Clark, Jr.
H,
Mr.
of
direction
the
‘Texas, on December 6th, under
gave an
THE St. Cecilia Society of Shorter College, Rome, Ga.,

on November

evening with Chopin on November 6th, and 4 nother

20

Rapids
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ge of M usic, CedarSaa
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Dr.

Saviour, RoslinAN organ recital was given in the Church of Our

Sanborn.
dale, Mass., on November 234, by E. Jiussell
THE

pupils of Geo. Marks

Evans,

Pa,, gave &
of Wilkesbarre,

recital on the evening of November 28th.
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assisted by the Misses Bayne and Hopkins.

Program

WE have on hand a surplus
stock of operas by the leading
composers in various forms,
as vocal scores, piano scores,
vocal gems, and piano gems, which we wish to dispose
as Masof at nominal rates—operas by such composers
ete. This
Sullivan,
Donizetti,
Rossini,
Auber,
cagni,

BELOW

OPERAS
COST.

per of very handsome
usicians, but other musical

great esfor the music studio or the parlor.

eee

These will

one
out in the most attractive style, and each

be aan

be worth

fully the price of the journal.

of ae pruary issue we expect to begin the publica-

In io Ke series, and we are in hopes to have them
tion

her month.
appear every ot

the
pursuant ce with
has ‘ drifted
h
ic
wh
piano,
s which have
gets of studie
d to issue
inten
we
years,
The tendency is to
these.
In

those who have had an opportunity to examine the
work, The retail price of the work will be $2.00, subject to the usual discount to the profession.
Tux Ervpe for 1900 will be enriched by many novelties. There has never been a time in the history of the
journal when it has had such a promising outlook.
The corps of editors is constantly being strengthened,
and the list of contributors contains all the best writers
on musical subjects. The journal has been publishing
almost entirely new material, that has been especially
written for it. Our readers may look forward for the
coming year to a better, a stronger, a larger, and a finer
journal in every respect.
We have still for sale a few of the ‘Great Composers’? calendars. They are very suitable for studio or
library. Each calendar is adorned with twelve portraits
of great composers, the whole design being printed in
three colors,

It retails for 10 cents, or $1.00 a dozen.

THE medallion heads of the composers which we have
been selling during the holidays make a very suitable
ornament for the household or studio, They are profile views of the most famous composers.
The head
itself is about three inches square, mounted on cardboard a little larger than cabinet size.
They come
packed in a box, so that they carry by mail very safely.
The cardboard has an easel attachment.
The price is
only 25 cents, postpaid.

“ProruREs from the Lives of the Great Composers,”
by Thos. Tapper, an advertisement of which will be
found elsewhere, has been received by the advance subscribers with as much satisfaction as any book which we

have published. There have been few books that we
have published for which the advance list of subscribers
has heen as large as for this one.
This is a child’s own book of the composers,
The
story into which the biographies are woven touches not
only the biography delightfully, but some history as

in

well, and presents the scenes in so vivid a manner that

the abandonment

of

children will never forget them.
We could, perhaps, not say more in favor of the work
than the following testimonial will prove :
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Mr. Goopricn’s work on ‘‘ Theory of Interpretation ””
is at last completed, and we feel like apologizing to our
advance subscribers for the long delay in issuing the
book. It was unavoidable, and there were a great many
mechanical difficulties to overcome that we did not
foresee. Weshould be pleased to have the opinion of

of education

tendency
toward

a volume of this kind will be valuable.
They will
retail at $1.00 each. Our special offer for the month of
January will be 35 cents, postpaid. This barely covers
the cost of paper and printing.

books of études and ex‘‘ The Modern Student,”
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“The copy of Tapper’s ‘Pictures from the Lives of the Great
Composers’ has been received. I wish to express my delight after
reading

it,

he

children

have

here

a most

fascinating

set

of

tales, equal in charm to any fairy stories, and teachers will rejoice
in the clever manner of impressing the youthful mind with the
yaluo of concentrated attention,
“Mr,

Tapper

has

displayed

a positive genius

for arousing

the

ambition of students of music in his other works, but in this ho
has surely crowned his efforts, The little ones are eager for more
as soon as they hear the first chapter, and the historic points are
so given as to fix themselves readily in mind, The iden of chronologic

association

is another of the author's inspirations,

whole ‘ get-up’ of the book is artistie—the
ing; a very

dainty

conceit

that

type,

paper, and

The
bind-

of carrying the fleur-de-lis and

cloth-of-gold mystery into the decoration of the cover,
Altogother, it is artistically satisfying.
B, M, Watson,”
The price of the book is $1.25, less our usual discount
on bound volumes to the profession.
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THE younger generation of business men have never
experienced such an era of prosperity as we are at the
present time passing through.

In our business

all manufactured articles, owing to

the increase in the demand, have been increased in
price. Paper mills, printers, binders, all have so much
work to do that they positively refuse to accept more.
We have no intention of
This is both good and bad.
increasing our prices, although everything we are using
or making to-day is costing us from ten to forty per
cent. more, and we can only be repaid by doing a larger
business.
Oar facilities are equal to almost any demands.
We
hhandled here during the Christmas rush mails twice as
large as our average, and we are pleased to say that all
orders were attended to as promptly as at any other
time ; our main claim is for promptness.
Orders which
were received here at half past five o’clock in the evening were sent off the same night.
We are prepared to supply every college and teacher
in the country with everything that they need in their

work.

Our own publications are not to be surpassed by

those of any other publisher.

Our stock is the best

selected and one of the largest in the country.
If you have not given us a trial in the filling of your
orders, we want you to at least send for our catalogues,
which will explain much more fully our general system
of dealing.
ACCORDING to our usual custom, to those of our subscribers who renew their subscriptions during the present
month we will make the following offer :
If you will send $2.00, we will send to you, in addition to renewing your subscription for one year, a copy

of ‘‘Pianoforte Music,’’ by Jno. C. Fillmore.
This
work is a history of piano music, with biographic
sketches and critical estimates of its greatest masters.
It groups the composers of pianoforte music and their
works into their natural epochs, defining each of these
according to their characteristics.
The work has passed
through seven editions, so you will see it is not a new
one, but it is a standard work, and one which should be
in the library of every musician.

To those who will send $1.75, we will renew their
subscriptions for a year and send them a copy of the
work by E. M. Sefton, ‘‘How to Teach, How to
Study.”
Mr. Sefton has had extended experience [in training
young teachers in his normal classes, and this work
appeals particularly to that class.
oo
We have found that our subscribers appreciate books
of music and musical literature as premiums to a much
greater extent than other articles.
No doubt one very
substantial reason for this is that we can be much more
liberal with the books that we publish ourselves than
anything else. We reckon our premiums on the exact
cost of the books tous. There are, indeed, few of our
subscribers who have not, at some time or another,

availed themselves of these offers.
We want you, if you have not already done so, to
send to us for our little pamphlet, ‘‘ About Tur Erups,”
which tells not only the history of this journal, but
how to secure subscribers, and gives a long list of all
the premiums which we give to those obtaining subscriptions for us.
We have at the present time a subscription list
which, we can truthfully say, is greater, according to
the published records, than all the other musical papers
combined.
This is due to the fact that our subscribers
have appreciated our work, and have shown their appreciation by obtaining new subscribers for us. All that
a premium
we can do in return is to give them as liberal
as we possibly can, and we have attempted to do this in

every instance.

January is the greatest subscription month of the
year, owing, no doubt, to the fact of being the beginning
We hope that our increase during the
of the volume
present month will be as great as it has always been,
and we thank you all fur anything that you may do
toward this end.

ETUDE

MUSIC IN THIS ISSUE.
“ANITRA’S DANCE,” op. 46, No. 3, by Edvard
Grieg. For a description of this beautiful and effective
composition, see page opposite to music.
“ Weppine Marcx”? from ‘‘ Lohengrin,” by Wilhelm
Richard Wagner.
A duet for the piano.
Wagner, one
of the greatest dramatic composers of the nineteenth
century, was born May 22, 1813, in Leipzig, and died
February 13, 1883, in Venice.
‘‘ Lohengrin’? was
written in 1847, and was first produced under the direction of Liszt August 28, 1850, at Weimar, and this
‘* Wedding March,” or ‘‘ Bridal Chorus,’’ as it is called
in the opera, is one of its most popular themes.

TUDIO IN GOOD LOCATION OFFERED, RENT
free, in return for player and use of instrument on
Sunday evenings and at other stated times. Lady preferred. Address Universal Brotherhood League, Box F,
320 South Broad Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

IANIST WANTED.—AN

EXPERIENCED PIANO

teacher, with broad culture and independence, can
find a permanent, profitable field in the capital of Okla
homa.
Address WINFIELD S. Smiru, Guthrie, Okla.

IGARS.— LOCAL
AGENTS,
DEALERS,
AND
private smokers will do well to write to W. E.
Krum & Co., Reading, Pa., for a price-list of their

cheap, high-grade cigars. Their prices and quality of
cigars will really astonish you.

““TpzAL DANcE,’’ by Eugenio Sorrentino.
This
African serenade is the latest composition from the pen
of the distinguished director of the Banda Rossa, and
will no doubt become very popular.
He is the author
of ‘‘ Willow, Grove’? and ‘‘ Harriet’? Marches, two of
the most popular marches written.

“Huntina ScENE,’”’ op. 65, by Gustav Merkel.
This characteristic musical sketch, depicting the bugle
call, the galloping of horses, and the running of the
hounds, was written by Gustav Merkel, a distinguished
organist and composer, who was born November 12,
1827, at Oberoderwitz (near Zittau), and died October
12, 1885, in Dresden.
“THE GOLDEN WEDDING,’’;by Gabriel-Marie, one
of the modern French composers.
This little gem for
the piano is a composition that is well worth careful
study, in order to bring out all of its various shadings.
It is a dance written in the old style of 1700.

‘¢A Primrose.”

Song by Grace Lee Brown.

This

song isa little gem. The words are beautiful and the
music very effective.
‘THE FLUTE PLAYER,” op. 141, by B. Wolff. This
composition is a beautiful and very effective study of
the trill, and the melody must be well defined and
played with a round, singing tone. The trill (a kind
of flute obligato) must be played very evenly throughout, and if the phrasing and other marks of expression
are carefully studied, the labor will be well repaid.

“THE

GOLDEN

PATHWAY.’

Song by Hamilton

Gray. This charming song is suitable for church, concert, or parlor. It is easy to sing, and can be added to
any singer's repertoire.

MARSEILLES

‘(THe

Hymn,”

by Claude

Joseph

Rouget De Lisle. A duet for the piano. This national
air of France was written in the year 1792, by De Lisle,
a young officer in the garrison at Strasburg, where he
was very popular in the triple capacity of poet, violinist,

and singer.

He was born at Montaigne, Lons-le-Saulnier,

May 10, 1760, and died June 27, 1836.
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MERICAN GUILD OF ORGANISTS’ EXAMINAtions. The Winter Examinations for Associateship in the American Guild of Organists will be held in
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School of Music and Oratory in splendid Ohio town.
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Ohio.
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THE KIUDE BINDER.
It is simple but complete, cheap but durable,
and beautiful in appearance.
It has a solid wooden back, which always keeps it
in shape, and it does not mutilate the contents.
The copies are instantly but securely bound by the
thin slats which run the length of the periodical, and yet
can be removed at pleasure.
Bach Binder holds twelve copies, or a full year’s subscription, of the Htude.

Price, Postpaid, $1.00.
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W. S. B. MATHEWS,
Author of “How to Understand Music,”
“A

Popular History of Music,”

“Music:

Its Ideals and Methods,”

Price, Clotbebound,
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WORK

CONSISTS

etc., atc

$1.50,
OF

PART I. The Masters and Their Music.
PART II. Modern Masters and American Composer:
HE First Part contains material for Fon Musical
Hvenings or Classes, consisting of Biographical and Critical Annotations, carefully selected Musical
Illustrations, etc., relating to Bach, Hiindel, Haydn,
Mozart, Schubert, Beethoven, Mendelssohn, Chopin,
Schumann, and Liszt; calculated to show what kind
of music they wrote, the relations and differences between the composers, and to give an idea of the true

place of each in Musical Art.
There is also in addition a Second

Part, contain-

ing Six Musical Evenings or Programs, prepared with
equal care upon Brahms, Grieg, Gottschalk and Mason,
MacDowell, Arthur Foote and Mre. H. H. A. Beach
Scharwenka, Jensen and Paderewski, Rubinstein and
Techaikowsky, and miscellaneous programs of American

Composers.
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The young teacher, or one about to enter the profession,
is inneed of guidance quite as much as the pupil. Very
little has been put in book form that relates to the
teacher’s work. Mr. Sefton has had extended experience
in training young teachers. His efforts in the normal
field have been very successful. His ‘‘ Teachers’ Class
Book” is generally used by teachers who wish a systematicrecord.
This isa work designed to aid the teacher.
It touches on every phase of teaching. Every difficulty
which confronts the teacher is met. It were better that
even the older teacher studied the book. There is such
a thing as doing a thing for years, and doing it wrong
unconsciously. He is the best teacher who is most anx-
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THEO. PRESSER, 1708 Chestnut St., Philadelphia
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Bound

Price,

Price, Nickel-plated,

50 Cents,

Net, Postpaid

Giving the correct Metronomic Marka after the
Maelzel Standard, together with the
True Tempos of all the Dances.

These instruments have been especially manufactur+
for Taz Ervups, and will be sent as a premium to any or
sending two subscribers. Address

THEO, PRESSER,

1708 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa
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Endorsed by Rossini, Gounod, and others,
Gold Medals: London, 1862 ; Paris, 1867, ’78, ’89.
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prompts to the pupil one or more soundsinan
exercise, the teacher does the work, not the
pupil, If reviewing an exercise several times,
it is merely memorized, thereby the pupil
recites and is prevented from learning to
read, which is the main subject of our system,

nony, or to those who will take up the study alone,
Published by

THEODORE
1708 Chestnut Street,

For the Piano.

Complete in ten books ; five of which are now published
at 50 cents each.
Introductory Theory volume $1.25.
SEND FOR FIRST BOOK ON EXAMINATION,
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Lessons in Musical History,
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FILLMOR.
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Mr. Borowski’s compositions are highly
reccmmended by the most prominent musicians abroad ag well as in the United States.
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Mr, Borowski, in the following compositions, has aimed to write in a pleasing manner, for pupils and teachers, without adding
This work has been made to answer a demand for
the technical difficulties so frequent in the
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For Four subscriptions, with $6.00, we will send
any one of the following, postpaid :
In six volRidiey Prentice.
The Musician.
(Any four volumes.)
umes.
Sheet Music, selected from our own Catalogue,
to the retail value of $8.00.

Graded

Mathews.

Course of Studies in Ten
(Any eight volumes.)

How to Understand Music.

Two volumes.

W.S.B.Mathews.

(Both volumes.)

Touch and Technic.
Dr. Wm.
four volumes.
(All four volumes.)
19 Sonatas.
ozart.
One Hundred Years of Music

W.S. B. Mathews.

Mason.

In

in America.

The Bidwell Pocket Hand Exerciser.
Dictionary of Music and Musicians. Riemann.
French Opera Glasses, Black Morocco.

Silk Umbrella, either 26 or 28-in. frame.
Music Roll, large size, unlined.

For Five Subscriptions.
For Five subscriptions we will send, postpaid

umes.

For Three subscriptions, with $4.50, we will
give you any one of the following valuable works

ra

Wagner-Liszt Album, 9 Selected Operatic
Transcriptions.
Notes of a Pianist. L. M. Gottschalk.

_Music Satchel, with Handles.
Sheet-music
size.
The Musician.
Ridley Prentice.
In six vol-

For Three Subscriptions.
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Mazurkas.
Frederic Chopin.
Album of 32 Favorite Compositions. F. Chopin.
Sonatas.
Haydn. Two volumes.
Album—t5s Selected Pieces. Anton Rubinstein.
Two volumes.

Bound Volume of The Etude.
Studies in Phrasing.
W. S. B. Mathews.
(All three volumes.)

Pocket Book and Card Case (Ladies).

W.S.

Studies in Melody Playing. H.C. Macdougall.
(Both volumes.)
European Reminiscences. L, C. Elson.
Student’s Harmony. O. A. Mansfield.
Celebrated Pianists of the Past and Present.
A. Ehrlich.
Music and Culture. Carl Merz.
Well-Tempered Clavichord. Bach. In 2 vols.

Standard

30 Selected Studies from Op. 45, 46 and 47.
Stephen Heller.
Selected Songs Without Words (Cady Edition).
Felix Mendelssohn,
Songs Without Words, Complete.
Felix
Mendelssohn.

(either volume).

Twenty Copies of the Pupil’s Lesson Book.
Anecdotes of Great Musicians.
W. F. Gates.
Umbrella Music Stand.
Reed Organ Method.
Chas. W. Landon.
Method for the Piano. Chas. W. Landon.
Music Life and How to Succeed in It. Tapper.

Grades.

cone.
21 Selected Studies (Von Biilow).
Cramer.
Album Leaves. C. Gurlitt. Op. ror.

E.
Preparatory Touch and Technic, C.

Sonatinas. Muzio Clementi.
J. Concone.
Fifty Lessons for Medium Voice.
Rhythm. Stephen

Heller.

No. 1708 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa., Station A.

The Study of the Piano. H. Parent.
Mathews’ Standard Graded Course
Grades.
(Any four grades.)

Cash Deductions.

PRESSER, Publisher,

(Any three

(The six volumes.)

Standard Graded Course.

Ten Grades.

W.

Maelzel. Metronome

(by

S. B. Mathews.
Sonatas, Complete. Beethoven, 2vols,
19 Sonatas. Mozart. Cloth.
French Opera Glasses, White Mother of Pearl,
1-in. objective.
"
Music Roll, large size, lined.

For 6 Subscriptions.

express).

For 7 Subscriptions.
hoven. 2 vols.
For 8 Subscriptions.
Bell (by express).

For 9 Subscriptions.

Sonatas, complete.

Beet-

Maelzel Metronome, with

Complete

Piano Works.

Chopin.
For {0 Subscriptions, Piano Stool, with Spring
Back (by express).
For 12 Subscriptions. Technicon, Student’s size
(by express).

For 15 Subscriptions.
Ladies’ Watch, GoldFilled Case.
Music Cabinet (by eapress).
For 17 Subscriptions,
Technicon, Teacher's size
(by express).

Liberal arrangements can be made with any one
desiring to obtain either a piano or an organ as a
premium.
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Pictures‘ Lives
ae Great Composers
By THOMAS

TAPPER

PRICE,

$1.26.

BCENES delightfully described about the Com;
posers Bach, Haydn,

and Mozart, with inci-

dental pictures of many other composers and
famous people.
By including Biography within another story, the
author succeeds in emphasizing the music story
and holding the child’s attention.
a
An appendix of questions on the text serves as
a help and suggestion to the teacher who desires to
use the book for initial lessons in Music History,
The book is written in simple language,—it is
designed to be read by the children themselves.
Nothing could serve better for the child’s first
lessons in Musical Biography ;contemporaneous
history is delightfully introduced, and the child
learns by grouping personages and events,

Published by THEO. PRESSER, *
1708 Chestnut

Street,
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DR. WIkkIAM MASON.

"TECHNIC
“Your ‘Touch
Technic’

is the

“In your Method I
find exercises stronglyto berecommended,
especially the interlocking passages and
all of the accentual
treatment.""

and

Franz Liszt.

best

Piano Method which

PDS

I know, and I congratulate you on being the

“After

author of so masterly

the

most

thorough examination I consider your

a work,"

“Touch

1, J. Paderewski.

and Technic’

a master work, which
holds an unapproach-

able (uantastbar) position among the most
important works."
Rafael Joseffy.
I. J. PADEREWSKI.

FRANZ

LISZT.

RAFAEL

The Highest Words of Praise from the Eminent PARIS Teacher, Professor SIGISMUND

DE SEYFRIED,

Over Marrre:—tI have doyoted soveral months to tke theoretical and practical study of your incom-

0 eimplo, go natural, o ensy, nnd a0 wathotic.—I seo that I hy

Tsent you to-day, dear Master, my warmest thanks from the depths of my heart, both for myself and

chug, aud tow I aeo clearly.

very near the truth without finding it, At Iast—thanks to esas wees, that I have often boon
in it as long as E livo, for I have completo confidence in your Method. yu yned 0 it, and T shall remain

parable Mothod, “ Touch and Technic.” I have played the oxercises daily, and have given them to my
pupils, The result all eround has been simply marvelous,

my

pupils.
4 a have found the trae path,—the shortest path,—to perfection.

olear, and your logic profound and irrofutable.

particulara, changed my way of playing.

havo, in many

Fatiguo has ontiroly

At the ago of forty-five I

disappeared.

Haso, strength,

olastielty, reign throughout in my playing and in tho playing of my pupils who havo undorstood mo, or

rathor

You!

hanks to you,

7
Your explanations are simple and

‘Thanks to you, I grasp entirely the “Wherefore ” of Pianoforte technique.
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I.—The

PART

IN FOUR

Two.Finger

Hxercises

(School of Touch),

IIl.—Arpeggios Rhythmically

THEODORE

Price

our

PRESSER,

ou

it daily, and am enrj,

(Signed)

II.—The

Treated (Passage School).

Publisher,

a

what I have before done instinctively

Mothod has become my Bible; I study

of each, $1.00.
PART

fie

Receive now the expression of my reroute Prauite.

Now, surveying your Mothod,—

BOOKS.

I understand

have brought order out of my

mo how to learn! "Why did I not meet you when I was fifteen |
94 Bropingly. “You have taught
Do not accuse mo of ingratitude to my teachera, whom I love much.
did not always fnd tho right way to appeal
to my understanding. "You foundTti fs atone not
ee that they
am ag profoundly grateful.
it at once, and that is why

After having studied tho mothoda of tho groatest teachora in Poland, Gormany, and France,

T must say that you have made mo UNDERSTAND what they told mo.

JOSE FRY,

1708

Liberal

Discount

Scales Rhythmicallyof Treated
Octave

PART

IV.—School

Chestnut

Street,

i

"ched by its troasures,

SIGISMUND

DE SEYFRIED,

to the Profession

Paris, France.

(School
of Brilliant
Playing Pa ssa,eB).
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and
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